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^;	 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Need For a New Approach
Societal pressures and national policies emphasize "the protection and
enhance[nent of the natural and human environment, the need for coordinat-
ing transportation improvement projFCts with related social, economic and
environmental programs, and the desirability of fostering an open, informed
and participatory decision-malting process. These national policies have
been articulated in such Federal legislation as the Department of Trans-
portation Act of 1965 which requires:
'...the development of national transportation policies and programs
conducive to the provision of fast, safe, efficient, and convenient
transportation at the lowest c;ryst consistent therewith and with
other national objectives, incluciing the efficient utilization and
conservation of the Nation's resources,'
the Federal-Aid Highwar^ Act of 1970, which requires:
'...that possible adverse economic, social, and environmental effects
relating to any proposed project on any Federal-did system have been
fully considered in developing such projects and that the final deci-
sions on the project are made in the best overall public interest,
taking into consideration the need for fast, safe, and efficient
transportation, public services, and the costs of eliminating or
r
,; minimizing such adverse effects ,'
;^ and the National
	
Environmental	 Policy Act of 1969, 4vhich requires: 	 '
'...a systematic,	 interdisciplinary approach which will	 insure the
integrated use of the natural	 and social	 sciences and the environ--
mental	 dasign arts in planning and in decision-malting which may have
;' an impact on man's environment."'	 ^11.S.	 Department of Transportation,
1975.}
='
Furthermore, attention is 	 becoming increasingly focused an the initial	 ^	 ^^	 .
^= `^activities of the system acquisition process, on demonstrating that a 	 I ^
choice of transportation concept or technology will 	 achieve stated abjec^
tives, and an generally satisfying the information requirements of
major decision milestones in the planning and development of major
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systems (OMB Ci real ar fro . A^IO9, I976) .
A new and innovative methodology is needed if transportation analysis and
evaluation are to be responsive to these pressures and policies. The
need arises as a consequence of the nature of an intercity transportation
system, of the requirements for transportation decision-making, and of
the state-af--the-art in transportati.an planning.
Intercity transportation systems are inherently large-scare, complex
systems requiring long lead-time programs for their planning and acquis-
ition. Furthermore, they have major social and economic consequences
for the nation, as well as far the region they serve directly. Assessing
alternative transportation concepts during the initial phases of the sys-
tem life cycle, when supportive research and technology development
activities are defined, requires estimates of transportation, environ-
mental, and sag
 a-economic impacts throughout the system life cycle --
a period of some forty or fifty years.
Decisions concerning intercity transportation concepts and technology
necessarily involve the evaluation of projected time flours of conse-
quences extending forty ar fifty years into the future. Conventional
discounting practices are inadequate for evaluating these long term
estimates of Tife cycle costs and benefits. Of particular concern is
the fact that benefits of an investment in transportation technology are
not realized until the last twenty ar thirty years of the system life
cycle, and current discounting practices tend to degrade such long range
values to relative insignificance. l"his consequence of using standard
discounting methods can be incompatible ^vith societal goals and govern-
ment policies.
The increasing emphasis on satisfying the needs of defined decision situ-
ations demands an evaluation methodology that focuses on t^+e decision, on
the decision--makers, and on pertinent policies and objectives. Since
objectives include environmental and socia-economic considerations,
evaluating transportation decisions requires estimates of environmental
and sacia-economic impacts of those decisions. "3ranspartation alter-
^	 ^ . tit
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i.
	^?	 IlatiVeS s frorlld evolve ^Fr'ont a set o^F er• pl ici t public and private sector
goals and objectives relating to both tfie transportation system and to
	 ^
r.^
	
. ^^ ;	 the broader community corlte^t into tvflisli the transportation System is
,; .,
^:^
to be integr"aced. A major flaw in eat'ly trallsportatiall planning proses,
	
^'	 SeS tYas the @\teilt t4 tvhicll ti'allspa r'tatia il COITS idei'atia lTS tve i'e isolated
	
1	
'	
^I
	
''	 from social ^ ^C011oiiiic and enviranlriental pl arlrling" (U.S. Depal'tntent of
`	 Trarlspol"tatian, 1975).	 Decision- Ilrakirlg at Ilia national level must be	 ^`
	
-^	 1'esponsive to complex value systems representing transportatian, erluit'on-
	
^	 mental, societal, and economic policies and objectives. 	 i
^_a
Unfortunately, current planning technology alas rleitfier tfle analysis
	
^;	 nlodei s nor•
 tfle data base 'For adequatel v deal i rlg with
+^ the complexity of inter°city transportation systems
	
^'	 ^ the courplexita► of the Intel~actions between a tr'arlspoi • tation sys--
	
o '	 ,
^	 t@Eli a rld the e llvi s•onn i@ nts i n tivhi ch i t i s embedded 	 t
	
^^:	 ^ defini tiarl and appl icatiarl o f the co lilplex Value 5yste lils that	 1
ullde3"lie t1~ansportation decision-making
	
r!	 ^ a Sang terair planning period
,'
^!
	^^	 Present forecasting riretllods are based on extr~apnlation of historical
	 !	 !^
	
^ ^.	 trends alld are rarely considered valid fol^ iiiore than a faro years (e.g. ,
	
r ;
Martina, 1972. ^1ore sophisticated prediction techniques (e.g., ^aaty,
	.^	 1977} ai^:? becolning available. Deficient data bases, harvever, prevent
;^
adequate validation of tfl0 models desi gned to deal tvitli the Complexities
	
^^	 of a tl•arispartatiorl system and its impacts.
Asa result of pressures arl the transportation analyst to use "Bard" data
arld validated or, at least, reasonably well f:notvn models, there is a
tendency t0 1 unit ti'arlspoi"tatiall studies to ti~affic and cost analyses	
-
arld to avoid the problems of long range predictions, dTSCaurlting, arld
degree of acflieveritenE of agency policies and objectives. Studu outputs
	 ` t
are frequently, therefore, not compatible ►vith tfie iilformatian deeds of	 ^is	 ^.
tr'arlspar"tatiorl decision--making.
3dhaL is needed is a metfradolagisal approach that tocuses un the deei5ion
^:
__
^	 }	 S
i
I^
II
to be made gild its infarmation requirements. 1'he decision situation,
i i7ClU di rl g th e po]icies and ob,^ectives of the decision-makers and their
of"gai7i?'at'10i7, sa ri pr9v ide
 
expi ici t guidance fo T' pl ar7I77l7g ttte tt'317Sp01`td-
tior7 study and its infarmatioi7 outputs. 1'he advantages of a decision-
ori anted ntetirodo] ogy i nc] ude
• identification of the infarit7ation elerttents needed by tt7e deci-
sion-makers
selection of the best available data and models for estimating
r7eeded infor •ntation elements
• ider7tificatian of gaps artd deficiencies in data bases and model-
i i7 g capabi 1 i ti es so that transportation planning tools and tech-
p iques can be improved [vi t17i n an or • gani ^i ng frame[vor• k	 ^	 .
A decision-oriented methodology for the anal ,y^sis and evaluatiai7 of inter •-
city rpodal concepts is presented and illustrated in this report.
1.' Objectives
7t7e ob,jecti vas of the ^CONEfiCY study are: 	 .
+ to develop a unified metltodalogical franre[vork for the campar'san 	 ^ -
of intercity passenger • and freight transportation systems
to rev7e[Y tale attt' i b utes of e^7Sting and fUtUi"e tran5pa l•t^t70 n
SySteniS far the purpose of estabi i slti ng ^rreasur'es ar' canpari son
1'3tese objectives have been achieved ar7d, in addition, Evere made .no re
specific to ir7cTude:
+ development of a metf7odo]agy for comparing long ter7r transporta-
tion trends arising frcm imp]ententation cf various ^^^ programs
• definition of value functions and attribute weightings n^4eded for
canrpari ng al tert7ative policy actiar7s far furthering Cranspat"ta-- j
tion goals	 ^	 ^	 >t
i
a
It ;vas not an objective of the Phase F study to implement the nrethodal^^^v
beyond an illustrative e^atnpl e. 1^hi l e as muc't real i snt as pQSs i bl e and
actual data, tivhere readily ,^.^,aiTable, ^vei"e utiliced, ttte :.onclusions +::gin-	 '^
_#	 ^	 }
^	 I
--^-	
^ -
`^'	 ^	 ^
-•^^
_.	 .	 _.
_.
_	
m
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L
E	
cerning transpot•ation alternatives are, nevertheless, only illustrative.
1.3 Scope
^	 laarr•i r,g the pt-went study, the deci sion^or~i ented methodology cuss adapted
	
.^	 to needs of:
	
ii^	 ^ 
deci slor,- i11c3l:et'S i n an ac^eney of the Executive Brarlclt of the
^	 1
	
..	 C3. S. Cover'r,tttent
	
{	 ^ deCisiOnS concerrlir^g l ntel'city tra ltspfll'ta tion teCl,n0l p g ie5 and
	
,^ ^. _	 modal cor^cepts dur'ir,^ the 7nitiai concept phase o3 the system
i	
life cycle
a	 i^
'^	 Tl,i s Phase I ef^arfi focused on the evaluation frameTVOr°4: a tl,e Lompari-
a	 :^
	^', !"	 sort ntetltodology. ^n evaluation TtTOdel Teas developed and its application
^u
in guiding the planning of trar,spot • tation ar,aiysis attivities, 3 s well
^,
as ir, the evaluatiort of tr,te+~c,ty trar,spot • tation alternatives. Tvas illus-
tt'ated. The analysis and evaluatior, oi~ Enter~city tr • ansportatian alter-
	
j ^1	 natives for ar. actual decision situati^an Tvill be a folloTV-or, Phase II?^
	
.p ^:^	 Ef'^4rt.
	
L	 1. -k Orc^ani ^a ti or1 o f ^e art
^^
	i	 The reader rttay be guided in i,is readinc7 of t'ais rep«rt byl-noTVin^^, in
advance, some o^ the tt,ir,gs t:o look r`or.	 In C!tapter ^, the theoretical
	
uy	 principles ►vhich underl^+ th,e h~%d^EfiGl' ntethodalogy are estahl is^ted. 	 Ttte
f	 _
hasi c strtrcture or' thte decision prvtal etTr i s exentpl i fled b y Figures "l
and W.". The r?asic httildirty ducts are synt',esis of alternat,ve trans-
-	 ^	 portati©n s ystertts, analysis ai' thew systettts, and finall ^+ evaluatior,.
k	
Chapters 3, ^k, 5 and 6 specifically address these separate as pects of
''	 tt,e rnetttadolo^^.	 .
The t^lQal'£'t1Cal developnrent it, Aar:}, Chaste!' 15 treated ^'i T'St hut, in
order to relate this level aprt,er,t T^+i tht its prac:ti Le, a F,^^pet'teti cal
^\aElt^]le case is used .'or illuStT'at 1Qr,. 	Tt,e +:3se C^,oSc'T1 lvdti ^Ft at Ot" t:,e
hr{]5 .in g eles-San Fr3nCisCc7 C. CIi'T' icl l7l`,	 T1te fQrnl[1i3t1i^T, cf the C3sc 1vd^
^-
	
t	 i	 ^ -. .^..^ ^..^
1.	 '.^
R
^	
^	 i
predicated an a long-term projection of the U.S. G^lP, file pT•opartianate
share of economic activity attributable to the counties of the California
corridor, physical constraints an expansion of various modes, and other
attributes of the regional system. Because of the largely hypothetical
nature of the illustration, detailed discussion of ho+Y the various para-
meters and variables were obtained was not considered relevent. Ho+never,
the data on which the case was structured were reasonably accurate
although incomplete. Some assunTed values +vere merely based on reasonable
judgments.
As the development of the methodology proceeds through Chapters 3, ^,
5 and fi, mare and more emphasis is placed on the example ease until in
Chapter 1 where the nTajar discussion is related to the example. Rppendices
R, B and C provide back up material and amplifications of the case.
In order to develop a sound background, a number of other transportation
related questions had to be examined. Some very important theoretical
issues had to be studied in depth. however, it vas deemed advisable to
faila+v the logic of the methodology without interspersing other concepts.
Theresore, these basic background questions were addressed in Appendix D.
T+vo very important issues raised in Appendix f) should be considered in
depth because of their importance to the methodology. These are:
• The need far along-te rm peT• spective and the formulation of
transportation .:s:• .r1w ^,.^^:s.
• The question of the underlying concept of discounting as an
important factor in relative-+north evaluation of ail performance
criteria.
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Z. TECHNICAE. APPROACH
2.1 Decision Orientation
The primary purpose underlying comparison of intercity transportation
system^^ is to provide information far decision-making in transportation
planning, design, and management. The comparison methodology is focused,
therefore, on the decision to 6e made and nn the implied Information
requirements.
The development of a metho^laTngical framework far the evaluation of
alternative intercity transportation concepts has been guided by the fol-
lowing decision-making requirements as listed on page 6 of the ECONERGY
proposal for this contract:
• it is desirable to be able to review, discuss and communicate
the bases for major decisions concerning the selection of inter-
city transportation modal concepts
• evaluation of alternatives should be consistent from alternative
to a:i ternati ve
• evaluation of alternatives should 6e compatible with stated
policies and objectives of the responsible agency
The comparison methodology developed 6y ECOi^ERGY is adaptable to Chang-
ing technologies and changing priorities. In particular, the method-
ology permits current attitudes towards federal intercity transportation
decision-making to be reflected. These attitudes were abstracted from
the fol1otving federal documents:
(1} The comparison methodology is designed to assure compliance with
policy statements of OMB Circular No. A--lO9 (1976} that federa] agen-
cies, when acquiring major systems;
• will express needs and progra^; objectives in mission terms
and not in equipment terms
• will place emphasis on the initial activities of the system
acquisition process to allow competitive exploration of
alternative system design concepts in response to mission needs
L^	 ^ 7	 ^ ^
;^
_.	
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• should ensure appropriate trade-offs among inVestEttent costs,
ownership casts, schedules and performance characteristics
(2} The catttparison criteria are derived froth DdT policy and RD&D man-
agement objectives ( DQT, 1972; OST1S, June 1977} to assure campati-
bility with DOT poli CieSs goals and objectives.
(3} The evaluation framework represents explicit implementation of
Step 2 of Task A of the Transportation Planning Process defined in DOT
(1975, pp. 19-27}.
In addition, display tecftniques incorporated in tfze ECONERCY methodology
	
^'	 ^
demonstrate a capability to highlight:
	 f
• strengths and weaknesses of each candidate alternative with
	 ; , 1
respect to the defined comparison criteria
w an aggregated relative score for each al ternative that is corn-
	
-';	 patibie faith shl^cted weighting functi ons
 
which rapt^es ant	 4r
explicit trade-off relationships	 "° '
	
^	 !'^ l
• sensitivity of aggregated relative scares to changes in trans- 	 `'^
	
^	 portatian system descri ptQrS , rei ative worth functions and
	 ^^^;:^	 ^,^-1
fuel ghti ng functions
	
^<	 ^^^ ^
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2. 2 ^ietltodol a gi ca 1 Framework
	 ' ,
	
^	 ^,
Every decision involves, either e^^cpi3citly nr implicitly, the activi^
	
^	 ties indicated in Figure 2.1 (Li (sort, 1972},
	
^	 ^^
S^rz thesis v f .-I l ter^^ratz;^es ^^
L
A decision implies a set of alternatives from which the daci5ian —maker
e
	^`	 chooses an alternative to be implemented. (Decision-maker, as used 	 "^' ^^
. ^,	 ,	 ,
here, n;eans a person or set of peap ] e.} There must, therefore, be
	 `"` ?_
some activity that syntl3esizes and describes this set of alternatives.
	 M ^t
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An alternative tt^anspartation SyStG'!tt i S defi^^ed aS a set Or poE^tf0 1i 0 	 rn {
of iEltertttodal systems (i.e., highway, fixed guideway, air, etc. , a tf7at
„,
are combined to satisfy specified transportation goals and ob,^ectives.
	 ^,
Estirn^tes oi:
Pet ati ve ^fo^h
__
^.	 ^
_._
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^	 Synthesis
Form^, idtion n^f	 ^	 .-.
^ Descriptions of	 -t ^	 ^. ._... .._.. ^ ...,_ .^ ^.
^ 7ransportdtion	 ^	
.___ ..._ ^ _.... ^. _. ._	 .......	 ..._..^
f^^ tErnati VeS and	 J	 '`^
^ the Pegion	 J	 ^	 -.T-
	
An a j +.L is 	 ^	 ;^.,,
	
Case Description	 Estimation of	 ^'
CQnSeQuEnCF:S .	 ^	 .^
Costs, Benei:iis,
^i SACS	 a
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ConsequencES	 Pel ati ve ^fflirtth or	 -
R] ternati ves
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The question is not tvhether one made alone is better than another but ^^	 ^E	 f mi
^`	 `rather whic}t combination of modes best satisfies a societal	 aspiration .
for future transportation, with today's system as the given initial ^"	 ^:
;^
^	 ;'
configuration from which all projected alternatives must flow. ^	 i``
;!.
^.
^
^	 '
_}
rl^Ta Z^stis
_
Adecision--maker 1^as some belief's concerning the consequences assn-
l	 ^
dated with each alternative. 	 Tice process by which estimates of such t
consequences art: made is here defined as ar^aZJs^s. ^_' f
Consequences o f a deci s i on are,	 i n general , tnul ti di rnens i o na l . 	 A deci-
P'
^	 E
^:..
lion concerning transportation systems,^for example, can affect gravel
times, costs, land values, demography of the area, 	 the physical	 environ- ^k ^	 ,.,
meet, health, etc.	 i11e set of these consequences are defined as the
^_.,
eorrmarison vrz^ez^ia.	 Dimensions of the comparison criteria are rhea- -
^..,
^
cured in physical	 or economic units such as kilometers	 (miles) per ^
hour, number of passengers, dollar = s,	 etc. ^;
^r
....,
Analysis,	 therefore, requires kna^vledge of the p hysical, economic,
-;
t
social,	 ar^d political	 relationships	 associated	 ti^ith	 transportation ^ ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
systems and rite environments in tvhicit they are embedded, 	 The con-- !'^
sequences to be estimated are inherently in rile future	 where future ^	 ^	 +	 :,.	 ^	 ;>
is relative to the time of t17e decision) and are therefore uncertain.
i
^:^
;
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^
^^j ^cI,S' ' ^^^
The identification of the best alternative depends not only on esti-
1
mated consequences but also on ►vhat the decision--make ►° considers ^!	 ^	
t^t	 ^
important	 and desirable.	 1Jhen a chaise is made, the decision--maker `^:^	 'f	 f
has rated the alternatives by applying a ^^alue system (or set ofi value
r
r^;	 i
sy5tet115)	 to	 the e5 ti mates of consequences.
	
l' i^e selected al ternative ^
measures highest on same scale of relative tvortlti	 that represents	 this ^'^-;	 ^	 `.
value system.	 Wr.^a?aca^vw^r^ ^s ;ire deJ'vrt^rf ;xs	 ^h a^ Kraus;~^,r,na^:.^^n .:f ;.^
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' '^^	 Pj' 2'E^^[21:7.r1t? tJP2'L` jl.	 EVaI tlati an t• equit"e5 l^nOlvl edge of tfte Va l lre system(5 )
tee he used in making the specs fled decision; quanta Ficatian of the
evaluation activit}► tequires a quantitative? model of the appropriate
^3
value systeitt{s ^ - an ^vaZttezt^^art „cad^•Z.
Figure 2,1 illustrates hate synthesis, analysis, evaluation and' the
decision are infltleitced b}+ tfte available data b^^sr P science and tecft-
noloc^}► , and b}+ the background a iZd teperience of the people: involved.
Tn addition, the process re:p;resented has iteratiaizs g ild feedback loops,
only anew of which is . shown, i.e. , tfte rise of the inforinatian otatair^ed
ft•om syntfte3sis, analysis, and evaluation to formulate additional ^be.t-
^^^
^1
^,
t:..
^`.
ter} ai ternatives,	 -
r'
,i
Each of the decision-maf:ing requit• eme~nts on the decision process of
3.:
!'
^^
Figure 2,1 implies not only that the physical, economic and social i^.
systems
	
should	 be qualttitativel }+ modeled
	 -For ^m^zr^^sz.s,	 but also tftat ''
it is important far the appropriate value system itself to be rrrodeled ',
sa as to meet the ab ,^ectives of cammunicatian, consistency and	 compat- ;.
ability, ^.	 ^'
,t^^
Further^ttare, the evaluation relationships and
	 their required
	
input data ;	 `:	 f	 ,':
estimates of tfle corrtparisnn criteria) define the outputs needed
	 From
artalysi 5 and	 holy
 such outputs are to be processed. 	 ^In e^p] ici t quanta- ;
tative representation of the evaluation activity 	
€the evil nation rnodei ), "	 i
ther•efat•e,	 provides unambi goons	 guidelines	 for pi anni ng and aranayi rtg
	
tf^e ^	 -i
anal}+sis activity.
	 1'fte evaluation model
	 i5,	 therefore,
	
a critical	 el e- I':
4
ment in the camparisolt ittethodolagy.
^,
Estimation of the significant effects of a ^:^andidate transportation ^°
system requires analysis not only of tfte system i tsel f but also of its k.^
interrel^1ted effects on other sgcio - economic and
	 r?nviranntental	 systeirts. ^.	 ^:
f`lutually interactive effects of transportation with the pft}+sisal
	 envies ^,
ronlnent (through,	 for example, noise and air pollution) and rvit^t the 4_
sacio-economic environment
	 ( tftraugft,	 for exalrrple,	 land use, demography ^;::E
and urban level opntent} must be dealt t^itft explicitly and quantitati vely. ,''
-ll-i.
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The synthesis and analysis, as tveTl as ttre evaIuatian of transportation
modal systems, involve many variables besides the comparison criteria.
Environntr+ntaT, demographic, and demand factors are specified in a
scenario defining the conditions irttivhich the alternative transportation
nrades would be embedded. System descriptar •s are the result of the
synthesis activity and are needed to identify a transpnrtattnn modal
system in sufficient detail to permit meaningful ariuTysis. Analysis
introduces intermediate ca^rrputational variables for computing the out-
_	 put variables of the analysis frarnewarl;, i.e., the comparison criteria.
oval uati an identifies eT ecrrerrts of vaT ue systems other than the conr--
parison criteria. foot only are these eleurents identified and defined,
4rat they are also Classified according to their roles in the decision
process.
E	 Management has no choice as to tivhether tfre activities identi fi ed in
figure 2.1 will be perfarnred in a given decision situation. One rvay
';	 or anottrer, synthesis, analysis and evaIuatian rviTl be performed, in
that sequence, in order to generate the information an ^vhich the deci-
sign is based.
Management does, hativever, have options concerning: 	 ^:
{X) tfle type of infnrrnation to be explicitly generated
^^) the models to be used for analysis and evaluation
	 =af
fi3) the sources of needed data
	 ^T.
{i
^4) the physical, financial and personnel resources to be assigned
	 ^_
to synthesis, analysis and evaluation
(5) the timing of tfte development of the synthesis, analysis and
	 _
eval uatian capabilities
The decision-oriented problem-solving nrethadniogy of Figure ^.^ pre-
sents asequence of activities designed to provide maaimunr guidance
for determining the Five options above.
In general , management recngni y es tlrat, i n order to achieve its goals
	 } ;'i
and objectives, decisions must be made and resources must be allocated
^^
^i
^`^
^	 ^ ^ I	 I	 ^
'^^ ^
^ ^	 j ^^
^^`
^.
Defti ne the Decision Si tuat^ on	 ^- ,', ' < .
';i
F'i gure 2.2 - 1'he Leci si on-Oriented Problem Sol vi nn Process
	 ^' '^,
(Tile Decision Process)
^	 4. ..
^,	 ti
^^^ a^^^^+ii;ic^s ^Glia^^ #^r•nvi^e in^^-t^ ai'Ir^^i^fr ^t^ srr#^^^at'^t; is#re^^ ^t^ci^ic^l^^. I
i^ tis^tllae^t t^hai; an unctei'^^^an^t^tnc^ ^^^#, ^,#i^ tilaal s anti t^t ►^^t;i;ivc^^ Irti^^^i^ra^^
if^^ i;li^s^ it^ci^ic^fis i^ 71r►^caty ^tsaf^^ f1C^'^ I,^nl^s flit' e^t^fk^^^i^+t` Irranak^^lrrant^ ^^t^
^^cisiaft-rela^t;e^i a^i;'tt+i^ic^, t►u^ ai^;t^ -t't^r ^^ti^^^eui;i^7^^ ^r`t'i'^i ,lriari^^ ^t^ ^.^Irt
^^nefiia ^^ee#tni^al ^a;^#^a.	 ^^3~tn^t^t;it^n ^^t' i;#1t^ it^^^i;.lit?ft ^i^^^fai;it^n a61Et
ti^^elat?Irr^tr^t; t7i' iatie k^va]u€r^i;iln ^t4ct^l ^#tat; ict^?n^it^ik^:; an^i iltti^t^#?1'c^^t',;;
^#►use +^tial ;, att^t t^^?,^t^t;t;i vex at'^ ^ 
.^
#tt^t`k^^t°t?1`e ^ i n# #;i a l at;isi vi t;i t!:^ t^ t^ t3^tt^
tit^tiiiS^4n ^lt't^^t'S^.
^in^^ ^#1e i n^tf^ta ^ ^^t^ r^^+al tla i;iofr :^ ►• t^ t;#te tau i;^^^t^^s ^^1`lillt uft^,'# ^`^ i ^; ^ f^'i i^ilrt^:+
ti.
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'^lte pt^#nr^tt`^^ a^^e^l;iae ©i' ttte p lt^se ^ S^ud^^¢ Ives tti•^© de^telop a unii:ied
•^`a^rer^carf^ ^^ar ^Glte centpar^i san ai' i n^et`ci e^ passenger and i'reigtit trans
pat•iaaiaian s^^s^enrs." Otte ^^tt^^ Ivzs "i^a es^abl#str a cons#scent, un#roan
^`^me^ar`fi lv}ret`eb^^ ate+ se^G aF madzl ^^ransporta^ion s,^^stents ma^^ be e`^aiu-
a^ed its ^G1te aa^^^e^^^ a^ a de-^#ned decisio^r si^;uai;ion" ^^^0^1^^^ 1° proposal ,
^ g^v }.
1'!re nre^hadalagical ^Framel y©rE. d#sct^ssed in Clta^ter~ 2 is generalla^ appii-
bn^le ^^c^t` pt•a^^3riing in^t^tt^ti;ien in support ©^F a large class o •F decisions,
i.e. nr;tjot` dea#si gn m#1estQnes in a p^ •ogranr tar pr`o^ect, 1'tte general
ate^ltcadQ^aer^^ 1r^s been adlp^ed to ^Gtte needs o^ a part#ctilar decision mile-^
s'liane ^c}raice a^ al^^er`na^#^^e: s,^:sent cancepin^ cancet`ning a particltic^r t,^+pe
ai~ s ;^si;enr ^#r^i;er'e#^s i;ranspar^^t^#Qil). ^'tte decisi®n ^Fer I^rhich Otte ^e^tt-
at#a1ne^,^? ^t^t5 been pat`t#ctll^tr`i^e^i ^11ti+t^11^^5.`
1. A 1On^-^r`atrge planning pet'#ed - a^ ,^^ent`s is ccr^5idet'ed a^aprc-
pt`#cZ^e to include planning, design attd de^f elopntent, construc-
t#on .Znc1 operai:ian Q^F an intet`ci^^ transportatian s,^^stem.
a, ti broad geagt`^tprric regtion - a region corttprised of ar. intercit,^+
cflr°rtidor, urban centers, and a nc^n-urban, non-corridor area.
3. ^c^nsiderat#an a^F sign#fic,tint sociai and ecanamic (including
denrograpii#c and en^^ironnten^^t1 a e^Ffeci ♦s.
^^. ^ileni;i^Ficc^tion of r^i^tire needs, expressed nc^t oni,^ in terms of
^Gr`Z#^¢c1 demands bu>; alsa in ^ernrs of pausing, reet`eation, and
nt#ret` cernnr^tni^+ gt^ali^8 c^ttject#^^es. ^ ^e^p element of the ^ret^r-
odalac^;^^ is ^;he spec#^^ing of aspir`atian 1u^ ► e1s i'or ^rarrspor-
`^`	 ^G^ttian, far• .
 sc^ciefial and For economic faders and using these
^	 aspira^#ons as w^pi3ci^ gttideli^^es far the tr°ansportativn
}^`	 pi^anrring a nd deSicrn ac°ti ^a #t,ies.
^;	 ^a. ^4^eiva^ian ai` a mtilii--made transparfiati®n s^ fstem as apposed to
5inc^1 a^-made e^3 Zlcia^iarr, 1`he al ternati^^es include most er a1 i
ntode5 a?tl^` Iv#^61 x^ar`#E':d mF3dai splzts.
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Slte selection a^ the "4^est" itrtet •cit^+ tltad^tl transpot •tatie^n cattcept
fat• support by► the Federal gavet•ttEttent= tvlret•^ support ltta^+ tae either ^^
i;ht ough dit eci; i'itrancial aid ^^^= tat.^f^^z^^7t ^^^ ^.^^::^;^a^; ^.:,^ ra^:.:.^^.,a:
,;
z;^3^itrt^f?^ur`u^^.,	 The ttse oi: tire cntttpat•isnn Ettei;hudalog^ for evalu^^,t^ ;-
Ong RtiD allacuti g trs tv^ES treitltet• required fay the FFF nor speci^ried
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is, ltowevet^, naturally+ accolttnxtdatE:d tvitltin the lttetFtodnlagical ^t•altte^
tvark (see C1ta fitnt• T) .^
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To illustrate the application o^ the lttethsadolog^^, a particula!• iltter^
cit,^ regi gn (^.os Angel es- 5an Fratrci sca ^ i s sel e^cted. t"^ case d^vsct• i ptiott
^nr this t • ec^ian is discussed in Chapter 6. Fnr purposes o^ this illus- 	 `_
trative example, it is assultted that N^S^1 aEtd 0©^' policy is to ilttprove
itrtExrci ^ traEtsportatian i n the United States . I!t support o^ tfti s	 ^ ' ^	 -	 -
pnl i cy, NASl1 and Dtl^' t^ti sh to identi i•y the lttost promising ntadal catycepis	 ^	 ^,,
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lttaking at the state attd local levels. ^An actual assr^sstttent o^ inter	 y ^•
^" ^	 ^ ^
city transpartati g tt ^'ot• the ltatiott { p+rase ^I oi' °kite 5^ud^+^.w©^Eld 	 ^_^	 _.
i trval vt: the sel ectiott n^ v^tri aus rep!• esentati ve i trterci ty regions alyd
atraly^ittg and evaluatittg al f;ernativ^s i!t each t • egion.1	 ^ '	 `^:	 -
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The eYaluatian i•ratttewnt•k is designed i:nr decisiolr^tttakers in ar^encies 	 '
oi• the Executive Ut'atrch ni• the Federal gnvernittettt. Policies attd at3jac-
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zt^e evaluation framework and its use are illustrated by a numerical
example (Chapter 4y.
3.3 The Anal sis Framework
	
^_.	 The Lime and budget of the Phase I Study precluded uti 1 i zi ng avai l abl e
mathematical models or structured ^udmental techniques for estimating
	
_^	 outcomes associated with alternative intercity transportation systems.
The analysis framework is described, however, and illustrative outputs
	
'' a	 re presented for the selected numerical example (Chapter 5).t_. ^
C .^.	 ^	 l	 f	 i.	 i	 i	 ^	 [	 f	 i	 i
4. THE EVAl.UATI0^1 FRAME4i0RK
Management requirements for decision -oriented evaluation ( Section 2.1}
imply not only that physical and socio -economic systems be modeled for
analysis the estimation of outcomes) but also that the appropriate
value system be modeled for purposes of communication, consistency,
and compatibility. Furthermore, having a mAde1 of the value system
to be used in evaluating alternatives explicitly defines the outputs
required of analysis and, hence, guides the identification of modets
to provide such outputs. As a consequence, the ECDNERGY Phase I
effort was focused on modeling the appropriate value system for the
evaluation of alternative intercity transportation a;t^ial concepts.
The eva^1 uati on model should
•	 :drntify and define the dec^sion ^ri^eria, the "specific,
^;uantifiable variables.. . suitable for comparison of alternative
intercity passenger- freight transportation systems." (NASA-
Ames RFP, June, 1977 y.
• Display how the decision criteria are derived from and relate
to "those general and concE3ptual measures of transportation
and service which will appropriately portray the overall
economic and technical characteristics of any transportation
system." ( RASA-Ames RFP, June, 1977).	 -
•	 Present quantitative weighting relationships to be used in
transforming estimates of consequences, measured in physical
or economic units, into relative worth.
•	 Combine weighting relationships of the individual criteria
into an objective function for computing the relative worth
of each transportation alternative. The ab^ective function
will provide the "uniform means of...comparing the attributes
of the different madal 'systems." (NASA-Ames
 RFP, June, 1977).
4.I The Hierarchy of Values
Available theory does not provide explicit guidance far selection of an
- 2D-
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appropriate set of decision criteria. There is na generally accepted,
objective, automatically applicable procedure far identifying a set
of criteria which contain all significant criteria that are relevant
to the decision to be made. The formulation of the set of criteria
is primarily judgmental. 	 (In terms of the ECOi^[ERGY comparison metho-
dology, the term "comparison criteria" is used in place of the term
''decision criteria".)
The technique that has become established as the most useful approach
to guiding ju^lment in identification of a set of criteria is the
hzerarch^ of uaZues ar relevance trey (Fischer, 1970; Keeney and
Raiffa, 1976; Lifson, 1972}. The usefulness of this technique derives
from the observation that goals and objectives can be analyzed to
define general factors influencing their achievement. These factors
can be similarly analyzed to yield subfactors. The process is con-
tinued until an appropriate set of comparison criteria is identified.
The hierarchy developed for the evaluation of alternative intercity
modal transportation systems is presented in Figure 4.1. Its devel-
opment is :discussed below.
ECONERGY has assumed that the evaluation of intercity transportation
modal systems for decision-makers in the Federal government should be
responsive to and compatible with policies and objectives of the !l.S.
Department of Transportation. The starting paint far the hierarchy of
values is, therefore, Department of Transportation policy and ftD&D
managemer^i: objectives (Office of tt,e Secretary of Transportation Sys-
tems, 1977, Section V}. Three majGr classes of effects are -dentified:
• Transportation
• Economic
• Societal
in addition, DOT policy and Ri}&D management objectives are specified
(Figure 4.2). These were reviewed to identify the objectives that
would be appropriate for evaluating intercity transportation alterna-
ti ves .
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I. ^tifoderniwe reputations/legislation and improve economic pol-
icies. The only member of this set of objectives that is
pertinent to the evaluation of intercity transportation modes
is Item 1.4, Recover Costs from Beneficiaries, The impli-
cation is that the amount of subsidy for each alternative
should be a comparison criterion.
2. Increase efficiency and service. Most members of this set
of objectives deal with either the manage ►nent of operating
systems, financial assistance to trt^nsportation, or inter-
modal cooperation and, hence, are not elements of a hierarchy
developr^d for the evaluation of intercity modal alternatives.
This set does, however, specify that:
• Operating and acquisition costs should be minimized
• Transpo^•tation service should be improved for the
disadvantaged
These factors are incorporated into the ECONE:''7 hierarchy
of values.
3. Improve safety and secuzyit^. The intent of this set of objec-
tives is incorporated into the Hierarchy by including the
effects of accidents and criminal actions on people (measured
by health status) and on property (measured by property damage
in dollars).
4. Lessen unfavorable anvirorrrrental effects. The intent of this
set of objectives is incorporated into the hierarchy threugh
elements measuring the effects of atmospheric, ►vater and
ground pollution through measures of:
• Noise level
• Visibility
• Heai th status
• Impact on flora and fauna.
In addition, this set specifies that dislocation of homes and
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business, populatio^^ shifts and land use are significant con-
sequences of transportation alternatives. These, as well as
provisions for other elements appropriate for consideration
in the environmental impact Statement of a particular decision 	 -^
situation, are included in the hierarchy.	 ^,
5. Minimise adverse impact of energy constraints. The hierarchy
provides far a set of comparison criteria that would permit
the evaluation of intercity transportation alternatives with
respect to the consumption of Scarce resources (materials
and energy). As conditions change and priorities shift, the
hierarchy can be adapted to the needs of each decision situ-
ation.
5. Increase krwraledge base. This set of objectives does not
provide cr.i• teria for the evaluation of transportation al ter-
natives. 1'he methodological framework presented in this
report does, however, contribute significantly to the achieve-
ment of these objectives by:
^ Providing a management decision-oriented problem-
Salving framework adapted to major decisions concerned
with transportation system alternatives
r Developing an explicit, quantitative evaluation model
based on agency policies and objectives
^ Identifying the Strengths and weaknesses in available
data bases and analysis modeling capabilities
The guidance provided by DOT policy and RD&D management objectives was
augmented by review of available transportation studies which are
included in the i2eferences.
Figure 4.1 represents a hierarchy adaptable to the class of decisions
defined in Chapter 3. For a particular decision situation, some branches
may require ad:iitio:^al partitioning and some may need to be pruned. For
example, under Intercity Transportation Effectiveness (1.1}, various
- 28-
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categories of passengers are shown in order to reflect DOT interest in
^,^
	
	 it	 u	 ^transportation for the poor, handicapped and elderly (OST.S, 1917,
p. V-T}. Some or all of these categories may not be pertinent to the
-'	 evaluation of same intercit trans ortatian links.
_	 y	 p
Similarly, categar• ies of freight appropriate for same situations may
be different from those depicted; or overall quantity of freight car-
ried, rather than thN^ quantitates of specified categories, may be the
criterion. On the other hand, because of the profusion of potential
environmental criteria, only the general classes, Flora 2.2.5, Fauna
2.2.6, and Other 2.2.T are shown in Figure 9.1. These general classes
would be partitioned to identify environmental criteria pertinent to
specific decision situations.
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The adaptation of Figure ^.I to the illustrative numerical example
(Figure ^.3) is sufficiently detailed to exercise all major segments
of the mare general hierarchy of Figure 4.1. Elements of the hierarchy
are discussed below.
The transportation impacts o f an example alternative case are measured
under .^:*:m:^;^^r^:t^;±; ^Je •^^s r'.1 by three categories of criteria: ^^.^er-
.r.;: , ^. 2 ..z;...^ n 
..f,; a^ ..:.^n^ss i ..	 ...sus ^ , .... , and ;.'r ...^	 ^... .,^-
:-:'^_:^ ;^:..^`.
	 Effectiveness
	
in achieving the primary mission of a trans-
portation system -- transportation of people and goods -- is measured
by two comparison criteria:
	 c'NssE^n..^rs i:.^.:' and ^r*e^..:;;t ,;.,.;,''.
Both Passengers and Freight, in this illustrative example, are defined
to include pec^ p l a and goods, respectively, carried by the intercity
system. In those decision situations where it is deemed appropriate to
evaluate alternatives with respect to ridership of "the poor, handi-
capped and elderly" or with respect to various classes o> • freight to be
carried. Passengers or Freight may .be partitioned as indicated in Fig-
°are ^.1.
The glow of funds into or g ut of the.:fntercity transportation system is
measured under ..'s	 , ...^	 by three criteria :	 :=r.^F- .-^^^±z^	 :. ^.:.',	 ar-
..2a_
_..	 ..
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atting Costs {T . ^. ^J, and Dperatin;^ Sur +plus/Siwsicij CT. 2..i}. Investment
and Operating Costs are the estimated necessary flows of dollars into
the transportation system, Operating Surplus depends on fare structure
` and ridership and may be either an additional dollar flow into the trans-
portation system, Subsidy, or a return from the system, through Operating
Surplus, of some or all of the Investment and Operating Costs.
The urban interface between the intercity transportation system and other
transportation systems is represented by Urban ^'acrilitiGs (T. 3J, Soth
under-utilization of and excessive deman^s on urban facilities are repre-
sented by ^irparts fT ..i. T J, Kati"crc^a^ Stattions (T . 3. ^}, Bus Stations
fT.3,3; and Roacit^a;/s fTS.^}.
SocVG'.•7r. E^-'facts C^J are measured by effects on ilxunan R2s;^irrces f2,T}
and on Ph?^sivai Reso.uyces f^.^}. Hta^ran Rcsc^Frrc^s f^.T} is measured by
the distribution of people, DernoaraphU i^.T.IJ, and by their HeaZwh
Stat^.is ^' ^. ? .:'J . Demography cool d be partitioned i nto population dens i-
ties of various geographical areas within the defined region and house-
holds displaced (Figure 4.1). For purposes of the illustrative example,
however, Demography is represented by a population density criterion
that measures population shifts into or out of the urban centers. The
health impacts of environmental pollution, accidents, and criminal acts
could be evaluated separately as indicated on Figure G.1. Also, various
health indices are available for measuring health status (e.g., Berg,
1973; Fanshel and Bush, 1970}. For the illustrative example, however,
the health effects of environmental pollution, accidents, and criminal
acts are all included under Health Status (2.1.2), and impact on health
status rer sa is measured by "injuries", which includes all degradation
of health, including death,
Impacts an ^'ti;rs^'uu' -^ESC2i^yt'r.S (2.2} could be measured by a larger number
of criteria, depending on the location of the intercity system and the
concerns of the decision-makers. The entire gamut of factors to be con-
sidered in Environmental Impact Statements is properly included in this
segment of the hierarchy, For purposes of the illustrative example, the
_3j..
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effects on Physical Resources are represented by :^.r=r^: `^5^^ z::. w'. ^ F,
F_►^perf^;^ D^arrxx;^^ f ;:. ^..". ^ . .Y^x^s4 ;Jc'vt^^.^' l ,":. ^, ii.^, and ^ :.S'T,L?7. % :, x J I' :.'.:.'. ^% ^ .
It is to be emphasized that environmental impact is measured through
mission ^ f; ^ •^ti.^^arxGss criteria (Secti on Z .1 }such as perceived not s e
level and visibility rather than performance criteria such as operating
noise levels and emission levels. These effectiveness criteria are
environmental attributes and include contributions from non-transpor-
tatian sources af, for instance, noise and pollution. The ;,^,3^;:.":Mr.r1:^•^
criteria with respect to noise and air pollution emissions would be the
characteristics for use as design requirements during engineering devel-
opment of the transportation hardware.
impacts an the regional econony are included under E^^^^*xt,r•:r^• :', ^ ^ ^;^s .^' .
In this category, effects on people, on physical resources, and ^zn the
economic system are represented by .=^r^.^r;^^*r ;G:s^^ru"^^ts <<?. ^ `, ^^..rc^z"r.::-s ,z^.^
Ert^rgu lt^.^J, and ^lcst:r:tsa ,xrl,^ ^"^"usrr^•z^4^^ ^^^.,;.^, respectively. 	 The effect
on Human Resources i s measured by ^rrc^ ^ ^ ,rrrc r,r i' "^ . ^ .:' . Physical Resources
is represented by E4,ss,:i El^t• Zs i ' .i.^.,? to reflect current priorities.
Business and Commerce is measured by two comparison criteria: ^*^^ss
^t` t37..^.., i'3^C?c^llc.l`' t e3. c3..: 1 and .^)^ t2 3 t ^ ., 1;i^..	 'C ^../^.	 i c^, c-...,.
R decision to support a particular intercity modal concept could have
profound effects on various socio-economic institutions (such as the
petroleum industry, the automobile industry, the health care system,
etc.). Incorporation of such effects in either tha Phase I or the Phase
II effort is beyond the scope of the present project. The category,
Sacio-Economic Institutions (2.3}, does not, therefore, appear in either
Figure 4,1 or Figure 4.3.
4.Z The Comparison Criteria.
The comparison criteria identified by means of the hierarchy of Figure
4.3 for the illustrative example are listed in Table ^.i. For each of
these criteria, a normalized percentage measure is defined:
-32-
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1.
T ransportation Effects
2.
Societal Effects
3.
Economic Effects
I,1.1 Passengers 2.1.1 Demography 3.1.1 Employment
1.1.2 Freight 2.1.2 Health Status 3.2.1 Fossil	 Fuels
1.2.1 Investment 2.2.1 Land tJse 3.3.1 Gross Regional
Product
1.2.2 Operating Costs 2.2.2 Property Damage 3.3.2 Interregional
Product
1.2,3 Qperating 5urpius/ 2.2.3 Noise Levels
Subsidy
1.3.1 Airports 2.2.4 Visibility
1.3,2 Railroad 5tatians
1.3.3 Bus Stations
i.3.4 Roadways
Table ^.1 - Comparison Criteria (Illustrative Example?
i	 ,..^
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where
	
Y^	 =	 Ctte quantity {amaunt, level 1 o t ttte
criteriatt (measured irr trs;.ta1 pftysical
ar eCanamic units) estimated far a
given .^l terrtative	 `;-
^.
Y^	 ^	 a selected quartity {amount, level} of	 :^
the criterion. measured in the sa,ttie .trrits	 J
as Y^	 ^'
,^.
;k
Y	 =	 camparison criterion. '^•
.,
Fat•
 all nineteen cri ter • ia. the normal i ^i rr^^ r• elatir^rrs.lri f-' and i t^ numerator
and denami rrator are defined i rt Al.^* endi ^ ^^. 	 ' }
:^
Ttte set of criteria defined for the ev.3lu,^tion L^f intercity trarts^^or- 	 v
tation ntadal cancepts is mission oriented; arltievirt^^ desired lever of 	 ...
the criteria :a the? missian of Clre intercity Crarts^or •tatic^n s,^ste rn.	 ^..
The hest intercity transportatic^rr alternative tar tite spe^itied decision
situation is ttre alternative ►vitlt the f~c^st c.om^ination tit consequen^:es 	 ?'
a:
as measured t_iy tradeoffs among these nineteen criteria -- ►vtter-e "nest" is
defined fief
 the 1^rajective functictin,	 ^'
^:.
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She cri ter• ia are rlteasured i n ttte env i t •ortments i rt wtti ctt the i nter^ i ty	 i
tt•ans^ortation system is emt~edded artd, frence, are a^^^licahle t.^ ar« 	 °=
modal cvnc^^t. Furtltet•mare. t!te set tit ct • i feria
^	 Qrnvides ^ to^^etlrer Zvi th the c,i5e desc^ri ^ti ^^r. ^ .3tr urj,tm^i ^^uou
descri^tiorr of ttte missian ar t ►te intercity transpc^rtati^^n
sys tent
s	 Identifies the attrittutes by whi^;ft .^^lv,}nt-a^7es and ^•#ericiencies
of various alternative conceits ar•e measured .end made ^•isi±^l,
Since these functions should he com^atihie ►vitr ► *tte value s y stemltiF t^^
be i15ed 1r1 de cision Rld^+lr14, ^^11CUrr^n^^ 03' dQer141' 'fldll.}`]e411t^nt itl t!1^? ^t't
of criteria is a 4:ey ev+ertt in the 3p^lication ^^f t!te ^nettii^dolo_ty.
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The denominators used in the comc ? !^i son criteria (Equation 4-^) are
related to long-term aspiration levels. The aspiration levels provide
a mechanism for comparing intercity transportation systems not only with
each other, but also with reasonable long-term societal goals.
For the illustrative example, denominators were estimated for each of
the nineteen criteria over the 5^3 -year planning period {Table 4.2). To
illustrate the use of aspirationa1 levels, the rationale for determining
the denominators of Passengers {Y1.I.1) and Freight {YI.3..2} is pre-
sented. These denominators represent the societal aspirations for these
variables; if this level is achieved, the relative worth associated
with the value is neu3 .ra1 {zero}.
The aspirations for Passengers and Freight ar.e estimated from two national
macroeconomic variables that can be reliably forecast for long time periods:
Gross national Product { G^lP) and population. The reason for this reii-
ability is the tremendous long-term inertia which is reflected in
relatively constant growth rates. It is possible to utilixe this
characteristic of the national economy and population to make reliable
predictions of national transportation variables.
Historically, for example. the ratio of national intercity passenger-
kilometers to GPlP has held remarkably constant (see Table a.2.1). This
fact can 6e used to relate the Gross Regional Product ( Gi7P) to regional
intercity passenger demand based on the assumption that a region"s
socio-economic profile is a representative sample of the nation as a
whole. Ta the extent that it is recognized that a particular region
is not representative, regional intercity passenger demand can be
adjusted,
--^
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For the Los Angeles^5an Francisco link, the following equation was used
to calculate intercity passenger demand based an the above considerations.
Yp 1.I.1 - {^ GRP) x I.7 g7 x G.g52I
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In the above equation, $GRP is the projected Gross Regional Product in^	 ,
constant 1972 dollars. Values for }his variable are obtained by seal-
ing GNP by the ratio of regional to national population (10ia). The
value 1.707 is the historic ratio of national intercity passenger-kilo- 	 _
meters per dollar of GNP. Since scaling national data by regional pup-	 "
ulation results in total regional intercity passenger-kilometers, both
interregional and intraregianal passenger-kilometers are included. The
value 0.05?1 results from the Star Study (Chester and Goeller, 1970
and represents the proportion of the total passenger-kilometers which
reEttain in the region, i,e., the intraregional passenger-kilometers.
Sitttiliar argu^trents apply for the calculation of intraregional freight
demand. for the t_as Angeles-San Francisco link, the fallowing equation
was used to calculate freigttt demand projections:
u
YO 1,1.2 R «GRF) ^ TK/GNP x 0.075
TKlGNP is tonne-kilometers per dollar of GNP. This variable reflects
an assumed decl i tte fra^rr "^ 4; to 1S`.l, of agt;icul tore and ntanufac turf ng as
a percentage of GNP. The values for TKIGNP are shown below.
	
1950
	
1990
	
X0[]0	 ZO1(l	 ^0^0	 "0^0
	x.537
	 ".409	 2.2SG	 2.170	 1.i]b0	 1.955
The estimated value of 0.075 represents the proportion of f=reight that
tot only originates in the region but also stays tvitltin the region,u
0
a
i
e
i
4.3 Relative IJorth Functions
The analysis activity provides estimates of the criteria in physical
or economic units such as passengers, tons, dollars, hectares, etc. It
is necessary to transform these estimates into a comrtan ^tteasure of rela-
tive worth far two basic reasons:
•	 Fvr each alternative transpartatian Ettadal concept. the effects
of various criteria iraust be combined to obtain an overall
-37-
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measure of rr^lative degree of achievement of goals and object-
tives.
^	 i?agree of achievement of a particular objective is, in general,
not linearly related to various amounts of a particular cri-
terion; the nnnlinearities result frnm factors underlying cur-
rent priorities and attitudes towards risk.
For each criterion, therefore, a quantitative relationship is defined
to represent the relative contribution of various amounts of the cri-.
terian to achievement of intercity transportation goals and objectives.
The development of these relative worth functions follows the approach
presented in Lifson (1972}, This approach:
1. Assures that the relative worth measures of t^11 the criter^i,^
are the same units i.e., the ordinates of all relative wortlr
functions are scaled the same).
2. Provides a scaling such that a positive relative worth indi-^
Gates a satisfactory alternative and a negative relative worth
indicates an unsatisfactory alternative.
3. Provides relative worth functions such that positive worth is
bounded by a maximum permissible score nn each criterion, and
extremely undesirable results with respect to one criterion
can assure a large negative total relative earth, (This pro
vision effectively screens out those modal concepts that should
be deleted from consideration because they result in unaccept-
able consequences with respect to one or two key criteria.}
The fallowing procedure is followed in developing each relative worth
function:
Step 1. Specify Ranee of Interest, Far each criterion, lower
and upper limits of the range of interest are specified
points Y^ and Y U , respectively, of Fi{.lure 4.^}, These limits
are based on an understanding of the particular case descrip-
tion under consideration. The range of interest is broad
enough to include all anticipated consequences for any of
the modal alternatives. To permit evaltratian of achievement
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4.4	 Rel	 lJnrth Functions
'	 '^
Figure
	
-Illustrative	 ai;i ve
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_^_.H ^^	 „_.r _,_^..	 ^...,	 ..	 ^_^ ^.	 ,^,
and nonachievement of transportation objectives, the range
of interest is broad enough to include ail anticipated
consequences for any of the modal alternatives. To per-
mit evaluation of achievement and nonachievement of trans-
pertation objectives, the range of interest includes bath
desirab?e and undesirable magnitudes of each criterion.
If, for example, a preference function for I.1.1,
^^ss^7z^e2=s ^ Fi gu re ^. 3) , i s to be devei oiled , and i awer and
^'
^^
}^
^:.'
^^	 ^ .
^^
;:
upper limits of, say, 20,000,Q^O passenger-kilometers and
^,
^ IOO,t}00,000 passenger-kilometers are specified for Y^ and
is
i;	 "^
Yb , respectively, then it may be inferred that ^n,000,00Q
^.V^	
.s
1
passenger-kilometers is poor ridership, that 100,000,Q0^ I	
.
^^ passenger-kilometers is excellent ridership and that the `,
F' ridership objective for the system lies between Y^ and Y^. `a
Step 2.	 Identif	 Threshold.	 Since the range of interest sped - ?	
::i
fled in Step 1 inciudes both desirable and undesirable ^^
quantities of a criterion, it must also include a neutral ^`	 _	 Y
contribution tQ success or failure.
	 Phis neutral	 point,
y
^.
or ^ItreslscZci,
	 is	 indicated by YT o n Figure ^.^. ^',^	 ;
The importance of specifying the threshold of each cri-
E
terion lies	 in	 the	 fact that ^zZ^.	 Diu=^.Gtz,a^.ws,	 rc^;xrz2=ci^e,5s
_
J,'"	 t?2'2.liE2`"I•^^52,, 	 2=P^?Y'G^SQ'1^
	 ^^E	 S^'n[?	 1'z ^«^2-i 1C' :Jc''2'^j2	 _—	 °^G^;l^'.'l"t.
=	 w y w J-+	 1 =	 7^	 ^	 A	 '^	 .s y	 r. 'iA ^^	 ..y.	 J-.^t	 ^	 H =	 ^ 1	 ^	 ^	 ^:,^E.4i:2Ctr'c.c..-i,^	 i.2	 lE.2t,^Y'u[.	 ;^G72^2	 t{^"2i.71	 ^-^..	 S,l^.c-tS5	 i-2	 J^2^i•ec2't
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-- and may, therefore, be assigned the same relative worth ,^	
>	 r
number.	 A relative worth of zero is assigned to each Y T #^
(paint A on Figure 4.4^ so that positive relative worth ^
represents a desirable outcome, i,e., an outcome con- #
tributing to achievement of objectives.
	 Negative relative ^
worth represents an undesirable outcome, i.e., an outcome ^^^
^; contributing to non-achievement of objectives. ^	 ^
^^
Step 3.
	 gefine Relative Worth Functions.
	 The evaluation method-
..._.._ ,^
-4^-
.:l
.	 ..	 .
^_^.;_
^	 ^ ^:
F^	 ^!°;
alagy utilizes a Cardinal scare {5tevens, ^95 g , To ►•gersan,	
s
1 g5^} for measuring relative worth {see, i^or example, 	
t
Fishburn, 19Fi^). Defining a cardiral scale of aleasure-
ment requires arbitrarily arECltoring ^;.^:• :^^t :z ^^at^ :^ u^^	 R::
points can the scale to designated phenomena ar quantities.	 f
In temperature measurement, for example, the cardinal
Fahrenheit and Celsius scales are arbitrarily anchored
to the iR•eezing and boiling paints p f water.
For each criterion, there fare, two relative worth
points are arbitrarily designated. One of these paints
#s defined in Step ^. The relative wnrtlr of the thresh-
nl d YT
 i s set equal to zero :
where u{Y.^} ^ relative worth of YT
The second paint is defined by setting the ^^lpost p:•e-
ferred magni tulle of each cri tet• i an equal to I ; {Point B
nn F'i gore ^. ^ }
u{Yrf} ^ I
	
{.I-^}
►Yllere Yrf ^^rast prefel •red magrti lode of the cri terian Y
utYrf } ^ relative cval•th of Yrf
Yrf may occur anywhere within ttte range oi' int4rest, that
is,
Y^ ` Yrf ^ YD
Far those criteria where
freight, elilplc^y^llent},
YM ^ YU
For these criteria where
people inJrxred, noise le'
{^#_^}
Ertore is better • {e.g. , passengers,
{^-5}
less is better {e.g., costs,
vels},
Yrf = Yt	 (^— G 1
-^I-
i	 t
For those criteria where too much or too little of the
criteria is possible (e.g., use of urban facilities.
population density},	 ^^
In this latter case, two thresholds must be identified:
one YT:YM and one Y^?YM
t^ith the relative worth scale defined by equations ^^-2}
and ^4-3}.	 the relationsfrip bet ►^reen relative worth and var-
ious amounts of the criterion,	 i .e. ,	 the ;^4=^.ri:•^^ :^4^^^#^:
*'^E,r,,^t^,.^rr, is structured.	 Any of a number of tec#rniques
may be used to elicit the judg^ttental 	 data needed to iden-
tify the relative worth function:
• Certainty equivalent ^ttethod	 e.g.,	 Fisftbur°n, X964:
Raiffa,	 19fi8; Lifson, I97^}
• Magnitude estittratian
	 (e. g. ,	 Stevens ,	 I959 }
• Graphic methods
i^hatever the technique, knowledgeable personnel who are
willirg to respond to questions concerning tradeoffs of
various amounts of a criterion are #:ey to defining a
relative worth function. E;nowledge and understanding
of intercity transportatiorr policies and objectives are
necessary to assure that the relative ►north functions
comprise an appropriate ^ttodel of the value syste+tt to
be used in a particular decision situation.
The output of the foregoing three step$ is a set of relative worth fun gi-
tions with a common definition far the relative worth = ^. Each function
is presumed to be internally consistent, that is, the relative worth of
various amounts of a given criterion is reasonably represented by the
relative worth function.
Far each of the nineteen criteria (T'able ^l.I and Appendix A}:
J
'^	 ^
.• n
=a
	
k	
.
	
$^	 ..
..::^
^^
•	 the upper and lower limits of the range of interest,
Y^ and YU , were specified
^	 the threshold, YT , was identified
•	 relative worth functions were defined with
U{YT ) = 0 and U{Y^} = 1
The resulting relative worth functions are presented in Appendix B. For
each criterion, the nonlinearity of the relationship between the quantity
l	 of the criterion and the relative worth was recognized and this non-
linearity was modeled by the exponential relative worth relationship (e.g.,
'1
Raiffa, 1958}:
	
u{Y}
	
AesY + C	 (4-8)
where	 Y measure of comparison criterion
	
e
	
base of the natura] logarithms
	
u(Y)
	
relative worth of Y
	
A,B,C
	
parameters of the relative worth function
When the relative worth relationship of criteria could not be modeled
by a single exponential relationship, two sets of parameters were defined 	 j:. ^
for equation (4-8}, with each set applicable over an appropriate range 	
^^
of the variable Y. Sensitivity analysis of particular relative worth 	
s
functions is demonstrated in Chapter 9.
4.4 Relative Weights
The relative worth functions are scaled so that, for all criteria, a
relative worth of zero means neutral contribution to achievement of
objectives. Qne point in common, however, is not sufficient to assure
I	 ^	 a common scaling for all relative worths. A second point in common,	 >}
a second relationship between criteria, is needed.	 ,,
The Second relationship is obtained by considering Y M , the mast pre-	 ^4 .
^'^ ^	 ferred magnitude of a criterion Y. in Step 3 of Section 4.3, a rela- 	 ',<
''	 tive worth = 1 is assigned without regard for the relative worth of 	 -
k
^.
-	 -43-
^.
k	 rr;a rte+ hx^r^z^m*' ,.:rtx^ -mgr	 ^ :.,	 _	 ^^	 .i ^ ,^	 1 ^3 .- _,1,x,. -'^ ^.„^..^,^^ ^
^	
t.	 ^	 ^	
^	 k	 ^	 i	 w
1
Yri in relation to other cl°i feria. Ttte relative wor •ttt = 1 Ittay, tltere-
fare, mean different contributions to success for the various criteria.
The judgment of ktto^vledgeable per•sortrael is agailt needed to assign numbers
to the set of Yr^ such that ttae number assigned to each Y ri represents
its relative c:antribution to achieveluent of intercity transportation
objectives.	 The nlmtbers so assigned are :^^>.,;r:.•^> ;^a;t;:rt ^,
Tt►e purpose of the relative tirei^ahts is to provide the second relation-
ship needed to assrire ^^ catnnon sealing for relative worths of all cri-
teria. Trans faruling relative worths obtained from the relative worth
functions to .a connnQn sale of relative rvnl'ttt is accomplished by ntulti-
plyi ng by the appropriate relative wei;3ht (l. ^; fsort. 197" ^ .
11(Y j }	 tJj u{Y\^}
	
^vhere	 Yj ^ a criter•iurt.
u(Yj } a relative North of Yj obtained flront
ttte rely, ti ve 4vorth function.
tJ j ^ relative wcic^ht assigned to (YM)j,
( Ylt }j ^ Ittost desired magnitude ^^f Yj.
ti (Y ^) =relative tivtarth Y j nlea •sused on the
cvnnitola relative worth scale.
The relative wei.^hts ^assi tlned to the criteria, as well as to ^atlaer ele-
nrants ^7f the tai erar4hy, ,are shorvrt i rt !^ i gore ^. 5 for the i 1 l ustrati ve
example. 1Jith ttaese tivei;^hts, .^ perfect irrterci ty transportation systellt
-- cane that rt;st,l is i n Y rl for al 1 cri teri ^^ aver the entire a0-year
plaltnin^^ period -- world receive a relative worth scnr4 of i^t).
Qbviorrsly. rao actual susttllt is perfect: tradeoffs among the criteria
and ittrperftetions in real systems result in Scores lass tl;an ^QQ. Ttte
relative worths ^^btained for a tliven alternative pare placed in pet •
-specti ve, however ^ by corrsi deri nc^ that 1^C^ i s a tttaxi moor, the scare for
perfection, and zero is the score far neutral achievent•rat of policies
.Znd ahjective5. l?f course, it is potisible for some ^:andidate alternatives
to r'esttlt in .^ ne^^ative score which ittlplies that, considering all trade-
- ^^-
. -..
^--
cn
^ O
^^
r^	 ^^	 ^`^
	
"^	 - .
.^
	
^	 Figure 4.5 -Relative Weights Reference: Figure 4.3)
^.
ti	
^	 ^.
^'^.
v+raYlxf^i+-	 Ps.^w^wss^n^w^w-rrrKn.^r^ww.	 ^»+^^	 ^•
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.^'^^'
L ^^	
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_ _	
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offs, policies and objectives have not been met.
The assignment of the relative weights is judgmental, iCnowledgeabla
personnel, preferably including the decision-makers, are asked to allo-
cate the 1D0 points at each level of th+e hierarchy. The allocated weights
are reviewed and various combinations are compared to assure that they
"make sense". Differences of opinion can be dealt with either by combining
into averages or by investigating the sensitivity of the results to the
differences { see, far example, Section 9.2}.
4.5 Discount Functions
To obtain a relative worth for each intercity transp^.^rtation alterna-
tive, a 50-year projection must be transformed into an agzci.;^^l^^:t is
re7.,ztzvz ;^ortii represar^tiri^ ^Fxa	 ^^tz;ire $^.7--^^e?ezr str^czr,^r.	 The trans forma-
tion should be such that the number that represents each 50-year stream E
also represents relative contrib^:tion to achievement of transportation
}
;	 ,
objectives.
i
A standard approach for assessing alternative future flows is to can- ^, ,^
vent each flow into an equivalent pres^r^^ :v^rt3t,	 where a^^^i^^«:^^^:^ ^^r^-^^zs `;	 ^:,
egzcxi "emu ?esi.rc^ {see, for example, Fabrycky and Thuesen, 1974; Weston }'	 +
an:1 Brigham,
	
1975) .	 The ^usacur_t rurzct^i^.,n universally used far thi s a p
purpose is the relationship used in financial	 contracting to define ^'
^;
the payments owed 	 a lender by a borrower: ^ t^	 a
- 
t
r ^	 ^;	 ~
t-0	 t ^.t	
^'
Where F = present worth, a quantity of money at time t = 0 ";	 `^
X t = quantity of money at time t "'
N = number of years in the planning period
r = annual discount rate
'	
.
Rlthough other farms of discount functions need to be researched as ^'
- 46-
k
s.
..^,	 .
'	 ^^ ..	 _ _
,,....ry
t
f....^^. _	
_^_.__
	 _,er_._
--^
a^.
? r t	
` E	 f ^ ^	 1.'
i
improved models far decision-making (English, 1976, 1978; Lifson, 1976),
{ (see Appendix D), equation (4-IO) is suitable for initial applications
i^	 of the evaluation methodology.	 Far computational convenience, the
continuous compounding farm of equation (4-IO) is used to convert the
stream of relative worths to an equivalent present worth:
^i	 -rt
`°^'	 o
;^	 Where a
	 base of the natural logarithms
`"^	
a-rt =
	 discount function
!^	 Uj(t) =	 relative worth of the jth element of the hierarchy
i	 at time t
Pj	=	 equivalent present relative worth of the time flaw
^^	 of tJj(t)
^^
^^	 In response to the needs of the decision situation, the methodology,
through equation (4-li), incorporates the following three improvements
"^	 over standard discauntin	 tactics:^	 9 p
1. Anon-standard discount function may be used. discounting
'	 transforms prospective relative worths for the various criteria,
as values over time, to equivalent relative worths in the pres-
^^	 ent; it accounts for relative worth of the time dimension.
^	 2. Provision is made to discount different value elemev^;s differ-
^1	 ently. Agency transportation policies and objectives may require,
t. for example, that lives saved or numbers of people employed in
^^^	 the year 2QQ0 be discounted to the present differently from the
way in which investment or operating costs are discounted.
3. The discount function is applied to the time flaw of re^:nz^.^e.
^crt^t ratizer thrnt to the dime ,`'?ora ,^J' ^o^^^zrs, ar Nassa^^^ez^s,
^r fz^e^^ht, e^^. In conventional economic evaluation of
investment alternatives, projected alternative time flows of
dollars (criterion variable) are converted to equivalent
pres,e^t worth of that present value. The problem with this
^,
^	 ^.i
^:.
_^
^	 "%
t+
3
i	 +	 ,
^^
i.
iI'
!,
^:
ii
^:
r	 ^	 ±r	 ^	 ^	 1	 ^
. ^
.j
conventional approach is that cash flows representing financial
disaster in some future year may be masked by the present worth
conversion. If the time flow of dollars is converted to rela-
ti ve worth representing the ;^ ..;r4^y r o f the flow o f da] 1 ars i n
each year,then the present worth computation can more accurately
measure reTativp contribution of flow over tine to achievement
of objectives.
The foregoing use of the discount function is consis.;ent with the con-
cept of the discount function as a tool for adjusting the r •eT,^tive worth	 ._
of consequences separated in tintr^, for evaluating the effects of the
timing of alternative consequences on achievement of objectives. 	 .
Elements of the hierarchy were selected to illustrate the use of dis-
count functions in the methodology, These elements ►ver•e chosen in order
to permit different discounting of future transportation effectiveness,
dollar flows, societal effects, and economic effects. The eot^ventional
discount function, a -rt , tYa S used. Each hierarchical element ►vas assigned
a discount rate r:
Element of the Hierarchy
	
Discount Hate
^.1, Intercity Tr•anspartation 3''
1 . ^ ^nst5 ^ll't
7. 3 ^'rban	 Faci T i ti es ICS''•
Saci etaT	 Effects D'
3 Economic Effects i0'
Dollar costs and economic effects are assumed discounted at an annual
rate of IOC. Future transportation effectiveness and societal qualities
are assumed to degrade less rapidly with time than with future daT]ars;
their discount rates are therefore, significantly less than Ic7•, Sensi-
tivity of relative worth to discount rates is illustrated in Section ^.5.
-,^
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4.6 Tatal_Eff^ct: ^'he Ob,^ective-,Function 	
• f.
A mathematical expression, or set of expressions, an oh^ective function,
is needed in order to assure a consistent aggregation of relative worths
	 ti ^.
into an overall relative scare for each alternative intercity trans- 	
-,
portation concept.
The hierarchy of values (Figure 4.i} is the overall guide for aggrega-
ting relative worths. For each set of related comparison criteria, the
time flaws of relative worths are summed to obtain a time flow of the
relative worth score for their higher level value factor. These are
summed, in turn, until time flows of relative worth are obtained for
thane elements of the hierarchy that are to 6e converted ^nta equivalent
present ^^lorths through application of the appropriate discount functions.
The present worths are then summed "up the hierarchy" to obtain a rela-
tive score far the total effect of each alternative. The advantage of
this approach is that alternatives may be compared at any level of the
hierarchy; strengths and weaknesses of the alternatives may be made
vin i bl a at the 1 eves o f the campari ^.: ^, criteria ar at any 1 evel of
aggregation.
The simple summation of relative worths assumes uaZuerrise independence
of the comparison criteria, i.e., the relative worth function of a com-
parison criterion does not depend on the levels ar quantities of the
other criteria. In fact, conventional economic evaluation of alterna-
tive investments -- whether present worth, equivalent annual worth, or
rate of return technique is used -- assumes valuewise independence with
respect. to time, This assumption is necessary for the evaluation meth-
odology to be manageable {see, far example, Fishburn, 1964}. Valuewise
independence is also a good assumption, capturing mast of the total
effect even in situations where high valuewise dependency is intuitively
present or deliberately structured. Care must be exercised, however, to
	
^ y
' k	 .i
assure that flagrant violations of valuewise independence do not occur
	 y
,^
in structuring the hierarchy, (It is to be emphasized that no assumption
	 ^
is made concerning independence in the physical or sacia-economic world.	 ;'
^...
J
yyy^
r
,`
:^
	 C
1`
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i
i
a,
i
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^^
^,
changing an attribute of a transportation system can effect changes in
any or all of the comparison criteria. The criteria may be highly inter-
related in transportation, societal and economic systems. It is only
in the value world, in relative contribution to achievement of success,
that independence is assumed.}
The details of aggregating the relative worths of the comparison criteria
into a measure of the total relative effect of an intercity transportation
altern^?tive depend an the needs of a particular decision situation:
•	 The way the hierarchy of values is partitioned to identify
comparison criteria should be responsive to current trans-
portation policies and objectives.
^	 The choice of hierarchy elements to be ,iiscounted should be
dictated by the needs of the particular decision situation.
For the illustrative example, there are nineteen 50-year time
flows to be evaluated. These time flows are converted to
relative worth flows by means of the relative worth functions
of Appendix S and the relative weights of Figure 4.5:
U(Y j } t = 11j 
u{Yj}t	
(4-12}
where	 U(Yj}t =weighted relative worth
of Y j at time t
l^j 	=relative weight assigned Yj
Y j 	 = a comparison criterion
j	 = element of hierarchy of Figure 4.3
A time flow of relative worth is computed for each element to be dis-
^'	 l .	 y	 ^^
coun ted: 	 1
{U 1.1 } t	 U{Y 1.1.1 } t * U(Y1.1.2 } t {4-13}	 ^ ^^:^
	
3	 ,.i	 ^^^
{U 1.^ } t T .^_'	 U(Y 1.? . i 1 t 	 {4-1^}	 _:^	 f	 ^^
^-1	 1I ,. ^^
	
_ 4	 ' 	 d '.
{U1.3 } t	 ^	 ^{Y1.3.i}t	 (4-
15}	 i	 ^; ';':
	
L.^
	 ^ 7
}i
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i	 ^	 I 	 `^
I 	 1 ^ I	 i1
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{U2 ) t ^ U{Y2.1.i }t f ^ U{Y2.2.i ) t (4-16}
^^	
::^
3 t 3.3..1	 t	 3.2.1	 t	 3.3	 i	 t.i =1
The time flows represented by equations 4-13 through 4-17 are discounted
to obtain an equivalent set of present relative worths: ?	 ,
203(} °.'
Pl.l -	
r {U1.1}te-.03tdt (4-18}
^	 :	 ,^
0 .! :^
1 9so
2030
P1.2
r 
{U1.2)te-.10tdt (4-19} ^°.=^0 .!
19$a ^^. y
2030 " :	 '	 `	 'a
p1.3 T	 (U1.3}te-.lOtdt (4-20) ;'^50 J
19sa
}
2030 i ,^
2 50	 2 t
-^':A
1980
^}
^
^
^	 "
203o
i3
f'
^	
1	
i
^	 ,
P3 = ^	 /' (U3}te-.lOtdt (4-22) ^^^^ ^^j _;
i98a
! ^
To complete the computation of tota] relative worth of an intercity ^	 ^ ;^
transportation altef •native, the relative present worths are aggregated: s '^
3 ^	 ,;^
P 1 ^	 Pl.i (4-23)i =1 •^
3
?
_ ^	 P i (4-24}
^ r l S	 ,^
The objective function, the set of equations for computing a relative
score for each intercity transportation alternative, is comprised of I
-51-
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equations (4-I2)through (4-24), together with the conversion relation-
ships of equation {4-I) and Appendix A. The computations using the
objective function are structured to permit comparison of alternatives
with respect to any element of the hierarchy. Strengths and weaknesses
of each alternative may, therefore, be displayed.
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5. ANALYSI5 FRAMEIVORK
5.1 Overview
The analysis framework is the link between a specific transportation
case description and the comparison Criteria ( Y variables), Figure S.F.
	
f^	 The purpose of analysis is to compute values for the Y variables. In
	
^'^^	 the tom orison methodalop	 gy, computation runs from left to right in the
	
^	 figure, i.e., from system synthesis to analysis to evaluation. However,
	
-^'	 development of the computational models, as pointed out in Chapter 2,
	
,^,	 is from right to left. The evaluation activity determines the comparison
	
^'	 criteria ar Y variables from knowledge of the decision situation and
the decision -makers` policies and objectives, The Y variables themselves
	
^	 then suggest the type of analysis that would be required in order to
^:.^
calculate values for each of them.
Proceeding to the left through the analysis framework, the type of in-
put variables required by analysis can be defined. In general, there
are two types, which we have called re;^ionaL descl^ip^crs and s?^starrr
descrip^ors, that comprise a case description.
[	 The reg^oraaZ descriptors (Z variables) define the intercity region in
1	 j
	
! ^^	 which the transportation system is imbedded. The intercity region gea-
	
j_ N	graphically includes urban areas that define the ends of the intercity
	
I ^	 link, as we11 as the corridor region in between the cities and non-cor-
ridor areas that may be affected by the intercity transportation system.
	
I ^
	 The Z variables include descriptors of the historic, current, and pro-
^ected status of the region's economic, demograpl^ic and societal charac-
	
^^	 Carl sti cs .
^
	
	 S^s^em descriptors refer to variables that describe a transportation
alternative. In contrast with regional descriptors, which are transpor-
tation independent, system descriptors (X variables) are concerned only
with the transportation system. Intercity transportation alternatives
differ only in their X descriptors; initial regional Z variables are
^	 unchanged from alternative to alternative.
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The X variables are used to describe alternatives in sufficient detail
to permit calculation of the specified V variables. For example, since
fossil fue] consumption is a Y variable, there would need to be X vari-
ables describing propulsion technology and its energy requirements an
a unit basis such as BTU/track-mile. On the other hand, a potential Y
variable, passenger comfort, was not chosen because the decision situation
deals with the early concept phase of the program life cycle rather than
with the design or operating phases. No X variable related to passenger
comfort, e.g., passenger seating configurations, seating density, etc.,
is, therefore, required,
u
r^
5.2 Analysis Models
For each Y variable, same sort of computation model is required. The
inputs to the computation are X and Z variables and, some cases, inter-
mediate variables resulting from a prior model in the analysis framework.
Estimates of the Y variables themselves are the output from the analysis
framework. As noted in Section 4,1, three classes of Y variables are
specified:
• intercity transportation system
• societal effects
• economic effects
Models in the analysts framework are conveniently classified according
to the Y variables to be estimated: those models used to estimate
transportation effects, societal effects, and economic effects, respec-
tively. Figure 5.2 depicts the analysis framework partitioned into these
three categories. Based on a reasonable review of analytic models that
are currently available, the following conclusions were reached,
• A preponderance of existing models relate to a description of
the transportation system and its attributes.	 ^:
• Most of these models are inappropriate because either they have 	 t
been developed for detailed design or they do not provide 	 '.`^^^
estimates of required variables.
• Relatively few models have been developed to describe the soci-
u
u
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Figure 5,2 - Conceptual partitioning
of Analysis Framet^tork
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^V1
etal and economic effects of an intercity transportation system.
^°	 • Models that compute appropriate variables frequently require
^^ i
	
relatively high levels of effort to use.
A fundamental flexibility of the comparison methodology is that the
procedures used to estimate Y variables are independent of the meth-
odology itself. Implementation of the analysis framework might range
from judgmental estimates of Y variables to an integration of saphisti-
toted computer models requiring several man-years to exercise.
^	 The analysis capabilities required to estimate the comparison criteria
t^	 the Y variables) of the illustrative example may be represented by
E.	 ^	 Figure 5.3, If fully implemented by means of state-of-the-art mathe-
.,
'_
	
	 matical models, man-years of model validation, data collection, and
computations would be required. On the other hand, Figure 5.3 can be
viewed as defining judgments that could be made by knowledgeable person-
nel aided by available data and minicomputers. The appropriate level of
	
^^	 effort for each activity within the analysis framework depends on the
decision situation and resources available for a particular study.
Implementation of the analysis framework is a Phase TI activity. Analysis
models and techniques compatible with the Phase IT level of effort will
be defined early in the Phase IT study.
^.^^^
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fi. SYNTHESIS: CA5E DESCRIPTIONS
6,1 Rec^ianal Descriptors
tR	 ,
5
{`2
k	
^	 ^
Ii	 r
	
.	 i
^^
Regional descriptors (Z variables} are used to measure historic values
for characteristics of the intercity region that may affect or be
affected by a new intercity transportation system. Y variables are,
by definition, all those regional characteristics which will be affected
	
^.
	
i^	 by a new transportation system. The corresponding Z variables are
required in order to describe the past and current values of those
	
u	 affected characteristics.
The relationship between regional descriptors and comparison criteria
is illustrated in Figure 5.1a Y variables are future estimates while
the corresponding Z variables are historic data. There are same Z vari-
ables, however, which, although they affect the transportation system
decision, are not themselves affected 6y the choice of alternative. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 6.1b. Examples of this kind of Z vari-
ables are topography, which may affect ground system construction casts,
and institutional factors, which may affect fare structure and hence
ridership.
The Z variables include the Y variables listed in Table 4.1 and regional
characteristics that affect but are unaffected by the transportation
modal decision. The list of Z variables is given in Table 6.1. These
Z variables should be regarded as tentative because the list can only be
finalized with definition of the analysis framework during Phase II.
The intercity region used for the illustrative example is the Los Angeles-
San Francisco transportation corridor. This region is defined by the
California counties that are affected by an intercity transportation
system within the Los lingeles-5an Francisco corridor. These counties
include not only those from which potential demand arises but also those
which may be affected socia-economically even though they do not contrib-
	
ao
	
ute significantly to passenger demand or freight demand. These counties
- 5 9-
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(a) Historic-Future Relationship
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A1T Y variables are Z
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variables, but not all	 •-^ ^!
^ variables are Y variables.
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(b) Venn Diagram Relationship 	 ^.'	 '•
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Figure 6.1 -Relationship Between 	 ,' ^^
Z Variables and ^ Variables
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Population (Regional} Operating Casts
Population (National} Operating Surplus/Subsidy
Topography Airports -Service Level
Weather Conditions Railroad Sta gy-fans - Service
Level
Weight Limits Bus Stations - Service Lev e7
Time Restrictions Roadways - Service Level
Tax Policy Qemography
Subsidy Levels Health Status
Peak Demand Land Use
Off-Peak Demand Property damage
Grass National	 Product Noise Levels
Potentional	 For Vandalism Visibility
Passengers Cmployment
Freight Fossil	 Fuel
Investment Gross Regional	 Product
Interregional	 Product
Tabl e 6.1 Re ianal Descriptors (Phase I ? Variables)g
.-
r
1
6E
^,
	`^	 are designated in Table 5.2 as Urban or Corridor corresponding to two
	
^^=	 urban ends and the corridor of the transportation link.
b.2	 stem Descriptors
System descriptors (X variables) are the transportation alternative
variables used to supply modal input information to the analysis frame-
work. The X variables are similar to the Z variables in that they are
selected because they affect at least one Y variable. X and Z vari-
ables are also similar because bath types are used to describe the
region in a broad sense. The primary distinction is that X variables
are used to describe technala pica] characterisitics of the region's
current and paten ti al intercity transportation alternatives while
variables describe the regional environment in which each transportation
alternative is embedded.
Because X variable values are dependent on a specific proposed trans-
portation alternative, there will be as many sets of X variables as
there are proposed alternatives for evaluation. Conversely, for an
intercity region, there is only one set of the system independent)
Z variables. The X variable values for one transportation alternative,
together with the ? variables, form a case description. This case
description is the complete set of input data required by the analysis
framework in order to produce the set of Y variables.
The X variables for the illustrative example are presented in Table
6.3. This last, Tike the Z variables, should be regarded as interim
until the analysis framework is finalized in Phase II.
The illustrative example considers four transportation alternatives.
The first is defined as the Base Case - the present transportation
system projected to the year 2030. It is assumed that no new system
is introduced and that the ^^me transportation modes remain, i.e., air,
auto, train and bus. The other three alternatives are similar to the
base case, but each includes the mode to be eva]uated as part of the
^¢ ^`
;s
^,	 in	 ^	 1.	
i	
^	 1	 t	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	
^	
^	 ^	 ^ t	 -	 }
Urban Counties - San Francisco Area:
Alameda
	
San Joaquin
Contra Costa
	
San Mateo
Morin
	
Santa Clara
Monterey
	
Santa Cruz
eta pa
	
Solaro
Placer
	
Sonoma
Sacramento
	
Yalo
San Francisco
Corridor Counties:
Fresno
	
Merced
Kern
	
Stanislaus
Kings
	
Tulare
Madera
Urban Counties - Las Angeles Area:
Las Angeles - Long Beacb
	
San Diego
riverside
	
Santa Barbara
San Qernardino
	
Ventura
Table 6,2 - Region Counties
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Table 5.3 System Descriptors ( Phase I X Variables)
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Vehicle Construction Costs
R&^ Appropriations
Guideway Acquisition and
ConstrUCtiOn CO5ts
Operating Costs
Accident-Rates
Persons Killed -Rates
Access/Egress Times
Access/Egress Casts
Headway Requirements
Terminal Requirements
Speed
Capacity
Frequency
Terminal Accessibility
Energy Requirements
Emi ssi^,:ys
Route Land Requirements
Route Air Requirements
Noise Levels
transportation system. the three new technologies to be considered 	 ^ ^^
are ^	
.^	 '.,	 ^	 f
	•	 tracked air cushion vehicle tTACV} - a high speed fixed E^,
guideway system
	
•	 improved passenger train ^IPT) - an advanced railroad train 	 ^ ''
capable of 240 km/hr (150 mi/hr)
	
•	 improved conventional takeoff or landing aircraft (CTOL} - 	 ^ ,
the next generation of commercial aircraft	 !	 '
^	 t
In the Phase II application of the comparison methodology, the general	 ^	 '
description above would be replaced by quantitative regional and sys- 	 '
tem descriptors (Z, X variables) for eacf^ of the transportation alterna-
tives.
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7.	 ANALY5I5
- !
Each com orison criterion in the illustrative exam 1e 	 Table 4.i andp	 p	 ^ ^`
Appendix R} is a ratio.
	
The denominators are discussed in Section 4.2
and are 1#sted fn Table 4.2.
	
The numerators depend on the particular
transportation alternative being considered.	 For example,	 (YN I.2.1) ,
would be found, fora particular alternative, by calculating individual
modal	 ridership with a modal 	 split model and then summing ridership
across all modes. 	 Such computations wi11
	 be made in Phase II, but were
^^
beyond the scope of the Phase I Study.
Far the illustrative example of Phase I, educated judgment was used to
estimate the numerators of the comparison criteria.
	 The rationale far
the analysis of each of the four alternatives is summarized in tables
1.I through 7.4.
	 The numerical	 results are presented in Appendix C.
(Appendix C includes results for a fifth alternative, a tracked air ^^
cushion vehicle operational	 in the year 2000, the Early 1"ACV. )
j	 ^ ,	 ^
^..^
.^
^°
¢-
-a
Table 7 . I - Base Case - Numerator
Far the base case, there are no new systems introduced. There are some
evolutionary changes but no revolutionary alterations in transportation
systems. The rationale for the comparison criteria of the base case is
a simpi^a extrapolation of past transportation trends with analysis of
possibl^4 growth restraints.
Hierarchical
Number
Comparison
Criterion Rationale
1.I.I Passengers Lower than aspirations since no revolu-
tionars^ change; primary mover is the
auto.
I.I.2 Freight Oniy slightly Tower than aspirations,
I.2,I investment Lower	 than aspirations since no revoTu-
tianary change need be supported.
1.2.2 Operating Lower than aspirations since no nAw sys-
Costs tem is being	 considered.
1,2.I Operating Since na new system is being operated,
Surplus/ primary carrier of passengers is still
Subsidy the auto.
	
Thus, the heavy operating
subsidy on the auto continues and grows.
I.3.1 Airports All these facilities
	
are under capacity
and can be expanded a3 though congestion
1.3.2 Railroad and pollution from auto use reduces
Stations passenger travel	 demand,
I.3.3 Bus
Stations
I.3.4 Roadways Increased auto use means this. 	 facility
exceeds aspirations.
2.I.I pemagraphy There is no new system to draw people
to corridor.	 Therefore, urban population
density continues to rise relative to the
population density of the region as a
whole.	 Thus, corridor demography exceeds
aspirations by graving amounts. 	 Aspira-
tions reflect desire for lower urban
population density and far people to move
into corridor area.
-b7-
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(Table 7.1 continued)
;.
^^
^`^
.^
t..^ ^^,
Hierarchical
Number
Comparison
Criterion
Rationale
2.1.2 Health With more auto use 	 there are mare acci-
Status dents, hence, more injuries. 	 Thus, in
general, this variable exceeds	 aspirations
but because of lower travei 	 demand, ini-
tially this variable is closer to aspira-
tions.	 The aspiration is a steady la
decline in injuries from present 465,200/
yr.	 The aspirations also reflect techno-
logical advancement with a dramatic de-
crease in injuries by the year 2010.
2.2.1 Land Use Urban land continues to grt^w relative to
urban plus farm land in the corridor but
no new system implies no new population
influx into the corridor.	 Hence, this
variable is lower than aspiration.	 The
aspirations reflect a desire to induce
people to	 move into the corridor.
2.2.2 Property Aspiration is	 far st F _dy lro decline from
Qamage present X239 x l q6/yr.	 (i.e.,	 10^ of
Economic Loss due to auto accidents).
Increased auto use implies this variable
exceeds aspiration levels by growing
amounts.
2.2.3 Noise More autos, congestion, population density
Levels growth implies large increase over aspira-
ti nn 1 evel s .
2.2.4 Visibility As in 2.2.3,	 the base case shows a large
increase over aspiration levels. 	 The
aspiration	 is for a steady decline as
air quality improves.
3,1.1 Employment Slightly lo.^er than aspiration 	 (94°^ of
labor force) due to low investment and
slower growth in corridor.
3.2.1 Fossil Increased	 auto use implies this variable
Fuels exceeds aspirations by growing amounts.
?'he aspiration reflects the assumption
that fusion power	 is commercially avail-
ahle in 2010 and that autos start using
fusion-produced hydrogen as fuel.
-68-
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Table 7.2 - Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle - Numerator	 ^^ ^'`,
The TACV is a revolutionary change which is capital intensive due to the
i, ^
	 `^
tracked guideway. Proposed system slaps at 3 stations in the corridor.	 !''
The TACV is very fast with a minimum travel time of only 84 minutes
	 33{{}}}	 M
1. }	a
between San Jase and Los Angeles. Thus, TACV competes with air transpor-
tation. The TACV becomes available in 2OIO. 	 #;	 ^i
Hierarchical
Number
Variable Rationale far Change from Base Case
1.1.1 Passengers After TACV introduction, large increase
in passenger-km base case and less auto
traffic.	 As	 in base case before intra-
duction of TACV.
I.I,2 Freight TACV is passenger oriented - no interfer-
ence with railroad freight due to new
track guideway.	 Freight aspiration is
met or slightly exceeded. 	 Large TACV
investment leads to more freight.
i.2.I Investment There are large investments in TACV with
long lead times	 for R^Q and construction
beginning in	 1990; investment aspiration
is exceeded.
I.2,2 Operating !1s in base case before introduction of
Costs TACV:	 then rise to aspiration then slightly
exceed aspiration.
I.2.3 Operating As in base case before TACV introduction.
Surplus/ Auto operating subsidy drops after intro-
5ubsidy duction but additional subsidy needed for
lower-income groups to use TACV.	 Thus,
only slight increase (or equa]} over
aspiration.
I.3.I Airports After TACV introduction, there is a signi-
ficant drain-off of air flights per day
from aspirations.
I.3.2 Railroad Mare of the unused railroad station cap-
5tation achy is utilized.
1.3.3 Bus As in base case.
Station
60
ll
0
0
IJ
CI
D
U
D
0
d
(Table 1.2 continued)
Hierarchical
Number
Variable Rationale for Change from Base Case
1.3.4 Roadways As in base case before TACV introduction,
then large decline in outs/day.
2.1.1 Demography As in base case until	 TACV introduction
than dramatic decreases from base case
as relatively greater population growth
occurs in the corridor along the guide-
way path .
2.1.2 Health As in base case until	 TACV introduction
status then dramatic decrease from base case
as auto use declines.
2.2.1 Land Use As in base case until	 TACV introduction
then dramatic increases over base case
to meet aspiration.
2.2.2 Property As in base case until	 TACV introduction
Damage then dramatic decrease from base case as
auto u$e drops,	 This variable then meets
aspirations and	 finally exceeds them.
2.2.3 Noise As in base case until TACV introduction
Levels then moderate to dramatic decrease from
base case as auto use, and hence, con-
gestion declines and urban density drops
due to population growth in corridor;
these decreases accelerate with time.
2.2,4 Visibility Rs 2.2.3 above.
3.1.1. Employment Increased investment leadds to increased
employment as the investment is made.
Further, corridor growth also stimulates
employment and together these influences
result in higher employment.	 After
introduction of TACV aspirations are
slightly exceeded.
3.2.I Fossil As in base case until	 TAC introduction
Fuel then dramatic decrease as auto use drops,
then reaches but probably does oat exceed
aspirations.
3,3,1 GRP As in 3.I.1 but the effects of investment
and growth are more strongly felt.
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(Table 7.2 continued)
Hierarchical
Number
Variable	 Rationale for Change from Base Case
3.3,2 Interre^
	
As in base case until 	 TACV introduction
gional	 then steady improvement with corridor
Product
	
growth	 ( 3.5^).
Hierarchial
Number
Variable
,t.
Rationale for Change From Base Case
1.1.1 Passengers After introduction of IPT, there is only
a small	 increase	 in passenger-km over
the base case beginning in 1990, 	 The IPT
then draws some passengers away	 from autos
and buses	 but total	 passenger-k:m go up
slightly.
1.1.2 Freight The speed of IPT precludes mixing IPT and
freight trains on the same tracks at the
same time,	 However, in some cases, there
are alternative tracks available.	 Hence,
the impact of the IPT on freight is small
though negative over the base case at first
then zero as freight movements adapt.
I.2.1 Investment The proposed IPT costs less than 500 mil-
lion	 (Chester and Goeller,	 1973).	 Hence,
all	 investment is embedded in the base
case investment (i.e „ evolutionary}.
1.2.2 Operating Very slight jncrzase over base case due to
Costs the fact that even though the IPT draws
passengers from the auto and bus mo^'es the
cost of operating the highway system
remains the same.
1.2.3 Operating Slight increase in subsidy because small
Surplus/ additional	 IPT subsidy is added to base
Subsidy case.
1.3.1 Airports IPT has no effect on air transportation
system.
1.3.2 Railroad A greater percentage of unused capacity
Station is utilized by the IPT.
t
t
t
t
t
Table 7.3 - Improved Passenger Train - Numerator
;J	 The IPT is a mayor, though evolutionary, change. With the advanced iPT,
the travel time from Los Agneles to San Francisco is 3 hours including
'^	 three stops (Fresno, Bakersfield, Stockton. The IPT uses existing rail
tracks so requires less investment than the TACV. The IPT becomes avail-
w
able in 1990. Main effects are felt in the corridor.
(Table 7,3 continued
Hierarchial
Number
Variable Rationale For Change From Base Case
?,3,3 Bus Expandable to meet	 all demand in this
Station case.
1.3.4 Roadways After introduction vehciles/day drop
slightly below neutral	 1eve1.
2.x.1 Corridor After introduction there is a slight
Demography decrease from the base case followed by
moderate steady decline as greater rela-
tive growth q f population occurs in the
corridor,
2.1.2 Heath After introduction, there is a sight
Status decrease that remains relatively constant
as a result of reduced auto passenger-km.
2.2.1 Land Use As	 in 2.1.1, with same growth.
2,L.2 Prap^rty As in 2.1.2, with same relative decrease.
Damage
2.2.3 Noise Slight decrease over base case because
Levels even though the IPT itself is 	 loud, the
effects of the IPT actually reduces noise
levels.	 That is, there is less congestion
on highway, l ewer urba^t density, etc .
2.2.4 Visibility Slight decrease from base case due to
redu;.ed auto use.
3.1.I Employment Same as base case until	 corridor popula-
tion growth can produce	 slight increase.
That 1 5 a delayed but slightly positive
effect.
3.2.1 Fossil Slight reduction over base case due to
Fuels reduced auto use.
3.3.1 GRP Same as base case fc^l l owed by Same rel a--
tive increase as	 in 3.1.1.
3.3.2 Interre- After introduction, there is a slight
gional decrease comparable to freight decrease
Product and then a return to the base case.
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Table 7.4 - Improved Conventional Take-Off Or
Landing Aircraft - Numerator
ThP ?mproved CTOL is essentially a more efficient form of the aircraft
flying now and has larger capacity. As such, its introduction into the
aircraft fleet will be evolutionary as ageing aircraft are replaced with
the CTOL. Since air transportation accounts for only a small though growing
share of.tatal intercity passenger kilometers, the effects of the improved
CT(3L will be a small and growing desirable change over the base case.
The improved CTOL is introduced in 199f1.
All comparison criteria not listed are the same as in the base case.
Hierarchical
Number
Comparison
Criterion
Rationale For Change From Base Case
1.1.1 Passengers 5ma11	 increase over base case.
1.3.1 Airports Since larger aircraft can carry more
passengers per plane, slight decrease
from base case.
2.2.2 Property Better aircraft induce more people to
Damage fly, and hence, lower auto use and auto
accidents resulting in a sligfit decrease
from base case.
2.2.3 Noise As	 in	 2.2..2, there is a slight decrease
Levels from base case.
2.2.4 Visibility The slight decrease in auto use leads to
a slight decrease from the base case
beginning in 2020.
3.2.1 Fossil Exactly as in the base case except for
Fuels the year 2010 when there is a slight
decrease.	 The evolutionary introductior.
of the improved CTOL does not make any
impact until	 2010, and fusion produced
hydrogen fuel dominates after 2020.
3.3.I GRP A slight increase over the base case
as the aircraft manufacturing industry
is within the region.
.^
I	 '.
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8. EVAE.UATIOfi^
The data presented in Appendix C were used as input data to the evalua-
tion model comprised af:
•	 the relative worth curves (Appendix g}
•	 relative weights (Equation (4-12} and Figure 4.5}
•	 objective function (£quations {4-I3} through 4-24} and the
discount rates on pages 50 and 51}.
The results are presented in Table B.I. For the data of the illustrative
example, the Early TACV is the clearly preferred alternative; moveover,
it is the only alternative that yields a positive total effect, i.e.,
that represents overall achievement of objectives.
To illustrate the computation of total effect, P, fora given alternative,
consider the cirterion Passengers (Y 1 1 1 ) and the Early TACV. The
results of analysis from Appendix G are:
Year 1980 1990 2QD0 2010 2024 2030
Y (V	 1.1,1 ID.90 15.20 30.00
45.D0 59.D0 ;8.00
Y D	 1.1.1 12.80 17.90 ^,^D 35.00 49.00 68.3D
Y l.l.l 85.00 85.00 120.00 129.00 120.00 114.0
The relative worth of 
Y
1.l.i' QI.I.1' far each year is obtained from the
relative worth re]atianship {Appendix B}:
(01.1.1)t -0.406	 -0.406	 +0.382
	 +0.510
	
+0.382	 +0.253
^	 The time flow of [!
	
is multiplied by its relative weight 7.5 {from
1.1.1
^^	 Table 4.5} according to equation (4-12}:
(01.1.1 ) t -3.C5	 -3.05	 +2.87	 +3.g3	 +2.87	
+2.14
.:
y^ ;	These data, together with the time flaws far the 5ase Gase and the TACV,
.;}'	 are shown in figure 5.1. It is tine flaws such as these that are aggregated
'^^	 and then evaluated by means of the discount functions.
^^
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ALTERNATIVES
1 2 3 4 5
Sase TACU IPT Ea^iy Imprt^ved
Case TAC1f CTOL
¢ P 1 , Trar^spor-
^ ^ tation -	 4.15 -2.33 --3.56 0.36 - 3.91
^ ^ Effects07 ^,
^s
^ ^.'
^ ^ P2 , Societal
-16.51 -2.25 -1.83 6.04 -15.41
+' w Effects
^a	 ^
^ ^
^ ---
^ c P
?
E:,onomi c 3.83 -O.fi3 -3.17 1.57 - 3.14
Effects
^ ^
c.^ ^W -
F' 4 , Total
-2.4.Q$ -5.22 -8.57 7.93 -23.06
^ EffeCtS
x
RANK 5 ^ 3 1 4
7^
---^-
_^.
r-----
--,r _<_
^..^..
Table 8.1 - Results fo:^ Illustrative Example
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The time flows of weighted relative worths of the other criteria are
similarly computed, e.g.,
I ^ (YI.I.2}t 100	 100 I04	 IO2	 102	 102
^ I`^ (^1.1.2}t 0 0	 0.323	 O.i73	 0.173	 O.I13	 _
-`I E!	 }(	 I.1.2	 t 0 0	 2.42	 I.30	 1.30	 1.3G	 ^
The time flaws of weighted relative worth are aggregated using equations
{4-13} through {4-i7},	 e.g.,
(U I.1
-
} t	 -	 {01.1.1 } t	 +	 {O1.I.2 } t	 ^
^-	 1 {8i.i }i98a ` -3.05 + 0 = -3.05	
,`
4.17	 3.44
With linear interpolation to obtain data for intermediate years, the
present relative worth of this time flow is, from equation {4-I8):
:^	 pi .l - +0.68
Similarl	 the time flows of relative worths -- 0
	
0	 0y,	 { 1.2 } t' ( i.3 } t' ( 3 }t
-- are converted to present worths through equations (4-19), {4-20},
{4-2i), {4-22}, respectively. The aggregation of present worths is
represented by Figure 8.2 and is accomplished with equations (4-23) and
(4 24}. The results are summaraized 3n Table 8.1.
'a
^,
1
i^.
$,
1
^'
^'
^ e { ^	
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' ^	 The resulting time flow in relative worth is:
'_
^:
(O1.I}t
	
-3.05	 -3.05	 +5.29
	
5.I3
Present
Relative
Worths
^. ... ^...^
	 _:	 ... ^^.--....,	 ^...,.^...^__...,...kr-.'+..._.-7r..,-.,Ix-..... .^, .... . .M,_ 	 ^,: .. ..i,.. , .	 ..-4d	 . ..^,	 .., ►-a...^1
	
.,.,	 1	 ^--i.	 w.	 ..., __	 l	 1.	 1-._ai^ t	 ^	 ^
P
P^
	 P2	 P^
P 1.^	 P1.2
	 PI.3
_^
^^l.l^t
	 ^^1.2^t	 ^u1.3^t
	
^^2}t
	
t^3^t
Tire Mows of Relative l^orth
Figure 8.2 - Aggregation to Total Effect
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4.	 9. SEl^SITaVITY ANALYSES
Ability to investigate sensitivity of the results of the evaluation
model is il]ustrated for (1) changes in relative worth functions, (2)
changes in relative weights, and (3) changes in discount rate.
^	 9 , I, Relative ^Ic;^-i:h Functions
Sensitivity to the shape of the relative worth functions is i]iustrated
^^	 by assuming a straight line through 11(YT } = 0 and U{Y^} _ ] (Figure 9.1}.
The results are tabulated in Table 9.1.
Linearizing the relative worth functions resulted in a significant
increase in all the present relative worths. The increase in relative
scores was expected because all alternatives were unacceptable, with
negative reiative worths, and linear functions do not penalize unsatis-
factory consequences as severely as nonlinear relationships.
^^^ Fnr exampie, let us consider the criterion Inzlestrne3zt {Y	 },	 TheI.2.1
^ nonlinear and linear reiative worth functions are shown in Figure 9.2.
s	
.^ For the TACV in the year ZOOG'.	 Y 1.2.1 is estimated to be 132 {Equation
{ t^-1) and Appendix C1.	 From Figure
_U{Y1.2
I
),^
9.2:
-0,567(nonlinear reiative worth
fuilCtlan }
U(Y1	 }L = - p .320(linear reiative ^varth2.i function)
Applying the relative weight W1.2.I = 6	 {Figure 4.5):
': U(Y	 )	 =1.2.I	 N -3.40
=
U(Y1.2.1)L -	 92
1'
Far this one criterion, therefore, the use of the linearized function
to approximate relative worth results in an increase of 1.45 in relative
worth.
An advantage of the noniinear functions is demonstrated by the effect	 ^'
'an 1"ACV, where the reiative score changed from negative to pasit^ve. i
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Basel it^e
U
Data
Rank
Linear Relative
Worth
Q	 sank
BASECASE
P 2 -	 4.25, 4 -	 .33 4
P2 -16.51 4 -5.26 4
P3 - 3.53 4 -	 .79 4
P -24.4$ 4 -6.2$ 4
TACV
P 2 - 2.33 2 .36 r".
P2
- 2.25 2 1.05 2
P3 -	 .53 2 .30 2
P - ^. 2 z 1 1.72 ^
IPT
P I - 3.56 z .23 ^
P2 -	 I.83 I .IS 2
P3 - 3.I7 Z -	 .64 2
P - 8.57 2 -	 .34 2
CTOl.
PI
-	 3,9I 3 -	 .29 3
P 2
-I5.4I 3 -4.92 3
P 3 -	 3.74 3 -	 .78 3
P
-23.06 3 -5.99 3
^a
^	 _!	 ► .	 r	 ^	 ^..i:	 Z.	 ^.	 4•	 ^..	 !	 1.
a
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With zero relative worth defined to mean neutral contribution to success,
the negative score indicates an unsatisfactory alternative and the posi-
tive score indicates an acceptable alternative. The linearized functions
may not permit penalizing a truly unacceptable result on one criterion
sufficiently to cause rejection of an alternative, while maintaining a
consistent scaring for neutral and desirable results.
9.2 Relative Weights
Sensitivity to the choice of relative weights is illustrated by assum-
'	 ing an "environmentalist", who weights societal effects most heavily,
an "economist", who weights economic effects most heavily (Table 9.2).
The results are presented in Table 9.3 and Figures 9.3a,b, and c,
It is interesting that the four alternatives were ranked the same by
three quite different sets of relative weights. The implication of
this insensitivity is that there is Iittle need to be concerned with
establishing weights with great precision. pifferent interests and
different priorities may be caused by disagreements concerning either
the relative worth functions o r estimates of the outcomes. In rating
alternatives, both desirability of various amounts of a criterion and
beliefs in what wi11 occur can be mare influential than is the relative
importance of the criteria with respect to each other.
An advantage of the methodology is its ability to disaggregate a
decision problem into its eiemen is and to provide visibility far those
elements where disagreements exist. Furthermore, signfi^ance of the
disagreements can be investigated.
9.3 Qiscaunt Rate r
Sensitivity to the choice of discount rate is illustrated by assuming
that r (Section 4.5) is a constant aver all criteria. The alternatives
are evaluated far r = 0, O.IO, and 4.20. Results are presented in
Table 9.4.
Although the change in discount rate did not alter the ranking of
^85-
4	
Y	
..
.^
I	 ^	 ^	 ^^	 ^	 ^
Baseline Qata Environmentalist Economist
1.I.i	 Passengers 7.50 3.75 7.50
1,1.2
	 Freight 7.50 3.75 7.50
'1.2.1	 Investment 6.00 3.00 5,00
1.2,2	 Operating Costs 5.00 2.50 5.00
1.2.3	 Surplus/Subsidy 4.00 2.00 4.00
1.3,1
	 urban Facility-Air 3.00 1.50 3.00
1.3.2	 i)rban Facility-RR 1.50 ,75 1.50
1.3.3	 Urban	 Facility-bus 1.50 .75 1.50
1.3.4	 Urban Fac.-Road 4.00 2.00 4.00
2.I.1
	 Corridor Qemog. 5.00 10.00 2.50
2.I.2	 Health Status 5.00 10.00 2.50
2.Z.1	 Corrid.
	 hand Use 5.00 10.00 2.50
2.2.2	 ^'roperty Qamage 5.00 10.00 2.50
2.2.3	 Noise bevels 5.00 10.00 2.50
2,2.4	 Visibility 5,00 10.00 2.50
3.1,1
	 Employment 7.50 5.00 11.?5
3.2.1	 Fossil	 Fuels 7.50 5.00 11.25
3.3.1
	 Gross	 Reg.	 Prod. 9.00 6.00 13.50
3.3.2
	 Interreg.	 Prod. 6.00 4.00 9.00
Table y .2 - Sensitivity to Relative ldeights
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From
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RA^lK
Environmentalist
U	 RANK
Economist
U	 RANK
I. Base Gase
P 1 - 4.15 5 -	 2.07 5 - 4.15 5
P2 -16.51 5 -33.01 5 - 8.25 5
P3 - 3.83 5 - 2.55 5 -	 5,74 5
P (Total -24.48 5 -37.64 5 -18.14 5
Effect)
2. TACV
P 1 -	 i.33 2 -	 I.17 2 - 2.33 3
P2
-	 2.25 3 -	 4.5i 3 -	 I.13 3
P 3 -	 .63 2 -	 .42 2 -	 .34 2
P
-	 5.22 2 - 6.09 2 - 4.40 2
3, IPT
P 1 -	 3.56 3 -	 1.78 3 - 3.56 2
P 2
-	 1.83 2 - 3.57 2 -	 .92 2
P 3 -	 3.17 3 -	 2.iI 3 - 4.75 3
P - 8.57 3 - 7.55 3 -	 9.24 3
4. ^:arly TACV
P 1 .36 1 .mot 1 .53 1
P2 5.04 1 12.07 1 3.C^3 I
P 3 1.54 1 1.02 1 2.30 1
P 7.93 I 13.35 1 5.85 1
5 . CTO L
P 1 -	 3.91 4 -	 1.95 4 -	 3.91 4
P 2 -15.41 Q -30.82 4 - 7.70 4
P3 - 3.74 4 -	 2.49 4 -	 5.63. 4
P -23.U5 4 -35.2F 4 -17.?? 4
Table 9.3 - Sensitivity to Relative 4Jeights - Results
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H
1
C^
BASLLiNE
U
EIATA
RANK
R =
U
0
RANK
R =	 .10
U RANK
R =
t.'
.20
RA^lK
1. Base Case
P 1 - 4.15 5 - 6.R0 5 -	 1.18 5 -	 .58 4
p2 -1b.51 5 -16.51 5 - 1.54 5 .35 5
P3 - 3.83 5 -22.44 5 - 3.83 5 - 1.88 5
P{Total	 Effect} -24.48 5 -45.74 5 - 6.55 5 - 2.81 5
2. TACV
p 1 - 2.3s 2 + 1,23 2 -	 1.0$ 3 -	 .64 5
P2 - 2.25 3 - 2.25 3 - 1.10 3 -	 .32 3?^
P 3 -	 .63 2 +	 .28 2 -	 .63 2 -	 .41 2
P - 5.22 2 -•	 .75 2 - 2.81 2 -	 1.37 2
3. IPT
P1 - 3.56 3 - 3.56 3 -	 .80 2 -	 .40 2
P2 -	 1.83 2 - 1.83 2 +	 .07 1 +	 .13 1
P3 -	 3.17 3 -10.74 3 -	 3. i7 3 - 1.78 3
P - 8.57 3 -16.23 3 - 3.91 3 - 2.Ob 3
4. Early TACV (2OD0)
P1 +	 .3b 1 + 3.23 1 -	 .52 1 -	 .38 1
P2 + 6.04 1 + 6.04 1 -	 .19 2 •-	 .15 2
P3 + 1.54 1 +11.54 1 + 1,54 1 +	 .60 1
P + 7.93 1 +20.SD 1 +	 .82 1 +	 .46 1
5. CTDL
P 1 -	 3.19 4 - 6.38 4 -	 1.12 4 -	 .56 3
P 2 - 15.41 4 -15.41 4 - 1.45 4 -	 .32 32
P3 -	 3.74 4 -21.78 4 - 3.74 4 - 1.85 4
P	 ^ -23.06 4 -43.57 4 - 6.30 4 •-	 2.73 4
alternatives, the effect of high interest rates applied to all crite^^a
was to reduce the differences between alternatives, while r = 0 magnified
such differences:
RancZe of P
r	 Early TACV - base Case
Baseline data	 7,93-(-24.48} ^ 32.41
0	 20.80-(-45.74) = 66.54
0.20	 0.06-(- 2.81} = 2.87
The reason for this effect is that major differences between systems
do not occur until they start to operate in the relatively distant future.
High discount rates reduce to insignificance both costs and benefits
taking place in 30 to 50 years. At r = 0,20, for example, a relative
worth ^ 10 thirty years from now has a present worth = .024; a reia^
tive worth = 10 fifty years from today has a present worth = .000.
Hence, if the benefits of new technologies are to significantly influence
transportation decision-making, either discounting must be ignored
(equivalent to setting r = 0} or the discount rates applied to trans-
portation and societal benefits must be different from (lower than} the
rate applied to dollar flows.
	 '
A further consequence of this phenomenon is illustrated in the data
for the Early TACV. Far the baseline data and far r = 0, the relative
we Mth indicates this alternative to be definitely desirable, a trans-
portation system representing signficant achievement of the specified
policies and goals, At r = 0.20 on the other hand, the relative worth
indicates marginal acceptability, with mildly undesirable transportation
and societal effects, With a slightly higher r or small changes in the
estimates of a few criteria, a negative relative worth could result.
This is a special case of the general principle; at high discount rates,
it is most diffiGUlt to justify investment in social systems requiring
lengthy acquisition periods before benefits are realized through use of
the system.
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10. EVAt,IfATIgl^ OF RED
qne way the Federal c^avernn►ent can support a gi van i rtterci ty transporta-
ti an n►ode or technology i s thrauglt the funding o f rel ated Rfi^Q. To pro-
vide a tirttely impact on intercity tr^anspartatiort. decisions concerning
the R^0 activities to be funded sltnul d be made prior to or during the
competitive exploration of alternative transportation systenr modal eon-
cepts. The purpose of this cfitapter is to illustrate how the compaNis^n
ntethodolagy evaluates both the erode technology and magnitude of sucfir RS.D.
The Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle TACV) was chosen as the transportation
mode to illustrate the evaluation of RED funding. 	 The TACV was selected
because it iS a ltigh^-techtralogy, capital intensive candidate far Federal
support.
Four levels of investment over a period of years ~rare explored. The
first level rr:uresents the evolutianar •y development of TACV. i.e„ na
Herr investment aver the base case and an operational TACV itt tfite year
^d20. The see:and level of investment represents moderate Federal R&q
i'undi ng tttat brings the TACV an l i rte ten years earlier, i n the year COlq.
Tlre^ third level o f investrnertt re i'1 acts heavy Federal support i n all phases
of researcfir. deve'raprnent and deinonstratinn, leading to the introduction
of the TACV in the year COOfl, The fourth level represents excessive
funding, since it is believed that little advance in operational date
can be achieved regardless of any practical pVD ittvestntents. The assumed
r`e;l ^'l tia n s ltip bettveerl funding Z eVel rlrrd aper'at 101tc^) date i5 sftown in
Figure 10.1.
Figure 1G1,1 ,also shows the effects of bntfir the additional R^ q investtrrertt
and the early introduction of TACV benefits an total relative worth. The
results irtcorpor^^te the tradeoffs between the urtdesir~abl` friglter invest-
nrent artd titrtinr^ of desirable benefits of the TACV transportation mode
as nreastrr•ed ^y the relative ►earth fi'unctians, relative ►veigltts, and ob,^ec-
tive function of Chapter 1. Front these assumed data, it would be cort-
clttded drat the optimal investtrrent in TACV, as ttteasured by the total
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^	 effect on the selected intercity transportation system, +vould be bet^veen
4	
^7 billion and ^^ billion.
Similar analyses and evaluations could be psrfor^ned for other RB^D candi-
^^	 dates and for other intercity systems, as required, Quantitative results,
^`	 directly and demonstrably related to achieves}ent of SOT policies and
objectives, would be available For selection and justification of RED
`` progratttis ,
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II. EVALUATIQ" t OF' RZSf^
Risk assQCiated with a transportation alternative arises front the uncer-
tainty in the estimates of the comparison criteria. The standard technique
far q►rantifying risk so that it can be reviewed, discussed and evaluated
is to define a pt~ol.ability function ever the range of uncertainty of
tote esintate.
The methodological framework defined and illustrated in the preceding
chapters provides the foals and techniques far evaluating risk with the
following ttvo modificatiorES^
(i} The analysts fratttetvcark estimates a probabil ity futtctien rather
t?tan a best estimate for each comparison criterion.
(^} An expected relative worth is computed rather than the rela-
tive worth of the best estitttate of a criterion:
Y
4i
	
Eau} =	 ^	 tt^Y} F(Y} dY
1.
where	 Y ^	 a comparison criterion
	
u(Y} ^	 relative worth at Y
	
FAY} =	 ordinate of probability function
	
E(u} =	 expected relative tvor•th
l^hen t • isk is quantified. the expected relative worth ratfter than the
relative worth of the best estimate is used far the balance of the evalu-
ation computation. The only change in the evaluation model of Chapter
^ is the to use Eau} for u (Y} in equation ^^.-9}.
Tea illustrate the application of this risk evaluation technique, (which
is tftearetically sound, e.g.. Fishburn, ^ g '7^3; Lifson, 1970, uncertainty
in the critet~ion r'4.::^•'^.'t'. •.^  was asstutted.	 ^ncet~tainties were assurtted to
be relatively small (i.e., the variance of the distribution is small}
itt the near future aced to increase with futurity. The probability
distributions for the years, 190, ^Q[11^, and CO3Q are sha ►vn in Figure
11.1. Tate best estimatt' and the range of uncertainty over the planning
^^	
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period is s pawn in Figure li.^.
For the data of Figure T.1 .1 and the rel ative tivarth function {Appendix S )
and weight {Figure ^ . 5) for the criterion ^zsst:^t;r^:rs , the resul is o f
computing E {u) rather than the relative worth of the best estimate are
as follows:
Year r 9F30
	
9c	 "^	 ^	 a0	 ^0	 ''	 '^
E{u) -3.?4
	
-3,31	 -3.47	 3.43	 -3.42	 -3.47
hest
Estimate -3.01
	 -3.07	 -3.OS	 -3.01	 -3.07	 -3.03
As desired, the relative worth Rvith risk is ia^ver (more negative) than
`z,. i
for the hest estimate with no uncertainty, This result is a consequence
of the nonlinearit, r^
 and shape of the relative worth function. Tt' the
n^lnlinearity ^vere increased, the effects of risk an expected relative
worth would be more negative, indicating greater aversion to risk.
The :.omputations required for the evaluation of risk are rational and
feasible. The iiiniting constraints on the application Qf the methodology
	 ^_
lie in the willingness and ability to estimate probabilities as part of
the analysis activity.
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i^S "•,^»^",:..`.•; 41^' teCirTru?i?^i ^,^ q ►Q^tS t.i► i ti ^S;+^ftt7.^1.
a Tr:ldi tiantZT n►ath^rdiali^±^i aS fat c^? ►►t^a.^ri na t ►'.^rr4}^t^t'tati:rn sytams
h11'^ beau liSati ^t? r' sF?a^irii^ 'Cei:iriti?^^t?,airs clnii '1"i?E` S(^^^t'l S^ y 4 rC^^l"^^113.1^
S^tit^irt^.	 ^QETt^lilr"isQraS ^i`B J ►►aiir iTl tQl'ET► ^ ilk ^^e1'Yi? ► 'irla ni:t?a Ii► t'ar^tJt'f^^
usrJally l i ►:►i trd ifr TrtJi ►►i`er' ,tnd tvi ti ► sirtar • t- tc ► • tEr rti^ri ^i^rrs .	 Tlrr
EGi^NLFt^Y a►atttUii^?lL^r]y ^r^^vii1J^. a nrr^^trrti ^'t?t` c^r ►ttiidt^r" 1 rr;1 .1Jr^^ ^turnt^c=r•
of v.^ri,^blas, but what is J ►►Ura si;lni ri.ant, siti its ttr^ f^^i^us ^J'i?i►t
^?^rrQt`rtltltrC^ r^C lYr?t'^'^T ►l f' ^^T'fJT'rTT:itlr:^'. 	 ^^' ^^'S^ErTKI^]G G'1tr^^iT.1:^1^ ^?rt
CCaCrC^r'n fp ►` thaw V.^ 11rJG's ti2r1 1Yitit`il ,irid ]^ ►Ir^Tr#,t^ ^iac: ? Sii?rt	 i'.1Tt ^`r``^
ba nt;tda .3nii ^^rcavidin^ .q tr intac]r.^tin^r ^ ►►ecttatrisit► , ;r ^^,^E..t,^:,..•:r^ ,1Jtc1
t"E?adi Iy a^^l i rii ta4hrri c1 ►Ja i ^ ^^r`^`=i ;iatii.
•	 tra ^-^ne rvcJU i?t •
 ^^rrcrt!t^r, ,^ daCisiian is r"r;ti:ha^i :^^` ,r^^^^14^in;^ s^?nJa r< .trtrc^
aystrJ ►1 -- .d^1V.1^°5 ^tJi^^rJr4^fl>`^'^. 	 ^il^ ^L^^i^^ti^^' ^1tk^t! ►t?ii^?Ii?^^1^ .= .111s f`tlr'
t^reakin^ dawn tits ^rr^^bieEr ►
 irate bits-.i^j ' ^^^rTrrrtts -- tir^^ rr^t•
-T't?r'nranca !'ari.VbT^$ w— ^^nd .1[.^^?11rin;7 ,iltci^lJrleli^'s tip ?^ ^C:31r1 re?^:1^i1^e'
rvtrzths.
	 I`he iia^^rar ti? witicit this srJrdir,ist^?rr is ^,at` ►'ird ^^rJt nr,a^
iiu^rAVa tha rJasrrita, i• t ► t this is tip tip fire ,lTr;li^st.	 iitr iz^^c^1 iii
aYfart to ,^cc^J ►►dish tt ► a e^^airiaticn ^,rrr r:^Tr^^e fr^^ ►►► ^ri?dr^: t i? ^^firTa-
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live. depely diTrg an the degree of irrvaivement of expert opinion.
The c:ompari son nletitadol agy 11as a great decree of fl exi bi 1 i ty t n
the level of effort rreeded far its successful application. For
the i ^ 1 ustrati ve exarnpl e i lrcl uded i n this report , t11e 1 evel
of effort was IlteasUred in Illan-weel:5. ^31C:lJlationS far tllrs
report were performed ort a small desk-top eanlputer .end hand-Field
cal cul atars . f ♦Qwever. i F a number of saplli sti sated arra! yti c
models were desired for the anal vsis r^ralllewark, nlarr-years and
1 arge-scale carlrputers nli ght be rec^ui red. The necessary level of
effort for effective use of the lnetlrodologv is apprapr•iately
define. during Phase II.
u
• The defirti tiara of alternative transportation Syst^1115 i nCl odes tEle
kinds of RED needed. its funding level and s4hed ►lle. Thus, the
colrcl usi an of the coln{.^arisan exercise reveals the required amounts
of R&D as well as t}le potential l cuss far rrot 1 aunchi rttl timely R.^D
pragranls .
• The Execlrtive Offi^,e ha S Speci fied ptll l'M1^5 gavel`nina tle1V S y S te»1S
at^UiS1 tiJ11 altd Dt^T 1ia5 eS tabl i Sheoi lz^lrg- te1'lll ^1dtlJiral tl`dtlSpUr-
tatiarr objectives. The FCt7Nf~RGY f•lethod^^lagy is designed to beat
meet bath 1• equi renlen ^s .
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Pearl;, Mat7vtck, P1iCohell ^ ^o., llnivc^r^ity cif Califi^t•rtia anti Stanf^^rd Uni-
versity. Te^:hrralnc^=_^1ssr!s_sE»er^1A of Fuiaurr^ Intc^rcit;y F^asson^7^^r T ►•^rn^^-
^
1^^t tatiort JyGtcitis, even ^v^^iinf^ r^i?ot^^ prt^^^ir^r^i#`µ^ut ^^^^1 aric^Zl,^,^
^^^^r^ritn`^' i^"i` Tr^rtsl^c^rtat fi>s^, Pepc^rt Nc^. pt?T-TI'I MU_t 1 ^-:'.I, ^1ar ch,
a .^?E6,
_;^^^,_
!	 I	 1	 i	 1	 I	 1^	 t	 t	 I	 t	 ^	 i.	 ^	 ^...^,
z
Pf^tttlillc^^t`.
	 1,'^. ► 	 c111d	 ^.",}.	 R^Lali,	 l.altl itla r^^lt)IV	 ft^kG^a1'411	 attli	 ^\^)^ri llt^'nts,
^^^t•anautic^ Lind ^r^ranautics, July,	 l^ti^,
^'1i^1 p}, ,
	
gavi d	 R. ,	 r't	 a i . ,	 Rtag^nt^r,^ ti alt	 ^^nd	 ^'^s	 urnti	 1^ract'^}t i vi 1~y	 i li	 !:,^i 1
Ra^}id	 Transit,
	 i'^'t^^t• Vo.	 Dot) -1^'•,	 ^'ra t:^aliit ig5 	 tat '^11t'	 F^}u r t hl 	tnt_^_r-
s;a^ t:it?t^+	 t;f?t1t!?t'L?ttCL
	 t)n	 TrattS	 Ot^i: i^ ^i QTi, 	 ^,pS	 ^^nQ^lt:ti,	 Ca11 ^l^t'fll l^,	 ^llll V
nupulation	 1\^SN41r4ct llttit,	 i'a^ulaticm	 1.stim^ttt?s	 p t c:al_itt^ rl)ia 	t'itit^s	 anti
---^^^
	
-ti^^t`;r-t't^un_tit'_s	 ^?artuat•^`	 I.	 Iii F i al^^`^:^^^li^^%^i^v3^i^b,Y^e^^^^^;^.^?:^^F-i~,
ltlt'ilta,^ ^S^iV,
	 I.1JJ.
1? rat^tl^t',	 FrGdt!ri t:E;	 t'1. ,	 Cc}s t-k: ^1^c^c:t^.r vtnt^as 	 i tl	 Tr;at'fi t:	 tiaf^t?^,	 ^Irtllur	 ^.
L i t t l ^ ,	 Y Il tr . ,	 ^ t^iv Yc^Yi^^ .^^ a ^ .`...._ ..
	
^.. ^....-..^..^ ^.	 _	 .-
Public	 t^tiliti^s	 t:atlunissitan.	 ^tatl^	 c}i'	 L.^tlifinrnia,	 Tt •^^tn:;t^t^rtaticttz	 Di visi^^ra
J^^t;^	 C;ank:,	 t;atalc^t^_ct,t ;`1v^llat?_le	 1;e^^t^rts,	 kill	 ^"1';ttrciscn,	 t:^^lii't^rnia.
-. r._ _ .,.
	
^... r.. _.^ .. 	 _^..	 M..	 _ ......J u 1 y .
	
1 ^ F ti .
4ualit^,	 E.S.,	 A1ldlvsis	 tt)r 1? ubllt: ^te`t<isions, 	^tirlcrican	 F1^Gviet • i'ublisliitiu
R^i^r^,	 ^^.,	 tl@^1Slt}tt 	 ^'ICtc^ lvs^ti,	 ^t^t^15i}11 W^^t'Slt?\^,	 4^t^C^t^1nC1.	 ^^^15ti^^C13t1St^^tS,
Read,	 T.L.,	 anti	 R,P1,	 l.c?t•n^t'.	 ^1t?tlt.tnc^1:	 A	 1'tv^rti.^t.ile	 Fuca ;	 ct^ ►• 	I1111nntii;itt^
^li^e
	
^_4^@1
___
1C:^a
	
^t)l.	 1i^^i',.
	
^tJ.	 ^^^^.
	 ^}).	 ^.:al^-l.^f.^^^, 	 ^t'(:t'111^t:'1', 	 L^ia.
!^aenrlau,
	
^.^ur^ul,.	 Thl^	 Fl^ssit^ilil:lt'ti	 ^}t	 JE^va l a^} t l}t7 	an	 Ettet:tlVe	 N^^ttt^nal
TratisUart 5 f^^tr'nt	 in	 t1tt=	 1<,}7t1's,	 p^^}^^1' ^^t•^^}arced	 tar	 ^^rr^s^ntatit}n	 ^^t
t11t'	 1.1111 VAC	 $t} lill ilklr	 tC^f'	 sari tC?rC 	i>,tl d 	^ tii i'f?rS	 ^^	 111dlvn t't'-	 l)n	 ^t?l:^l^aT'E',
1^^t1t1^l^^ V^^111,'1,	 1t.'LC3E_?t't`,_ .1,^-1.^^,_.
Rint,^a^lt,	 J.L.,	 Lt^velu^.^^llen t of ^'r :ttrs^ur>~at it}n ^^st ellis	 in	 t1)t^^L'^S_,	 (a84$},
l^tar?tarts,	 1't`eci ^.,	 Liticrett'	 1`lathell^ttic.^l- P!t^dt?ls,	 F'rtantitse^llall,	 Nlliv Jersey, ^^
5^3ty,	 T.l..	 Sllda it 	Trans^^at`t	 Stu^v.	 llttt? t`^a\_es_,	 ^'^}l ,	 u.	 iVl).	 ^,	 1, .ii"^'	 .:' ^
.^_.__^..
l
^'.
iVl^venit^er, 	 L;7,
^alleza,	 ^.i,i^.,	 ^'l.t)^ i l}11110	 ^.t#t'_C.^S	 C}i^	 }^1"[1^111.1ti1C1 C1	 ti1^tii^t'lll	 ^E't`^tnC}lOt3V	 Can	 ^\!4^-
t' nt#	 dilc^	 f'lltllrt'^l.11l^^)C}1"^ - ^11'4t^`it^',	 ^Il1t»t'1C^i1111r^llnb}:1,^^^^r^ 	 t: f:-7.i^t^r, <
5t^lltpsat,	 R.J.	 arlti P1.T,	 Farris,	 L_t^llt^s ti^ c}rtatit^n :	 Pr,>;t:t;ic^^,	 T!^e-
_^____T 1 •a_rzs^t
k^!
^^^:
t)t^^+ 	ai)tl	 l^C}lltr^,	 a1'ti	 ,:4iit^an, ^j'^t?Ut111^C}rt ^I^Z ri^^ln 	 l^Ofll^^rlCl^',"^i^^^^;,_
^^n	 1^ 1'^tl^ i 41:0	 Mul l l t:l ^)c't l 	 l^ai l lV^^l^	 l lll^)t'C^VC?lll^t`i' 	 t^t)r^?^}1'1^1 Q11	 ^^nt^	 ^. ^.	 :^C'L^^^1`^:- }
111^ttt	 ^^	 l^t'^1^51?l)t'^aCl i)ti , 	 1^11t?t`^^	 5 tt}t'^lt^t'-^,]'t^}t?j ^ ^t^	 ^ r^1t1^ 1 ^	 1,'t?}}l i'^ e?
t^'-
4.	 -	 ^'
_	 ^	 ^	 i	 ;
^^pp
	 ,	 ^
'aM''^^^	 t1^^Irr+wk.T .._.^-
	
rvr....r. 	.s... ♦ 	 i	 i	 ..:	 4	 .1^.	 ..^._. .. J ... ^..t.... ^v.. ^,; .. ^:..: ..1	 -1":'^,:: ^.. ..^..:	 ^	 ^^^.	
,.
Stur^r, ^iil^t EZ^^aort, April ^^, 1975,
5an[ilitr, Ns?d }^., ^ravr^lo}rtttcrrt o^ I^+isi^n Louis l'1 • rtoria f^^ ►` I^iu^l ti})[► [?t^
r?:► i 1 car ^'r ►xcl:s, fr apGr ^i[r , q^^-3;', f^rtac.^^diirtas tat tlt[^ E"t)ur"th I[r>'^1•^
loci q ty Cdrli'tlrt;tic^ air Trairw^orta^i ^iti,^.[^s ^f irg^ cis. _ t,s l r •trrltt,^, ;lti7 v
Slrotri^^, I).B. • A.S. Lci^lal, an^i f'.Ia, f';ttterstan, Tr,^ttsa[^!"tatit^lt t^rl ti^ ►°nv t't^n-
sorvaticitr Ilat,^[ t^ttuk. 	 L^iitictlr	 c:ialrtr,^[ct"1V^._^J-'t^^^^^^'^-i^tit^^^'c^^.^^it^^?
}^^t`^cr i^r`^ t^^ic. ^ it^±t^uJ' ^^s^^t^c:^^r^ end Dwo10},lllnitt A^tniniti^r^^^it^rl tay llil^
htt^y[^ 1V.^tioir,^rl Lakactratorl = , QGtc)bc?r, Itiri7.
Star, A.}:. , Ct^l1[autiv[a t;ltuic^ an€t ^otai.11 IJ[a1 t';rt"[^, }I1^1tj^t1^I)^rv. Inc:, . ^,^tl
5tt?V(?tl^. ^.^,. ^^t' '^#tiUt'U111['.ttt, fSVt:}1 l)}1 I1V51t:s, ^'[tlti tlti^rirv, I)t'{i11i'tll)T14 .1[ttt
T}t^orios, G.Id, ^;ht ► l^ctrll^,n ^^lrci 1^. ltatot)sh, c?ditiir^^;, ,^i^^fiC^^^f^^^^. ^^i^i^..
1^ut^1, ^^50.
Tor^^tar•s^^ir. td.S., Thcc^tw ,^lrit Ptt^t.11c)ti^; of ti^:alin q , .lt^}tn 4dil[a1a, ^1t^ty Yt^ri^,^.,.^ a_,.._ ^. d_.. w..^._ ..^... _ ._... ^ ._. ^ ..
la5^i.
l^r.°tnw^^it°tatit)rr Aswt)cidtii)n t)t' :^llit^rit;,_^. Tr arls^) tart^^tt`icarl_F,rt^tA,_ ^ Tt't?ntt^.
Ti)irttatattt}1 E^.dition, Elutttl^t. 1^l?,	
_.^ _	 _.^	 _ _.	 _
Tt{ansptart.^ti^ta ,^s^t)tni^titan ^^t^ .1+nt^1• ica, Tr^1n^I^^^a^tltiuil f~,^t-t:^ ^ Trt^ntt^,
^1tit• tt^ct)tfl ^ttititatt t1u^'trttat'f^' tilE^'}j}^lllt`11t, #'ltil • i^ ^ _.^^►^ ^.M.:.......__....^.._...,
t1.5. ^^^},► ^t'tllit?11 t• l)t' 1;c11111111?rC:c?, ^3tlrt'^'itl t1^' t!1[! l'-t't15tEti, 1^^'11 } fllt'lil ^i ^t:1tt? 	 ^
trouirt^ C]ata, Iil7^ t,.c^nsus Ott ^1^rriotll tur[?. I+t^l . 1_ F , art;^ .'^_,. 4^,^i^liiri^ltc^[),
l],S, k^o }^artutt► llt t?t' t'tatllllt[?rta[j. t3ur •t.?:^u v1` t:c^lr^u^, t;iautrtv a ,^ t'z ty l?,tta_^t)t^h,
19d7, Ides}r7 ►t^^t;otr. U, C. , Apari I , 1^^t^ f.
1^.5. ^Fap^rt! ►tE?ni: of Cullntr^reo, eu ►• rtau ^?t" ^e^tl^us, t't^ilttt ,^  ^_ Cit^,^ ^?^^t.^ t^^ac^4.,
1^?7', Ida.;llftt^atoil, C^.^,, S^1^roh. 1^^;3. 	
-__ .
».S. Llot.^art;mettt tat" Gon>rnt^rt.:[?, t:a<lr^.^u of %c?nsu^; ,1i^i ntly lvitll tdt?^:t';^t ht, -
5r,1rt~}t, ^llt:., Ec,tltrilttliG ^t?t15t'i^Ut'l1^t'^ tli^ ^1t]tt311lt^k^i^c^ :1t;tli^t?ilt ^tl^tlt'ic>^;.
vQ^. ^,, r'ta}?Ot`t }al'^¢!^rt!t^ t^1r Autta ^tr`tlt.rirt't? ^1trc^ lt s l^l })t*tl^.'1t1t111 ^ttltil i^f
t^t[x Ir[?},a,'{r^lit['.tlt, t)t' 11'^1i1^^^Clrt^"ktlt?il, ^^.^^h111^1^t^i1, ^,t,., :^1t?rll. I^^:'l^.
ll.ti. Grr}).^rttllotrt ta'^ t;t)tuln[art;e,, t1u ► •t?atl i)r t'ciilsu`_:. t;ttlnic t'+atlt^u^^i t;.liatt tai',.^
Gi ti^ti altd f, ld^.t?s Lt^^_^lncatal[^^ CclUilt^=. l.t?^: ,lili jta^^^ti, l'.ii 1 f^^^lnt,r, 1`l:'tr.
...	 ....-.. ^.. y _^J.	 .. ^..,.....^	 r..	 ^	 ._ ^_ r...
u.^. ^^tNlacZrttttt?1lt Ut l.Otlt111[?rCt^, ^iU!' •t?3tl t)f^ t.t?[r5tlti. h}f^C.t^t"1i:^) tit^.'itl y tlC`+ t)f
th[^ Ellritt?d St,^t.c?s; 	 ^t^loiri.^t 1`iltt^^ C.t) 1^~t^ ^'^►^ts ^^- ^^,_ ^_,_ I^r^^^)^iiiil^t^n,
• to . , ^^ F ^ .
" ^ tl\^"
h	 ^	 S	 i	 ^	 1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 .,.	 3	 ..	 ► 	 ... w	 ...tW ,.,. ^. " ..,^n ...,.. ^..w..^..i....i .,.....sue :x ,t
4	 ^''€
a,
'	 ^
>> 1^',
	
'_ t
	
t
Ufa ^ U^par^tt^tt^ ^r' l'oE^tt^t`c^, t^tE ►'t^c^ti tit t'tail^t►^, St:^tis^^c, 7^ ^lt^stt^,^t't fit' ttlt^,
L't^► itGd 3t^^t?a. I!^o""?. ^^t^^triilt^totl, w^.G.* ^^^;`^.,._._ ,^
	 ,_,..^_w..F.__w	 ....^.
	
'::	 mT	 ..^ ^..:
	^^^	 Uf;a, D^^ar'tttt^tt^ of Ct^iatluttr`r^c:11a,, Gtare4^iu tali t'erl;:tfs, ^]._S tF^,ypR_t:c^ t1 4_us_^1
^r" 1trr`it:_lt
+r
^
^}
tut`c^
	
,:	
^J'^;J^ .^ l.d^i f`t7t"tl^l'! t^lUntic^^, ^^^^^. ^t P\^r`t ^^\fit {i t5 ^^l^i^t3^.t}ii ► ^^, 1 ,L^^^.,..
f^.^ . ^@^JAt'^iti^tl^ Qt LtZri^il^t'c`t't 8ttr`ec^U ^t l t_t t1^t1S, 11._`.+	 t c't1tiU4 i^t' ^ilr"Z t'.tt^ ^ltr't'.
^.1 Ci`^, k} :tt`t ^^^t ^ ►^ ^1fiUt't11t^t tit?s.:^^t?tl ^:, [^,0tltlf^ ':!t1^dt^^i^^T, ^t~;^1't`.cl '^N^
part, tJaattiric^Ctln, ^.^,, h1^,^-. ^a?^,
^`
	
.	 1^,5. ^^e!.^artitretlt t^f Ct?nit^tet`c:Fwt t;ttret^u ^^t^ ^,t?tl^sts, ^tll^`^?^ tittltr^s l;c?Il^tt^ .^_^`
t tl l ta^^tll^tl, ^^^ FJt^	 E;.t1^1^'gt`tlidt lic'tltr'^l^ L hi'It`t^GtF?t`^!L^Zl:fit^^^tllUiilt?^^^
r^a^^^ ^; ^^i^ip^.^r ^; l^l^:>^iii^^^+aii'; ^.i:;.^,-_^^^^;.•..........^.w, .
	^''	 U '^ , ^epartinelt^ t. t t.t? tnirerce,	 ttreat► ^ ^ C.t Il^li;+	 t!	 _,.
	
	 ^	 t	 ^	 ^	 `	 ,	 , ^, L;t'll:^ti`+ t^t^ ^'t^i^^t^ ^1^^! t^ti,
1K^e^^, ^Q^ttit`,@ 1. t!it}r`Zt'Ct+t`1titT^ 4 ^1'[ thr? ^'t^a?u•I .t^.^t^il f ^`.tr`t^t~^^ Ca`I ^ tt^r?ll•^^,
tt,Sf ^@^?aT"1'tltt^?ilt t^f ^;t^lrtiit^r^:e, E^lirr^ati ^^ L^^i15U:l, ti,^, t . ^^n^uS tit !'t^ ti^;rtlt^nf	
.t
.^^: t1 , f~,efleral ,`it^t'1 d^ ^ ^t.11 tll?ItZI t. t-ht^ir,l^^ttrl `+ t rr^ - i,,\^^ 1 tt^r'?l l fl f ^ dy^l^
1tll^]^f)tl *	 y.tr • ,' s1^^t^^^_.+._.^^„^^..*.. ti _,..,^...w ...._mow-+.-.. .-.. ^..r-..x .-+r... ^. . ..-_ w.r ,-.-r^.w,... 	 }y
i
U.S. Ukpawtmt^I1C t^f Tr^^.ilspurtatiz^tlf !`it`st :tittlu^l^ 'tt^^t^t`t tin tlKe^ tm}?it^r}r>itt.^- 	 ^'
^ 1 c}tl l? "^ 'G hE`+ ^ t cl^ G'121t'tl'^ t"^11 '^:t'f 1 t'^t1.t^^µ^ t'.^t1 ^+ ^'l? t't,l ^ 1 ^^tt ^' c^^ ^ ^,`.^ ^, ^ E 11^' . ^^^^^ .
^.^. (^^`^d11'^ii1t?ilk l^T^ ^^1'.1ilti^>l?r"^.t^^t^11, ^_t'^t'11^1tit_1^1J11 4^'^ Tt';;311tii.''t^t"^ti^lt^i1 ^^^`t??'^ 	 t ^	 `^
^	 _'. 113t111cS f ^tt.^tk'bl^^^k ^, ^ht` kilVlr'i^tlitlt'ti^,l^^^;wSt+ti^fl!e'll'C ^t^'CeZ^!a?t^^t `t't"^t`^ f 	 t	 ^'
t1,S. U^^artin^llt of ^`r^lr^^^c^tf 'fi^tit^tl, 'Vf^^3^lta^ Hi^s^^,>,^, `^v^^'^t,^, ^^^c^t1ti "c^^c^t•^,	
r
pre^^ar^d ^^^r the Secrr^tf^r^^ ^^^ 1'r^rn^^^^^t't`^'hl t^ri. ^^iti^^^^, 1^ t^,^	
,
'^!.^. ^e^.`a1"^iit^`ilt wat ^" t'1i14{?^t"^.Z'C"k17t1, ^c`i'^Tt'+T1.^I^ '^t':1tZ^kat^t^:t^,1t`tl `^1^'+Ct`!41 ^1t,^1^'- 	 ^
i t„^ t^ti^rt^^rl^^, Kett 4ltlrruai ;tr^!^c^^^^ ?..^,^ 
f^.....^. .__.., . ...	 ..	 .,...
11.5, De^artltt^nt a^h Tr7ttspett:rt.iE^it. 5+^^^;,i^^-^^^^^I...itti^;. lt^^^c^t^itil^ t^^r_ iit^c_
a_i c^n^ ^^ Akre ^it^rt!tet^st t't^rritit^r,E`^tt^^ii^t^i^^^^^."^It^tth^^.is^'it^^^i`it^^^"t^^
Trltis^^arr~aCeoii ^'rti^,^^i^t^a^^^crii:e^ tit`  4^^^'tl-`^^e;^F~ti c;r^?unci ^r.^tts^t^r^^^ti^^rt,
t'ta„v. l a^ ^ l^ .
^,^. ^£^1^t'^tit@ pit i^t' '^t`c^t1S^^ <^Y`C\Zti liMl, :^ttl1?t?rlr`1 ty t N \ttR1t?tl.Z^ 1'r.'in^:^^t7rt\^+^t'?ti
;^l"4it;^,^',ti^S, F;c^^i^rt: y l^. ^t^^-^$l^i^^^^^`t?-'^^,t ^?lirtit3^ ^^`^.^Lr^^, ^ lit1F' y, " ^t)'!,,	 '
^_ ^_ ^
	
^^
ittPliZ5tP111, ^.^'{., h''- ^ ^.^ ^iZerilt ^^^^t'_2Zt1t` ^t't^^^ti^`*Ti,?il ^1'^^t'111, ^^.:.^' t^'t^31^tZrY?tlt,t^
^k C,tl r`t'^ ^? ^ r^y^tlil ti:l^^ +'^^t't1 ^' 1 tl ^1, ^^^i)`"^°^ ^	 . ,. ,. ^.^ ,. , , ..:,_ _ .
	
t
`+1£St1[lt^hi?l1Se ^1eG^t°ic t'^t•^^^r'^^ti^i^.
	
^	 . ^,	 ^.,
	
^	 ,^ti"^ttt`t d ktZC!'c1 ,^tt^t.l^^'^1► 1^1` ^tti^1` ,.
Final fie^cart, ^.e1.^t^rt. Nc1f fi`^ ^?^ ``^`^^^=^^^,^^!:^1^ ^^, ^1^'.;;,, 	
w, .. _ .
	
^ ^, ^1^'1^!li9ltirt ^1^11t'tt2k^t^1t^1^ ^1i7^11Gi', ^^t`^t1t?i1 !'t`t^'^^ * t ^^1ati .	,+ie^^oil, J,F, artd ,.,	 w.^._,.m.^._ . _. _ __,.,
dale, lllino^s, ^a"5.
3 ^1'^„
l
'Y^F+a^.^^wnw+.^r..-.,u...^-^«...^:^^.A.n+acv..-^-.u..:L.«^.._.^,F._......_._^..,.......-^.»._.....^..«....,.,.:...__,. -^......__..,^__.,_,_i.e ^..^..,,^^^....^.:. 	 ^»..;--.
13hitca►►►b, R.T., Revie►r of NASA Supercritical Airi'oils, Pap+^r no. T4^-1^,
The 9th Con r^ss ^ the Interiiationa^ Counci ^ of the Aeronautical
ciences, a a, Brae	 ugust,
Iii 1 1 i arras, W. , Jr. , The t}rban-^I^titerGi ty interface, The ^ut_u_re o_f Ame_ri can
Transpartatiar► , Prenti ce ^^ ^ ^^, 1y71.
Yashpe, ^i.^., and F'. R. l^roevn, Trans ortation: The Nation's Lifelines,
Industrial College of the rn►e	 of^ces, asttlne^ on,	 .,	 G1.
-llt}-
.. ,..
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON CRITERIA DEFINITIONS
FOR
ILLUSTftATIYE EXAMPLE
-	 -	 -	
-
_„^I `	 ter.
rl.cis^l ,n..^_..'_:^s... ^. 	
_.d.^.^^l.r _'.Y_._c_.e. u. '--^:uels-
r4
.:x•9:S:tG^^^eL...r.i.re^L.^61_.. ^^^.
	 ,.iWl :.^..	 p	 ^^
tttitt• Ht^ e^ tt^	 t^	 t^ t^^
	 ^	 t ^ t^ H^ ttt^
CRITERi^It^ tiAME UHiT OF MEASl1RENEt1TFOR ttUMERA70R AH[1
DE^^4^fIHgTOR
pEFiH ITiOHS
Y	 Passengers ^^)1,I.a Passenger-Yilorneters
—^^	
_
Y	 = 140 Yti 1.1.11.1.1Year Y0 1.1.1
Yti 1.1.1 `Ridership on intercity system
Y^ 1.1. 1 = Ridership that represents neutral
achievement of riders#^ip goals'
Y	 Freight (^ }1.1.2 Tr^nne-^i l asters Y	 = 1^Jp YH 1.1.21.1.2Year ^
D 1.1.2
Y!1 1.'L_1 ' dumber of tonne-kilometers of
freight expected to be carried
on intercity system
Y
D 1.1.1 ^ ^;ur^her of tarine-kilameters of
freight that represents neutral
aChieVe^'lent of goals
^w.4'.-w.:P	
..;.:.^^...-^..^...::^. ^-"-=^_....:...-.'^^W	 -.. kr10-^+-+—^N.+._i-rt^.r--..^^:.+-..^:._w.,..^_..^,..^::.^1:..^.^..«...:..^-.-^w+.rr-^.^+r+-:.+..:c_.^5....wi..:1...'.i'+.^.^t^'Y....w.:...Y:r.u.u.+^r-
	y^+rrK:t'vw'	 ^.
^-:i.,.t ktrw.	 x.	 ^'i.P	 ,t._	
.r	 _."L .•e/.	 Y	
i^,^y, .,	 ^+ ^	 i 	 :k^F'F	 tie.
	
,_:^^'.%r., r-.	 ^'^(r.^^^".
.:Brae,'aye..^a^,^u^at7r]',`ffi'YP^er^aara^'?.e. 5^^..,.,^^..:• -aaSf^.a.^^^^^^`_ 	 zd^Rr^Sdnect.Zr#:'^s^".aa^(wusfl..<,+;fdikx^,^^^4rdi+`	 •,••S^.Z^I^	 - +^rrva^`''i3^^ae^^t:s	 a:*^"'.is^"m"5F'^r^	 ..JE
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1.2.1 investment (^)
	
Dollars/'fear	
Y1.2.1 = lU0 
YN 
1.2.1
YD 1.2.1
YH 1.2.I =Funds expended in spECified time
period (one year} far port-recur-
ring costs of acquiring and
^iringing to aperatianai status
the land, structures, equiprnents,
software, and organizational
elements of the intercity trans-
portation system, including f^PL,
training and Logistic support
elements
YD 1.2.1 =Funds expended (as defined abore) 	 ±^-^^
i • ^`a
that represent neutral acheivement 	 ^`^
of investment budgetary objectives 	 `_-'
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Y1.2.3 = ;Op llsercharges - YN 1.2.2
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YD 1.2.3 YN i.2.2	 -
When 
Y1.2.3 ' O ' Y1.2.3 
A Operating
Surplus
Then
Y1.2.3 ` 0, Y1.2.3 a OperatingSubsidy
1.3.1.	 Airports	 (^} flights/day
Y1.3.1
= 1,00 ^N 1.3.1
D 1.3.1
= 100 Number of t^igfits/day
Airport design capacity
1.3.2	 Railroad Stations	 (^) Trains/Day
Y1.3.2 =
100 YN 1.3.2
D 1.3.2
=
100 Number of trains/day__
Station design capacity
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CRITERION ttAHE
11NIT ^F M^AStlREME't^T
F4R ttl1MERATOR ANQ
DEtlQHIHATQR
dEFINITIUNS
1,2.2'	 !]peratir^g Casts U411ars/Year +1.2.2 ^ IQU YN 1.Z.2
Q	 1.2.2'
Y
f1 1.2.7 -Funds expended in spedfied tune
period (ane year] fur ^,peratian
^f the intercity trar^sp^,rtation
^,ysterri,	 including niainteriarrce,
repair, other lag iStiC S upprrt
^^ EFnen t5 and tai4e5
YU 1.2.2	
F^,nd ExpEnded (ate defined ahc^ve^
that represent neutral achievE-
rnr:nt of rperating E.udget ^aa1s
^-
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UNIT. AF MEASUREMENT
FAR NUMERATOR ANq
1lENOHIHRI.O^t
AEFINITIANS
1.3.3	 Sus Stations (^} i3uses.JDay Y1.3.3 l00 YN 1.3.3
D 1.3.3
1Q0 dumber of busesJday
Station design capacity
YM 1.3.4
1.3.4	 Roads	 (^} Vehicles/Day Y 1.3.4 -
l0A
Yp 1.3.4
lU© fiiumber of vehicles/day
Roadway design capacity
2.3..1	 Demography (^) People/Reetare Y2.1.1 =
100 YN 2.1.1
Peap1e/Hectare D 2.1.1
YN 2.i.1
Urban population/urban area
^population in Region/Region area
YD 2 . 1.1 = Leve1 of YN 2.1.1 that represents
neutral achievement of demo-
graphic objective
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2.1.2 Health Status {x)
	 t^u^nber of people	 Y	 = lOD YN 2'1'2
Injured./year	 2.1.2	 Yp 2.1.2
Yti 2.1.2 ^ Number of people injured per year
as a result af:
s pollution
• accidents
a criminal acts
Y
D 2.1.2 - Number of people injured that
represents neutral achievement
of intercity transportation
goals
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2.2.E ^Cantinu^d} neutral achievement of visibility
goal s
.3.1..1	 ^rnplayrnent	 (!^ tt^tser afr People Y,^
.i.i = 1a4 
YN 	 .1.1
Y^ 3.3..1
Y^#
3.1.i
= Humber of people es^ployed
YD 3.1.i = ^#umber of people in the labor pawl
3.2.1	 Fassil	 Peels (^) biters/Year Y3.2.i =
1^Q Y^1 3.2.1
R 3.2.1
YH
3.2.1
= Humber cif liters/year of fossil
fuels consumed by-the intercity
transportation system
Yp
3.2.i
= Humber of literslyear flf fD55i1
fuels consumed by the intercity.
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Continued) transportation system that
represents neural achievement
of intercity transportation goals
Y!1 3.3.1
.3.3.1	 Gross Regional Dollars/Year Y	 = 1003.3.1	 Y D 3.3.1
Product (^)
YN	
'Gross regional product, dollars/
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^© 3.3.1 "Gross regional product that repre-
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city 'transportation goals, dcs11 ars/
year
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:.,^h.^u	 , _	 _ _.:. ..	 .:..	 _,,.^ ^.:.	 _	 ..	 _ _	 , , ..._. _,	 ...	 .
1^ ^ 1^ ^ 1^ ^tOWiY/ ^ Y	 Yw+X^i :-eiKi9^	 ^	 Rii^F
19H q 1990 2000 2010 2020 X030Y ^i	 1
1.1.1 F'ASSEN8E12S i2. E3A 17:90 2.10 35.00 49, U0 .68.30
1 . ]..2 FC^EEIUHT ;33. N^ q ^F4 ^ 3A ^i6 .70 77. 80 108.00 136.70
1 ..^.. 1 ;CNVE57'MENT 4 . [3 [1 b .13 q 9.50- 13.2p 11;3.50 25. Bq
1,x.2 C1^'f~^tATTNG CpS'rS .sn ^^ 1 a 1.St1 ^. 1A 2,90 4.10]^ . 2.3 bURNLUS/SU^^UY . ^^11 , t3[I 1 ^ 10 ^.. 60 ^.. b pi 2.20
1.3.1 U^i^AN ^'AC^I.rTY-AIR 51 . Oa 59, q 0 6'x . 00 9{1.00 93. QO 108.00
x..3.2 UFt);iAN FAC:tL1TY--Rte 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.OA x.. 00 1.00
^. , 3.3 [J^iE+AN FACx^.^TY-^9^^5 1: n[^ ^.. a0 1. o[f ^:. an ^.. q 0 ! . au].. 3.4 I.i R>rtAM
	 FAC . ^-1t[3AI^ 2290 . A [l 320f^ . A A 4494 . Q 0 b2b9 . E1 U 8759 . Q p 12223.0 0
2.1.1 CGRRIist] R I^EM13G 1b0. AO l.60. q a 156 . Oq 153. q 0 150.00 145.00
2. 1 .^ HkAI.Tt^^ STAT{!S 454. {30 EF321 U0 410.00 3913.00 371.00 357.00
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APPENDIX D
BACKGROUPiD CONCEPTS UNDERLYING THE ECfli^ERGY METHQDfltflGY
This appendix contains five sections, orginally envisioned to follow
Chapter 2 of - the report. However, the material, while providing important
background, does not relate directly to the logical dedelopment and pre-
sentation of the ECDNERGY methodology.
Section D.I, HistorieaZ Pei^speetive, provides an overall perspective of
U.S. transportation -its evolution and its present status.	 Section D.2.
National Transpartatian Coals, represents the frame of reference from
which intercity transportation systems need be studied. 	 It provides a
philosophical basis for projecting a long-term socio-economic environment
into which all future transportation systems must be embedded. 	 In particu-
iar, two futures, both based on eventual successful - futures are discussed.
These are the steady but modest economic growth case and an energy con-
^ strained case.	 The latter might well be a plausible future if liquid'
fuels for transportation were to become critical.
Section D.3, ^canomie Considerations, introduces very important economic
concepts.
	 In particular, a new approach to discounting is suggested.
However, this new approach was not utilized in the example case used for
demonstrating the methodology.	 Its use should be considered in the Phase
II because it reveals time-effect sensitivities that cnnventinnal approaches
fail _to show.
Section D.4, Societal . Considerations, is an attempt to place racial issues
into context with economic issues. 	 Section D.S, T^chrtolagical Potentials
for the Year 203, represents a brief overview of the technological poten-
,^
tials which will	 be influencing possible future.transpartation developments.
0.1	 Histtrical	 Perspective
While trans ortation will deve10	 in res onse to social a d	 n	 micP	 R	 P	 n	 ec na
needs, it a3 so shapes the character of a society and underpins its
-L^5-
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economic development, Massive U.S. development in the nineteenth cen-
tury was made possible by exploiting natural waterways, building a huge
system of canals and expanding railroads into the West. Selection of
transport modes and choice of routes determined which regions would be
favored and which economic activities would prosper.
The automobile, in the early twentieth century, increased mobility of
people but did little to alter patterns of freight movement until a
sufficiently large highway network, demanded by motorists, made truck-
ing economical. Truck transportation received a major boost with the
- introduction of the interstate highway network financed through the
Highway Trust Fund initiated in I45G. A -great deal of this truck freight-
, ing occurred at the expense of the railroad.
The railroad, which by I920 acco^Mted for nearly 9^^ of intercity travel,
last all but a I59^ share of the in^:ercity passenger travel market to the
highway in the brief period of ^0 yearn before l+larld War II. Air
transport which was barely started as a Viable system before World War II,
emerged in the last 30 years as a significant component of the passenger
transportation system, accounting far more than I0^ of ail intercity
passenger-kilometers.
In.retrospect, phenomenal changes in transportation since World ^^ar T 	 ,^
came about with the transition of the U.S._ from an agrarian to an
industrial economy. With agricult^,re now empiaying scarcely 4 ^ of the
labor force, and still maintaining the U,S. as the world's greatest
agricultural producer, agricui tune-related `ranspart Must stabl ize to
	 ^^
match the general ecanamic growth. Industrial activity also has reached -
its peak, relai:ive to the general level of economic activity, and has
actually begun to decline as a perce^ttage of GNP. Th y growing sector
now consists of services, based to a g^^^eat extent in t'.tC ^nfarmatian
sciences.. It would be difficult, therefore, to envision another ma,^or
economic change comparable to those of the first hall; of the century
which would create the need for sti11 another revolution in transportation
within the next ^0 years.
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There may be one force far change which, while not altering the basic
character of transportation, will affect transportation technology and
its relative economics. Transportation has developed on an energy base
of liquid fuels. While liquids may continue to fuel transportation,
their source must change dramatically and the relative structure of
prices can be expected to alter. Thus, the relative cost of energy for
transportation will also change. goring the long period when (real),
petroleum prices were declining, the energy intensity of transportation
within each mode was also declining. As a result, the relative energy
cast had been in along-term downward trend. 4^ith a four-fold increase
in petroleum prices in 1974, the relative cost of energy in trans-
portatian reverted to what it had been twenty ar thirty years earlier.
At present, transportation, including both direct and indirect expend-
itures, accounts for 20^ of the GNP divided about equally between freight
and passengers. Transportation currentl y accounts for 26a of total
U.S, energy consumption and 55^ of petroleum consumption, -The break-
down of Transportation components is illustrated in Tables D,1 and
a.1.2.
A.2 National Transportation Goals
The framework far comparing proposed new intercity transportation sys-
tems must necessarily be structured in such a way that specific deci-
sions conform - with regional and - local goals, ^:onsider regional and-local
economic and social impacts, and satisfy needs for forecasted traffic
.demands on particular route segments. On the other .hand,-all transpor-
tation linkages ultimately became components of an overall national
transportation system which will evolve in a manner compatible with the
general sacio- economic environment. Flow the national transportation
system grows, adapts and changes over time will. be  influenced by many.
things, not-the least of which could be national aspirations far conve-
niences in transportation, compatible with some perceived level of afflu-
ence and related life style.
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Total Railroads Motor Vehi c7es In t and 3^aterways ^7i l Pi pei i rtes Airways
Year Traffic
Vr^l Mme Yd7 rr^e ^ of Tot Yol ^e % of Tot ilol urrte ^ of T[^t ha rt u^ ^ of. Tot Ya 1 rm^ ^ of Tot
1975 2,f1BD 757 3b^.4 4^g 23.5 343 16.5 48^ 23.5 3.7 0.2
19747 1,9:16 771 39.B 412 21.3 319 16,5. 433 22.3 3.3 0.2
1965 1,653 721 43.7 359 21.0 262 15.9 -3416 18.6 1.9 0.1
1964) 1,330 595 44.7 2B5 21.5. 2^0 16.6 229 17.2 p.8 ^l.l
1955 1,298 655 50.4 223 I7.2 21? 16.1 X473 15.7 0.5
1950 1,094 f28 57.4 173 15.8 163 14.9 129 11.8 0.3 ^
(1^	 Includes electric railways, express and mail.
^2^	 Inclr^des great 4.akes, A1as^ca fr^r a!7 years and Hawaii since 3960.
{^}	 Domestic revenge service only, includes exi,ress, mail and excess
baggage.
*	 Less than 5(7 million ton-miles, or less tr^an 0.05.
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Tahl^ p.1.1 -Volome of Ooomestic Interci ty Freight Traffic
<ey Type ^f Transport: 1950 -1975 (irr Billions of Ton-Miles Except ^)
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(^}	 (Z) (3} t4^
Total Private Automabi	 Airways	
Buses Railroads Inland Waterways
Year Traffic
Volume ^ of Tot - 	Volume. ^ of Tot	 Volume	 ^
of Tot	 Volume ^ of To ^ Volume	 ^ of Tot
Volume
1974 1,331 1,143 85.9	 .146	
11.0	 28 2.1 10	 0.75
4.1 0.3
1970 i,^85 1,026 86.6	 11.9	 10.0
	
25 2.1 11	 0.9 4.0
a. 3
196.5 920 818. 88.7	 58	
6.3	 24 2.6 18	 1,9
3.I 0.3
196 p 784 706 90.1	 34	 4.3	
19 2.5 22	 2.8 2.7
0.3
195 5 71fi 637 89.0	 23	 3.2
	
25 3.fi 29	 4.0 1.7
0.2
1 950 508 438 86.2	 10	
2.0	 Z6 5.2 32	 6.4
1.2 0.2
(1)	 Includes domestic cflmmercial revenue service and private
pleasure and business flying_
(2)	 ^xc1udes school buses.
(3}	 .Includes ele4tric railways.
(4}	 incl-udes Great Lakes.
Table D.1.2 -Volume of Qomestic Intercity
1950-1974 (in Billions of
Passenger Traffic
Passenger-Mi1es except ^)
By Type of Transport:
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While decisions to invest in individual components of specific trans- 	 ji
portatian modes may be made from the localized perspective of rela-
tively short-term profitability criteria, the future system must be '^°
viewed as a long-term development. 	 l'hus, societal transportation a1-ter-
natives must be evaluated within a framework of long-term socio-economic. 'a^.
predictions even where specific decisions are short-term, 	 At the
i ^.,^
`^^'e,
same time, it must be recognized that transportation policy will, in ^`
turn, sha a the future character of the econo 	 Thus,	 redaction ofp	 mY	 p ^ ^^
an economic future will not be independent of the type of transportation
^
`-^^
we, as a nation, decide to develop.	 On the other hand, the effects of 5
such feedback are so complex that, at least initially, it may be neces- `'
sary to assume independence of feedback effects and therefore to assume '^ =•
that the transportation policies, whatever they turn out to be, are ;^ ^^,
compatible with the projected economic growth of the nation. ^ :^ ^-=
lJhile it is evident that such evolution will take place as a result of ^'
a very large number of individual decisions, these decisions will
	 be
-;-^y
:>
influenced by other policy decisions made at the societal or govern ^
mental level.	 For example, the decision for the people of California to
fund a new, high s-peed rail 	 system will
	 be conditioned by the kinds of
.I
federally funded R&E} programs which will make such a system possible. ^
,^
•`^^' °'
D.2.1
	 i'he Lan
	
Term Socio-economic Rnvironment ^ >^9 ^
By its very nature, prediction of future events is a-risky exercise.
,.^
Nevertheless, ail investment decisions to undertake a new transportatio n
.system must be predicated on some idea of how-the future will 	 unfold. ',
Thin, in t^.rn, must be coupled with an expression of confidence that
..the proposed system will
	 prove to be economically and socially viable.
Furthermore, a go-ahead decision on a new system takes on the charac-
-
^-
;`"^3
terisitics of a self-fulfilling prediction in that there is an implied
cammatment to make the program successful in spite of unforeseen or 'i,
unforeseeable obstacles which must be overcome.	 Traditionally, invest- ^ ^
merits in the individual components of a system are based on relatively
short-term forecasts of specific.benefits and casts which usually
-	
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assume. either expli :fitly or implicitly, a constant economic envirar:^-
ment over tfiat time period. Thus, an individual may invest in an auto-
mabile by planning ahead for only three ar four years; an airline wilt
buy a new model airplane with perhaps a ^^-year or 1^-;rear perspective
and have confidence that the new model will continue to be competitive
for perhaps twice. that time, Yn neither case is there a need to consider
what future ar follow-an investments gill be required. The airline
wall ad to its fleet only as demand grows. Dn the ether hand, the
decision to develop anew technology for, .say, a-high-speed rail sys-
tem requires a deci sion ttt i nvest in a whore new infrastructure to antic-
ipate haw the system may operate in the very long-terns, tiawever, the
expansion of rolling stactc far the railway will be incremental, made
only as tfi^ demand grows. These questions indicate a need to examine
in depth the fang-term prediction problem..
D,^.I.Y The Prediction Problem
Conventional methods far evaluating proposed transpartatian systgms
have started lvith traffic demand .^r^:;.^;.,T.?. A;^^^:^^,•w r represents an
extrapa^ati on front past data into the future tbrawn, 196^^. The snare
precisely attd completely the ftrt ►rre system is described, the wider will
be its ultimate divet•gence from the forecast state as the futurity of
the fat^ecas t i s extended. This di vet•gence expands exp^?nenti,311 y tvi th
time, Fic^att•e D.^.l, Fttrthenttort?, if cane expects to reach so^lne .level of
system perfarntance, this level will presumably be ranched, brit the vari-
once far the paint in time at wtrich the target ^erfor^n.^nce is reached
ntay be many times greater than the variance of the estimate itself,
This spt•ead in estimates with futltritkv means that far each forecast
there will , bra same time beyar^d which the variance becomes too excessive
for expected outcomes to be m^aninc^ful in decision-mc^kirtg. Thus, one..
can and y braadl y specify the system pet• far^nanc^ being torec<^tst i f ^
long-term forecast 'r5 des^r^ed. Othertvzsef sp@Ctt'1C estimates must. be
.,limited to a sham-term planning hc^ri^an aver which the ►variance in fpre-
casts is reasonably small,
-^,SI-
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A prediction as differentiated from a forecast. which is an extrap-
olatian, is a pre-statement of the future.
	
A prediction includes the
forecast: with the addition of canditio:tal judgments of influencing
factors which serve to restrict the variance of future outcomes to
fall within some reasonable range, thereby providing some insights
into the future course of events.
A fifty year s p^ ^r may be a relatively short time to plan for crew trans-
portation systems which will require many years to develop and grow to
a scale - that is viable in competition with existing systems.	 This is
far toa long a timF for forecasting any transp^;rtation system growth.
Therefore, a prediction methodalagry rather than a rrc^re limited fore-
,	 casting technique becomes an essential
	
part of establishing a methad-
ofogical framework.
Fifty years may be the limit of our forecasting ability to establish a
meaningful range of economic conditions and even this forecast is only
feasible provided these economic conditions are described quite broadly.
In other words, we might be comfortable in extrapolating real GfVP to
the year 230, for instance, by simply assuming -that the historic growth
rate of the past century, amounting to 3,4^ per year, will continue
k indefinitely.	 However, we are on shakey ground if we extrapolate the
composition of G{^ p
 by sector or geographical distribution. 	 We can, how-
ever, predict what the distribution might be by introducting a number of
conditional assumptions which each reader could, himselr, assess for
reasonableness.	 ^^Iith such an approach ., some idea may then be obtained
for predicting the future transportation system.
	 This predicted sys-
tem may then be taken as the national aspiration for the long-term
transportation system.
Caution must be exercised even here to keep the description of the
transportation aspiration sdfficiently broad that, within the variance
of encompassing_forecasts., they provide a meaningful 	 frame of reference,
At	 time,	 detailedthe same
	
the descrpt^an must be sufficiently 	 to provide
a focus for planning intermediate stages of transportation development
-253-
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along with needed R&D policies for achieving the goal.
	 L
In effect, the methodology eaZZs ,for designing a u^a^ to proceed from
the s^atem as tit exists at the present to a fairly broadly described
Hera transportation system over a Zang-run future.
D.2.l.2 Planning for Success
The predicted socio-economic future should be based on realistic
assumptions-which, on the whole, are optimistic. It is always pos-
sible to develop a set of plausible scenarios resu'.^ing in pessimistic
outcomes at one extrme and overly optimistic outcomes at the other.
However, we are attempting to establish a-goal or aspiration which
people in general would agree is desirable. These are cz7,urags in the
nature of self fulfilling predictions which lead to decisions far
success. White failure and digressions from the plan can and do occur,
it is the achievable objective which should form the basis for planning.
T}^i s i s not to i mply that contingency planning i s unnecessary but
rather to point out that extremely pessimistic long-term scenarios do
not furnish a useful basis for describing the aspiration transportation
system,
A range of futures may nevertheless be . desirable. However, it is Hat
the purpose of Phase I to do more than illustrate the technique. There-
,. .fare, in addition to the 3,4^ steady growth case, only one other case
will be reviewed. This second case calls for a prolonged interruption
of economic growth.
It is felt there is the real possiblity of a major shortfall of energy
fora period of some years during the I98Qs -and possibly extending into
the 199Us, llnder sbch circumstances, a prolonged interruption of eco-
nomic growth might very well actor. While the optimistic q utcome calls
fqr a resumption in economic growth, .such an interruption would probably
impact social attitudes in such a way as to alter perceived transportation
values. seriously. Furthermore, the nation, in coming out of such a
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depression, would be doing sa with a signifi cantly altered institutionalism
and a significantly changed relative price set.
11.2.1.3 Depicting the World of 2030
While the aspiration approach has been suggested above, it should be
emphasized that ECONERGY does-not purport to make depictions of desir-
ab1e futures except as "for instances." Actual implementation of the
method1agy could utilize the opinions of experts. Furthermore, a con-
sumer survey is not a practical mechanism for accomplishing this task
because people tend to judge their own future values in relation to
their own current circumstances. While they might extrapolate, they
don't, in general, have the ability to predict how they might feel
about various values if their own circumstances should turnout to be
materially different from those with which they are familiar. Further-
-	
more, individual values are influenced to a great-extent by the common
views of others. A herd instin^^ will tend to take hold; there will
be a "keeping up with the ;loneses" syndrome. Therefore, there might
be some assessment by sociologists of what kinds of future values people
^^	 may come to hold.
n.2:2 The Base Case - 5teady Economic Growth
Given ±hat the average national economic growth of 3.4%, characteristic
of this century, continues into the foreseeable future, then the fore-
cast of total economic activity, as measured- by GP^P, will climb to about
$7.5 trillion {1972 dollars} by 2030. There may be some question about.
population growth over this interval. Clearly, there has been a dramatic
slowing of the birth rate in recent years. However, birth - rates do
fluctuate, partly reflecting changing social attitudes. Ttie il.S. 3ureau
of the Census projects that if fertility rates. approach-replacement
.levels of 2100 births per 1,00.0 women and if there is a slight drop in
the mortality rate and annual net immigration continues at 400,000,
-
then U.S. population will reach 300 million in 2030. Thus, population
level iS considered by the Census Bureau to be the middle projection
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bracketed by higher and lower projections. A population of 300 mi1lian by
2030 implies an average annual growth rate of O.fi^. This would mean a
per capita G'!F of X25,000 {in 1912 dollars) or about five times the pres-
ent value. The question now is haw much of this increased affluence is
likely to be allocated to transportation and, in particular, to intercity
transportation. If past trends of urban growth continue; if the ratios
of business versus pleasure travel were to remain the same; if the same
logistic system for distribution of goods holds true; then it would be a
simple matter to predict that transportation expenditures will grow in
phase with GNP. This may be a reasonable first approximation. Figure
0.2:2 shows how proportionate spending far transportation grew from the
time the automobile was introduced in 1909 until ^lorld War II. Since
then: it has remained essentially constant at about 13 percent. On the
other hand, the composition of transportation has changed. The ratio of
intercity to urban transport has altered significantly, The ratio of
freight to passenger expenditures had remained essentially constant at
approximately one. to one ^vith the total cost of transportation represent-
ing almost a constant 20^ of G1fP (Transpartatian Association of America,
1911}.
l^hile these ratios have been constant aver the post IJWII time period,
this was not always sa. Increasing proportions of spending on trans-
portation came about as we transitianed from an agrarian to an indus-
trial based economy. Thus, ,these constant ratios may be representative
of a mature industrial society. If the next transition in the economy
is from an industrial to a service economy, the percent of G^lP for
transportation might well decline far freight and increase for pas-
sengers (; ^., tourism}.
The surge in an increased spending ratio far intercity transportation
after World '.far II may have occurred because of the increased con-
venience and speed of air travel. People might well have been willing
to spend a larger portion of .their incomes far travel before that time
if ^rarrspartatian service had provided a higher utility far them: Thus,
in formulating a plausible transportation aspiration far 2030, some
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judgment must be made as to how the extra transportation spending will be
allocated to more passenger miles versus more comfort, convenience, speed,
etc.
Because we are describing an aspiration fora 5 q-year future, it will
not pay to became too precise in describing what the transportation
situation will be nor what the trade-offs between speed and other
values will be. It may be sufficient to hypothesize such conditions
as:
1,	 Passenger-kiio^neters per dollar of GNP will remain constant,
as it has in the recer ► t past {I95Q-197b}, after introduction
of jet travel. The urban/non-urban split will remain the
same.
^.	 Agriculture {now 4" of GNP} and manufacturing {now about 2q"
of Gr^P} which together dominate demand for freight, will
together decline to I8^: of GNP, If freight costs maintain
the same proportion to other costs, this will mean 7,5ti of
G'^P will be spent for freight transport.
3,
	
	
Capital costs for transportation will rise from 15M of total
capital cost to 15".. of total capital cast, or say 3.3°^ of G^EP.
4.
	
	
Comfort, s-peed and safety will improve by some unspecified
amount as dictated by physical constraints rather than by
cast.
With these assumptions, the amount of travel and freight which must be
accomodated 5 q years hence is shown in table D,2,1.
«ith the nattional transportation aspiration described in terms of
magnitudes of travel and freight to be accomadated, it then becomes
necessary to allocate this transportation load to regions.. Ghanging
population patterns, income levels, characteristics of commerce, etc.,
of each region with its nettivork linkages provides a means for deter-
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Transportation Attribute 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1)75
O.S, Passenger-Kilometers 813 1,16 1254 1,472 1,89 2,096
(Billi ons)
1i.S. Tonne-Kilometers 1,925 2,284 2,341 2,906 3,4Q7 3.661
{Billions)
SIP { 1972 Ool l ars ,B i l i i ans a 534 fi55 737 926 1,075 1.192
kf,S. Passers er-Kilome^ers^ 1.52 1 . 75 1.70 1,59 1.75 1.75
GNP
11.S. Tonne-I<ilometersf 3.50 3.49 3.18 3.1^ 3.17 3.07
^G[^P
^:	 { a^ Historic
.k
^	 :^
_.
,.
Transpartati on Attribute 1980 1990 2000 201, 0 2(32[1 2030
U,S. Passenger-Kilometers 2,480 3,4fi4 4,840 &,763 9,447 13,196
(Billionsl
U.S. ^';nne_E^ilometers 4,310 5,720 7,550 10,100 13,30Q 17.7Q0
{Billions)
SIP E1972 Dollars -Bil^ians 1,409 1,968 2,750 x,842 5,367 7,497
k'^
.^
,{
;a
3
rr	 {b) Pro^^^tians	 ::
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mining actual transportation demands far 7030 by specific corridors.
This is illustrated in the example case for the Los AngeleslSan Fran-
cisco corrida r.
The next question to examine is the kind of technologies that could ^^:
be developed to meet along-run level of demand. 	 In some cases, such ^
,,
Li ^,
an exercise might reveal that the implied volume of traffic is simply s,,^^',
not physically realizable.	 In other cases, it will 	 show the scale of ^ ^,'
revision for the transportation system which must be made,	 It will
-	 also demonstrate - when R&D programs must be initiated,	 This question ^ ^	 ^=	 .^;'
is addressed in Chapter 10. ^	 °^	 ;
^^^^^
t1.2.3	 The Resource -Constrained Case -
;,%
y	 ^`itarious studies- such as the WAES study of t1I7 have indicated a ma.?or
`;^	
_ti
energy shortfall deve]oping on a world-wide scale sometime during the :^
mid 1980s.	 This will be largely due to a petroleum shortage and, as ;;^
such, is likely to impact transportation more severly than other tom-
ponents df the economy. 	 A UCLA study ( English and Liu, 1977} level = ^ ^-^	 ^,
ops a plausible scenario based on .this shortfall occurring but it also ^^
. includes the assumption that we will 	 adapt successfully and devise -^ ^
^
suitable alternatives .	 These alternatives wi 11	 include development o f
^
;^	 ^,.:^
synthetic hydrocarbon fuels.	 Nevertheless, the higher relative fuel ^'`
cost will	 probably bring about a mayor change in the values which we :^	 ^^
place on transportation. 	 The technical options chosen will tend to
^
,^`	 ,
favor less energy-intensive modes rather than more energy-intensive ^-
modes.	 The changing relative cost of freight tran5psrtatian will 	 influ-
ence trends in location of production facilities in ^^rder to reduce
t
^ ``
overall	 transport..
	
The effect may be to induce a mov^.^ t,^wards some
decentralization of industry. ;:s^
.^.
The probability of such a resource
-
constrained future could be quite high.
-The work required to develop a plausible transportation aspiration com- ^`
patible with it, however, is beyond the. scope of the present study. 	 Never-
i	 .;
theless, it is important for an intercity transportation evaluation ^'
-16Q-
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longmethodology to be able to reflect different anticipations of 	 -range
futures,	 it should also be recognised that transportation systems them-
x selves help condition the future.	 Fnr example, urban decentralization-
tends to result after .the introduction of a major transportation system
in a sparsely populated area. 	 The ECQNERGY comparison methodology does
prQVide a mechanism for evaluating the effects of different tang-range
futures on transportation planning.
Q.3	 Economic Considerations
A number of important economic guestians wild be discussed in this
section.	 While not an exhaustive set of questions, they raise the
most important issues which bear on application of the comparison
methodology.
D.3.1	 Long-Term Investments in Trtanspnrtation Systems
Incremental investment decisions necessarily are short-term. 	 They all
have the same characteristic pattern of an initial net expenditure
R.
stream (investment phase) followed by a larger net benefit stream
(return) as shown in Figure D.3,1.
^,r
Net Benefit.
Figure R.3,3, -Typical Project Cash Flow
-lbl-
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The justification for each investment, whether that of a personal auto- '^x
mobile with its short investment/payback cycles or a new fixed guideway ^_Fa
public system with its relatively long investment/payback cycle, 	 is if' ^^
that expected return flow exceeds investment flow. 	 1^hen the national 1f^"a
transportation system is financing its own growth by reinvesting the 1	 ^^ ^^
' z
entire return flows in expansion of new transportation, then the total ^,^
cost of transportation will	 grow exponentially, Curve A of Figure D.3.2.
If a change in the pattern of the cycle were to occur, as would be the ffi
^^=
case in shifting the emphasis in transportation from the short-run cycle -^
^^
}
of automobile systems to fixed guideway systems, a shift from Curve A ^^ ^
of Figure D.3.2 to Curve 9 oi : Figure D.3.2 would produce a bulge in the
cost of transportation.	 The extra investment represented by the shaded
area between Curves A &Band as shown by English and Smith, 1977, is ?^
the societal investment needed to change curves from the evolutionary ^ ^^;
growth patter of A to the new path B,	 The economic justification of ;^ i
such a shift in emphasis is that the discounted value of the differences
^^over amore-or-less indefinite future is positive. 	 Even if the cross-
over point does not occur until 	 sometime in the next century, the di^-
^	 (^
Y
counted value of the net benefit/cast flows can be positive, simply
because of a favorable difference between the relative growth rates and ^`'
the discount rates. ^,,	 ``;:: ^'^
F` -='<
::
^	
'
R.3.2	 . Energy Limitation as a Rriving Force for Change ;
:^-
:':a
The transportation sector has been fueled by petroleum which currently ^
accounts for about one third. of the direct operating cast ^DQC) of
.
€^_-
transportation.	 This breaks down into. about 30" for automobiles, 40^ ^,
far airplanes, 12^ for trains anal 33v for tr ►^cks.	 The fourfold increase ^^ =
in world oil	 prices in 1974 changed the pricing structure of transpor- ^^
- tat-ion dramatieal t`y but the - ^.l.5.	 transportation sector has been sfieltered ^ ;°
from much of the effect as result of indire+^t subsidies.	 For example,
U, S. airlines. show 38^ of DQC for fuel as contrasted with international
lines which have .fuel costs of 5R p of RaC.	 The relative price of 1 iquid ^	 ,.'
fuels must rise within the next twenty years with the result that fuel ^ t.,;-
costs will	 continue to represent a rising share of transportatioh costs. - ^'
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The effect of rising energy .prices wail have other impacts on trans-
portation. Transportation now accounts far slightly more than 25^ of
total ll.S. energy consumption for propulsion alone. However, about ^QN
of total energy use in transportation is consumed in industrial proces-
ses required for building transportation equipment. The altered rel y
-tive price of energy as well as the need for alternative sources of sup-
ply will farce changes in the characteristics of transportation. These
changes will take time, but they are inevitable. They will be reflected
in design of lighter vehicles, reduced performance, and conger-lived
equipment,- However, as people adjust their fife-styles to reflect their
own value adjustments, the modal splits will also alter.. Aside from these
altered patterns of transportation, the major impact might well be reduc-
tion in the proportion of GNP spent an transportation. In this case,
freight transportation might be altered to accomodate the changed eco-
nomics of plant locations required to balance material sources and
market outlets. These are all long-term effects which must be taken
into account in developing a plausible aspiration for long-term future
transportation systems.
Q.3.3 Finance -and- Subsidy
As will be emphasised in Section Q.3.G.1, f::nan^e relates to the question
of the horn of-the payment for goods and services. It is usually considered
in the context of capital expenditures which separate, in time, payment
for . providing the cability to furnish the service and the realization of
the actual benQtits from the. service. Capital which, is financed by debt
is usually required to be paid back over some fixed time period at a
specified interest rate. Prorating such expense over a given time span
establishes a scale of fares or freight rates required to cover "debt
service". However, such rates are predicated on allocating all of th_e
casts of each component system to , users in proportion to their use of
the system. Rates or fares computed. in this manner may tend to be over-
stated to the extent that some part of the investment contributes to the
later success of follow-on investments. In other words, fares are based
.._more on allocation of financing. titan on true economic cast.
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Subsidies for capital expenditure, on the other hand, may have-the
opposite effect. of causing an understating of true economic costs. In
turn, depending on how subsidies are established, whether to cover
capital costs or operating costs, they will be reflected in an adjusted
fare structure.
It is true that certain aspects of transportation may properly be
regarded as public goods. As such, incremental use of the public co^^-
ponent is a free good (i,e., zero shadow price) as long as the sys-
tem operates below capacity. Nevertheless, while the public must
pay collectively for use of the system, the individual's decision to
utilize the service is strongly influenced by his personal payment for
it. Thus, subsidies on the one hand and taxes on the other have a
great influence on demand for the service and are instruments for effect-
ing policies for encouraging one mode at the expense of another.
D.3.4 The Discounting Principle
Rn important characteristic of the ECONERGY methodology which distin-
guishes it from all previously developed approaches for transportation
planning, is the emphasis on the very long-term. This requires special
understanding of the fundamental concepts underlying discounting pro-
cedures . Such procedures , now commnnl y called kLs^^cter^^eu w^sli ,^'^^^'
(QCF3 when applied to the private sector, or ^enefi^,';^4^s^ analysis when
used in the public domain, are very often used incorrectly and are viewed,
almost universally, in an over-simplistic way. The kinds of errors made
and the reasons they turn up in investment decision-making need to be
reviewed in order to .establish a fresh viewpoint - for the discounting
technique proposed by ECpi^ERGY.
D.3.4.1 Economic Justification Versus Financial Feasibility
There is an important distinction between economic justification and
financial feasibility.. Failure to recognize. this difference often
results in erroneous analysis. This error is prevalent in transpor-
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anon studies. That it actors is evident from a misdirected emphasis
on bond issues that appears in most transportation studies. In the
minds of many, these two types of analyses are the same thing. But in
paint of fact, they address completely different problems. An economic
analysis is made far the purpose of answering the question: ^+^uz^ trans-
-	 portatian system is the most economical alternative by comparision with
all others? On the other hand, a financial analysis is made for the
purpose of answering the question: Given the best choice of transportation
sys*.em, hors is the cash flaw to be managed for implementing that parti-
cular system? The distinction is between u^ha^ in terms of economics and
hog in terms of financing. This confusion is evident even in the naming
of the two methods for project evaluation: the so-called utiZz^+ tiri:zncti^t;,,
and the aq;,rity! ^:'ncznc^,n^ method. As evidenced by their names, these
methods, although presented as a means far economic evaluation, are
essentiall y ^"•irranGe-oriented. In effect, there is an implicit assumption
that any project is good but the real question is which is the easiest
one to finance.
D.3.4.2 I.i fe Cycle Cost
It is appealing to evaluate a prapased new transportation system over
a time-period which may be defined as its ^i^'a a=^c^, This life cycle
is conceptualized as being the physical life of the hardware components
of which the system is comprised. However, what is usually done in
practice is to define a planning period corresponding with the conven-
banal financing cycle of the equipment to be purchased. This leads to
a cut-off time beyond which no further costs ar benefits are considered.
Such a cut-off is then held to be justifiable because the discounted
values beyond the cut-off time tend to be insignificantly small.
Actually, there can 6e Ana unique life cycle fora prapased new trans-
portatian system. If the decision to proceed with the new system
praxes to be unsound, it may be abandoned tang before the end of any
physical fife. If, on the-other hand, it is viable,- . the-system ►vill
.grow and. expand for an indefinite time. However, its components ^vear
- I65-
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out, break down or become obsolete over a spectrum of physical or
economic life cycles. Consider an airline, for example. The pro-
curement of a new airplane model may be predicated on a physical life af,
for instance, eighteen years. However, a number of things may dictate
that the model type could be serviceable for many fewer or many more
years than eighteen. If within eighteen years, the new model proves
to be an economical component of the airline network, over those years
many more airplanes of the same model will have been purchased. There-
fore, the fleet will be comprised of aircraft with a mix of ages. If
the model should then become obsolete by a technological advance in,
perhaps 22 years, the entire fleet must be replaced when some airplanes
in the fleet will be almost new. The present Boeing 707 is representa-
tive of such a case, while the Roughs RC 7 was obsoleted less than.
10 years .after it was introduced into service.
Physical wear and tear and tecfinical obsolenscence are only t+^n con-
siderations in the determination of a life cycle, Capacity limits
may be another. When growth in demand reaches the capacity limits of
equipment, new identical units may be added but alternatively it may
then pay to replace existing equipment tirith new larger equipment. For
example, individival airplane types may reach load capacity limits, but,
while added fl-fights using identical equipment might take care of the
problem fora time, larger units to replace the existing equipment
might. prove more economical. Furthermore, replacement of the smaller
equipment by larger units could be dictated by capacity limits of air
terminals ` in terms of flights /day. This tendency for growth to over-
take capacity produces accelerations of component life cycles. Thus, if
there is a useful concept of a discernible life cycle, it clearly is
growth-rate. dependent. The concern for identifying the life cycle may be
counter-productive in one other way. It leads to a view of independence
of the system whefi in fact each`new project is an interactive component
of a growing time-interdependent system.
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D.3.4.3 Interdependencies
Conventional economic evaluation techniques are largely based on
implicit assumptions of independence. The origic^n of this tendency may
iie in the focusing of financial feasibility rather than on economic
evaluation. Each proposed system clearly has a fixed capacity limit
which, when reached, constrains - the outputs to a constant output for the
life of that system, However, if an initiating project proves successful,
other expanded and improved systems will be required as time unfolds.
The complete system includes not only the complementary components to
make it immediately serviceable, but at so succeeding replications and
expansions into a very long-run future. Thus, from the systems v^e^v-
point, the net cash flaw (i,e., benefit flow}, including allowance for
capital spending, will ^xZ^.^^^s be exponential beyond same planning horizon
(Section D.2}. See Figure Q.3.3.
Clearly, the exponential growth must level off at such time as the
system saturates, However, this will generally be a very long time
in the future,
^veri with the use of conventional discounting and relatively high
discount rates, the nei. present value for a time scale of as much as
5fl or 1^0 years can be significantly large. Therefore, contrary to
accepted practice, discounted values beyond 20 years ,.:r^ ^.e^ insignifi-
cant but can, in fact, be far more significant than the discounted vales
of the first 20 years, This is so because the conventional discount
function in continuous farm is an exponential, e-rt where r is the
discount rate. If the benefit flow stream is growing at an exponential
rate g, then the sensitive parameter is g-r. If this parameter is
positive, the system's present value can approach an arbitrarily large
number.
Q.^.4.4 Economic Measures
Economic measures are stated in terms of monetary values —.dollars.
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That dollar measures do not capture all values of concern is abviaus 	 ^ tr
and is the reason why it is necessary to structure the evaluation :^
framework in terms of variables other than economic measures. It is 	 =^:
worth considering why one set of variables can be readily aggregated 	 ^-`Y^
into dollar Values while others, such as noise, safety, aesthetics 	 ;`^
^,=	
a
cannot.	 ^ -':i '',
^'undamentalTy, money is a reference value measure where large numbers.
of trades are being made, so that a statistical average of all trades
for a given good establishes its average value in a market. Thus,
relative prices. of all goods being traded are statistical measurPS of
relative value in ^urr^rz^t ^;'me. If no market exists, as is the case for
mast externalities, then the only way to establish a value in monetary
terms is either to impute it, ar to develop a prax^+ fnr an exchange
value based on estimates of willingness to pay if a market does, indeed,
exist. In many cases, such as for the comparison variables, it is a
mare feasible approach to proceed directly with the value analysis as
discussed in Chapter 4. The paint of this discussion is to emphasize
that economic value expressed in dollars is only a way of aggregating a
large number of physical variables for which prices are determined
through the voting mPChanism of the market.
It should also be clear from this that the values of only those goads
flowing through the market in current time can be so aggregated. Except
for a very limited futures market, which is essential short-term, the
prospective future flows of goods and services taa^}iLYt be priced by
the market. The best that can be done is to estimate what relative
values will be in the future, when they actually arc priced by the
market. Thus all long-term relative values suffer in the same way,
in that there can be no market pricing system and thus values must be
imputed whether for tangibTec such as pounds of aluminum, gallons of
gasoline and - the like or for intangi -tiles such as noise. In general,
the kinds of goods which are ;priced in the market currently will be
those for which future imputed .prices are more readily estimated, and
which are therefore usually treated. as if they Here market-determined
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and so are aggregated accordingly. liawevar, as shown, the values of
such imputed dollar amounts are not the same as present prices.
Imputed future prices are on the same monetary scale as at present but
do not incaraporate any measure associated with the utility of time.
q .3.^.5 Qppnrtunity Cost Versus Time Preference
Investments in new transportation systems, as far any investment,
rewire foregoing use of certain present resources far the prospect
of recovering them - ar their equivalent - plus a premium aver some
future time frame. Twa considerations came into play in making the
decision. First, the opportunity, which is exogenous to the decision-
maker, is determined by physical and technical variables in such a way
that the resources invested, such as labor, materials. energy and
other less tangible inputs are returned as a later flaw of same other
mix of service, transformed materials, energy and other less tangible
inputs. Nat only are the amounts of such resources prescribes by the
characteristics. of the opportunity but sa also is the shape of their
flaws as Shawn in Figure D.^.1
The second characteristic far the decision-maker to consider is the
measure of worth ar utility of the alternative opportunities to be cnm-
pared. This may be illustrated by Figure A.3.4,
D	 t	 Time
Figure D.3,4 - The ^iscaunting Principle
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The opportunity may be exemplified by a point return of resource y
at t (point A above) for an investment of y o at t=o. The investor
will be satisfied if, when he factors y by a discau^itad fczetor d(t},
Y•p(t)>Yg•
F{e will be indifferent at a point where
Y • Q( t ) ' Y^•
The factor ^(t) completely captures the measure of this utility far
the prospe4t of y(t). This depends on time as well as on .how strongly
he feels about the prospective gain, Conventionally, as developed by
Fisher (193Q}, the discount function has been taken to be
D(t} =	 ^
( 1 +r )t
Fisher based his argument for using the above equation as the discount
function on the equating of the time-reference far consumption with
the opportunity fora return. This principle cannot be disputed, but
the way in which time-^^eference changes with time may well 6e accord-
ing to same other relation than a constant rate, r, Two separate but
related arguments have been suggested fora more appropriate discount
function (Lifson, 1975 and English, 1975, 1978}. A further extenticn
by English, "A Question on-the Validity of the discount Function", is
currently in preparation for publication.
The essence of English's argument is that while the market may establish
the ratio of a future to a present value for the next time-increment
at (1-^r}, this may be more ar less constant with time as perceived,
but time is not perceived with respect to the present an a lr`near
scale. It may he logarithmic as for all other human sense perceptions.
Qn the basis of a perceptual scale for time as the log of time, the
conventional discount function transforms into one which discounts
longer term values less severely and- therefore provides a significant
present worth for cash flows which will be generated in the very long
run. Such a discount function might be called a discount function
based - in pe:^c•^^t^ta^ ^^n^.
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It may be shown for perceptual time of ^ b 1n^1+bt}
where T is perceptual time, t is real time. and b a scaling parameter,
that
Dot} _ {l^bt}-r/b
A discount function incorporating this concept and utilizing a ^,U^
value far r and a 0.^ value for b is shaven in Figure D.3.6, Gonventianal
discount functions of 1D^ and 4^ are shown for comparison,
The discount function developed above app]ies to economic measures in a
way which satisfies Fisher's criterion of equating opportunity with
time-preference.. However, to extend the concept of discounting to
other than economic measures such as health status ar environmental
quality requires further review,
D.3.4.fi Discounting of Other Titan Economic Values
The discount factor applied to future measures of worth {utility) con-
verts the utility to the present utility of that prospect. The basic
notion is a time-preference idea and is nt^ different in principle From
ot'^ter util-sties {developed in Chapter 6}, A comparison can be made of
alternative transportation. systems by comparing the utilities of all of
the available opportunities {i.e., alternative systems}. The approach
to discounting used by Lifson {1876} is based precisely on this concept
o f cQntpari nq uti 1 i ti es .
Arty discount function based on equating opportunity with ti»ae preference
has in ei'fect incorporated a reference or base-line opportunity into
the comparison. In conventional discounting, the discount rate is idea-
	
tif^ed as being the. ^^'r^^z'^:G^::-+^^-iyc`^`;^ ^^;' a.^:^ ,^,z^.
	
This means that
there is an assumed reference opportunity with which capital inurstments
+nay a1 ways bc^ compared implicitly.
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0.4 Societal Considerations
transportation interacts bath directly and subtly with all the elements
affecting our quality of life, Where we live, where we work, our health,
the way we use our land, the noise levels to which we are subjected, our
ability to see the world around us, the flora, the fauna -- all these
and all the other concerns dealt with in environmental impact statements
are influenced by our transportation systems.
In spite of the profound, pervasive consequences of transportation deci-
sions, little is known of .the way Such cartsequences are propagated through
our physical and social environments. 1'he relationship between air pol-
lution and people's health status, for example, is not understood. Val-
idated analytic models for estimating the effects of emissions of a can-
didate transportation mode on health are non-existent. Rs a consekl^^ence,
emission standards are defined and vehicle emissions are used as criteria
in evaluating alternative transportation modal concepts. Vehicle emis-
sions are, however, a pErfos^rrance characteristic of a particular system
design, not a measure of mission c>,fJectz^eness. For the selection of a
modal concept, effectiveness criteria that measure impact by the trans-
portation system on some valued facet of the environment are more appro-
priate. People's health status, visibility of the areas in which we
live,-and effects on flora and fauna would define some of the factors
that make emissions important to us and would be, therefore, proper
transportation system effectiveness criteria. In general, the poor
state-af-the-art in modeling the mutual interactions and continuous
feedback between transportation and its to tai environment Necessitates
the use of makeshift approaches to the analysis and evaluation of alter-
native transportation modal concepts:
^1)	 the use of performance criteria where effzct^ueness criteria
would be more appropriate
(2) the use of effectiveness criteria, with analysis accomplished
by eliciting judgmental estimates from knowledgeable personnel
(3) avoiding the problem by emitting troublesome criteria from
explicit analysis and evaluation; the impacts omitted from
i^	 i ^
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analysis and evaluation may, of course, be factored into the- 	 ^^:£,
decision by the decision-maker in some intuitive and, hence,
unknown manner.	 ^ ^'+^
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Approach (^} has been standard practice in transportation planning until
the recent pressures for explicit reporting of the bases for decision-
making. Approach (1) is used where "hard" data and known models are
available; estimation of the relationships between Performance criteria
and effectiveness criteria is, of course, accomplished by judgment and
intuition and i^, tE^erefore, not easily reviewed, discussed, or communi-
cated, The ECONERGY methodology is based on approach (2) in order to
assure that the information generated by the analysis activity, using
the best available techniques and data, is the information responsive
to the needs of the decision-maker's value system, and that tt?e output
of analysis is explicitly evaluated through application of an agreed-on
evaluation model.
D.5 Technological Potentials for the Year 203
A number of different technologies - and aggregations of these technol-
ogies bear directly on transportation systems, For purposes of dis-
cussion, these technologies can be grouped in various ways such as by
categories of vehicle type, subcomponent tecF^nology, scientific disci aline,
etc. In the fallowing discussion, the areas of technology will be groupea
insofar as possible, primarily by subcomponent technologies togeti3er
with examples discussed in the context of transportation vehicle systems.
All transportation systems require at least one step of energy con-
version where the final form of energy is that of the mechanical
energy propelling the payload being transported. In this sense, the
automobile, for example, can be considered an overall energy conversion
device that converts the chemical energy of the fuel - into the mechani-
cal energy necessary to transport passengers. Technological efforts,
are directed toward decreasing costs and enery;; c^^ g umption-and. improv-
ing performance while simultaneously satisfying requirements set by
-17fi-
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certain social and environmental considerations,
Directions of technological endeavor, primarily at the vehicle level,
include the following:
1. Decreasing the energy loss associated with vehicle motion.
Examples:
• Decreasing-the rolling friction of trains by the method of
magnetic levitation.
• Decreasing aerodynamic drag of a transport aircraft.
2. Storage and regeneration of braking energy.
Examples:
• Use of on-board flywheels to store and reuse energy
repaired in braking (called "regeneration."}.
• Use of electrical regeneration systems that feed the
braking energy back into the feeder system of an electric
rail road.
3. Increasing the efficiency of chemical fuels and their energy
conversion devices.
Example:
• Decreasing the specific fuel consumption of an aircraft
turbojet engine by increasing turbine inlet temperature.
4. Decreasing the mass of the vehicle relative to payload.
Example:
• DecreasirR; the mass of a railroad car by means of all-
-	 al umi nt:m constructi an.
5. Improving efficiency of operation of energy conversion
devi;,es through. improved information processing and control.
Example:
• Use of mini-computers in automobiles to monitor and adjust
the engine fo rminimum fuel-consumption under all opera-
ti ng conditions .
D.5.1 ^ecr^ase in Energy ^.oss Associated with Vehicle Mohan
A significant fraction of the fatal energy expended by transportation
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vehicles is allocated to overcoming resistance to forward motion.	 For
aircraft, the primary source of resistance is aerodynamic drag while
j'nH.
=^::4,: L.
for wheeled vehicles the resistance comes from both aerodynamic drag e'=!
and rolling friction. 	 Rolling friction results from friction in wheel -
bearings, inelastic flexing of	 he wheels /tires, and from contact with
the surface over which the wheel. is rolling { including some degree from
sliding).	 There is also a certain amount of energy expended by motion- »^^^
and vibration - damping devices, although this tends to be minimal.
`t
D.5.I.^	 Aerodynamic Qrag of Flight Vehicles ;
'_
i^Since for an aircraft in steady flight the drag forces equal the engine ^,
thrust forces, it is clear that any reduction in drag will	 serve to ^
conserve fuel.	 Depending upon the nomenclature used, the total air- .^
,,
craft drag is considered to be composed of two or three components.
The induced drag is the penalty paid far the aerodynamic lift that
supports the aircraft, whereas the prosile drag and skin friction drag - ^
(sometimes called parasite draggy are the penalties associated with mov-
ing a body through a viscous fluid.
D. 5.1.2
	
Induced Dra ^	 ^j,
Induced drag can be decreased by increasing the effective aspect ratio
of the wing.	 Because the air pressure on the lower surface of the wing
is greater than on the upper surface, there tends to be a flow of air ^
around the tip from the lower to the-upper surface.	 Since the wing is :.
moving forward, this flow results in a trailing vortex that consumes
energy.	 This effect can be lessened by making the wing longer and
narrower ( increasing the aspect ratio!. 	 It can also be lessened by
employing a winglet to help block the flaw around the tip.
. ^
It has been estimated that the use of wing1ets offers a potent^^l savin g
of 4a - 6^ in fuel consumption. 	 However, the decrease in drag is
obtained at the expense of higher wing bending moments, wh ich, in tu;-ta, ^'
tend to increase structural weight.	 According to conclusions drawn
- ll8-
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by the Douglas Aircraft Company (RASA CR-131923, 1916), there can be
a net benefit from the use of winglets.
0.5.1.3	 Supercritical Airfoil
There is a newly-tievelaped airfoil shape that essentially increases
drag-divergence Mitch Number of a given wing relative to conventional
shapes.	 This, in turn, can be translated into reduced wing structural
weight, either by degreasing the required sweepback angle and/or
increasing the allowable wing thickness.	 It is difficult to assess the
potential benefit of this development because of the complexity of pos-
Bible design tradeoffs. 	 Only an overall design optimization study can
determine the magnitu;ie of the.fuel-conservation potential of the
supercritical airfoil fora particular aircraft of fora generic
family of aircraft.	 For example, at a cruise Mach Number of 0.8, a 5^
reduction in fuel consumption has been computed by changing to a super-
cr^tzcai airfoil in the OC-9 aircraft derivative.
0.5.1..4 Laminar Flow Control
By removing the boundary layer Pram the aerodynamic surfaces, skin
friction drag can be reduced and laminar flow enhanced (which further
reduces drag by delaying the onset of turbulent flow). 	 This can be
accomplished by suction of the boundary layer through holes or slats
in the surfacal.	 Although drag reductions equivalent to i5^ to 20a
reduction in fuel consumption were achieved under laboratory conditions
as long as 25 years ago, the concept has not been exploited because the
problem of the holes becoming clogged with foreign matter has not yet
been solved.
0.5.2
	 Storage and Regeneration of Braking Energy
For vehicles that make frequdnt stops and starts, a significant frac-
flan of the total. propulsion energy is associated with the braking
phase.	 With automobiles, this mechanical	 energy is converted to ther-
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mal energy by the brakes and is dissipated into the air. However, in
the case of a subway, if the braking energy is dissipated to the air
as thermal energy, an auxiliary cooling system must be installed to
remove this heat from the subway tunnels. For this reason, and for
the "purpose af t'conserving energy, various techniques are being studied
to regenerate the braking energy, that is, to conserve and re-use it.
With electric railways using a ^?-G feeder system, one way of accomplish-
ing this is to feed the braking energy, in the form of D-C electrical
current, back into the feeder system- It is estimated that currently
?5^ of the braking energy can be recycled, depending upon the "rec:^ptivity"
of the feeder system, which is determined by the characteristics of the
vehicle/feeder dynamics.
Another technological area that is being explored is that of storing the
braking energy in a flywheel aboard the vehicle for use during sub-
sequent acceleration. Studies to date indicate that flywheel storage
and regeneration can be accomplished with approximately the same effi-
ciency as the electrical regeneration. However, flywheels have the
advantage of storing the energy aboard the vehicle, thus assuring a
ready recipient of the regenerated energy (which might not occur in the
previously described regeneration method} as well as providing a limited
source of emergency propulsion energy in case the feeder line experiences
a "blackout."
Electric automobiles may be able to extend their range significantly and
conserve energy by use of a flywheel plus the necessary solid state
electronic devices for regenerating braking energy. Ai though without
a flywheel, braking energy could be channeled to the batteries far temp-
orary storage, it would be required that they efficiently stare the
energy at the high. rate at which it is produced in braking and that they
recycle it efficiently. Currently, regeneration of braking energy for
automobiles appears potentially more efficient with flywheel storage, but
future technological developments in eleetro-chemical energy storage sys-
tines might change this picture.
_..	
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It should be noted that the recent achievement of efficient regeneration
capability has as its basis recent technological accomplishments in
the solid state electronic field that have made possible the efficient
conversion of Q-C voltage into multiphase, variable-voltage, variable-
frequence A-C voltage at high power levels.
D.5.3 Chemical Fuels and. Their energy CanvF^rsian Devices
In ex^:mining the potential impact of new technology in this area, with
reference to the year 2030, it can be seen that the direction and impart
of new technology is determined not only by technical improvements feed-
i;,y the technology from the inside but also by changing conditions on
the outside, such as changing availability of fuel and changing soci-
etal requirements such as those dealing with pollution.
As the supply of petroleum decreases in quantity and quality, we can
expect that increasing technological efforts will be directed toward
developing engines capable of utilizing fuels with "degraded" -charac-
teristics. Such efforts are already undertivay in the case of the air-
craft turbojet engine, where it is desired to provide the capability of
utilizing fuels with higher aro::^atic content than a]lowed by current
specifications, However, this type of technological improvement is a
response tti1 a new need, rather than the exploitation of a new techn p -
logical ir.;^ovation. The merit of this new technology is oat that it
improves transportation system operation bu* that it tends to lower
the rate of increase of fuel costs ^Engiish and Diu, 1931),
Alternative fuels such as liquid hydrogen, liquid methane, ethanol and
methanol have been considered far various tran •_aortation systems. Of
these, hydrogen fuel has perhaps had the most attention, its attract-
ive features being its high energy per pound and the fact that the
product of combustion is water. However, on the problem side is hydro-
gen's low density, the problems of dealing with cryogenic s ystems, and
the unfavorable net energy analysis associated Stith hydrogen production
and storage.
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Aircraft design studies have indicated that hydrogen-fueled aircraft
are technologically feasible but that high overall costs of using hydro-
gen fuel make the system more expensive, both in terms of total energy
expended and in terms of monetary cost, than aircraft systems utilizing
synthetic ,het fuel produced from coal.
Hiyh-energy fuels for turbojet engines have been studied for many years.
{}ne of the more exotic was a boron-based fuel which provided the poten-
tial for decreasing aircraft gross weight {for e^luai range and payload)
by approximately 40^. (Problems of cost, availability and net energy
analysis, as well as technglagical problems, precluded its serious
pursuit).
Methanol has a heat of combustion of 8,6x0 Bl'U/lb c gmpared with 19,100
for gasoline (they have roughly the same: density) and has been mixed
with gasoline tq
 form a fuel that has been burned in standard auto
engines {with no ^:djustments). ethanol has a heat of combustion of
11,504 BTl1/1 b and i is weight i s also suitable .for use i n ground trans-
portatign.
At the present time, there are technal g gical problems with both methanol
and ethanol in connection with their use for fuels for internal combus-
tion engines and their cost is currently higher than gasoline. However,
in competitioin with synthetic fuel from coal, methanol and/or ethanol
{or chemical derivatives of these) can be expected to have an impact
on some portion of the transportation fuel spectrum.
D.5.4 Decreasing the Mass of the Vehicle Pelative to Payload
-^
^^)
_^
It is well recognized that in the case of aircraft, there is great
incentive to minimize non-payload weight; the value of one pound of
weight saved during the design stage may be several hundred dollars.
i^	 '	 ^
i
^ti
It was pointed out in Section D.5.1 that induced drag is the penalty
	
i '
paid fqr aerodynamic lift. It is, therefore, one of the parameters	 ^	 '
that couples changes in aircraft weight to changes in propulsion energy
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required. Far example, improvements in aircraft structural weight effi-
ciency are expected from new structural materials -- particularly fila-
merit-reinforced composites -- as we]1 as i :rom decreases in dynamic loads
made possible by active control systems. However, other types of vehicles
have not, in the past, fostered the same degree of incentive to minimize
mass. 'l'he conventional railroad car is an example where the cost- versus-
mass tradeoffs were very different from those of the aircraft, resulting
in rather massive construction.
It is particularly important for future high speed vehicles employing
levitation such as air-cushion or magnetic) that structural technology
developed for aircraft be tailored and exploited in their non-aircraft
applications because of the important implications for energy expenditure
and costs of the guideways.
D.S.5 Improving Information Systems for Gontrol and Communication
1'he growing fie^d^of technology in solid state and electro-optical
devices. in the processing of information has potential far a-very large
impact on transportation systems of the future as discussed below.
D.5.5.1. Gontro', and Management of Energy Conversion Systems
It can be expected that small, on-board computers or micro-processors
will play a me^gr role in monitoring and controlling the energy management
of vehicles ranging from small automobiles to trains and aircraft. I,^
autos, these devices would"'not only maximize efficiency of the propulsion
y..
system (electrical or internal-combustion) and manaere energy regeneration
under varying operating conditions, but would also interact with the
driver in various ways to improve safety.
^.5.^.2	 al of Aircr ft D na	 s ariseCanty	 	 y mac Re p
The control -configured aircraft is another conceptual advance in .tech-
nglogy made possible by computer-based control-system technology. By
-Z83-
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providing active "artificial" aerodynamic stability, this concept allows
the use of new aircraft configuations that are tailored to minimize
aerodynamic drag and structural weight.
Active control systems also provide a decrease in flight loads for
conventional configurations by means of gust-alleviation and lift-dis-
tribution control. It has been estimated that active control technology
would allow structural weight reductions up to I4^ grey, 1974}.
D.5,5.3 Control of Movement (Guidance and Velocity} of .Automobiles
Automatic pilots for aircraft have been used far many years_ However,
similar devices for automobiles have not been exploited -- undoubtedly
due, in part, to the complexity of the problems that would have to be
dealt with, as well as to the technical difficulties that would be
encountered in obtaining the necessary information inputs.
It might be expected that at same future time, an-board microprocessors
in automobiles could be linked to computer systems serving special
throughways so that, while the automobile :was traveling on the control
highway link, its movement would be controlled in both position and
velosity so as to obtain optimum traffic flow.
^►
g , 5.5,4 Use of Gptical information Transmission Systems
^.
A serious problem encountered with the information transfer to and from
an electric rai'^way vehicle utilizing - high-voltage feeder lines, together
with pulse-width modulation inverter equipment, is the problem of elec-
trical noise. The same problem exists with on-board information transfer..
Electrical filtering and shjelding provide only a partial solution.
However, new applications of the technology of information transmission 	 j
by optical means (fiber-optics and laser-beam transmission} can-have a 	 ^
significant impact on the operation and safety of transportation vehicles, 	 1
such as high-speed tracked vehicles, because optical transmission
^,
is not subject to ,electrical interference,
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D.5.6 Maximum Capacity of a Transportation System
Far a given tran^portatian system, as the demand grows increasingly
large, it is inevitable that at some point in time the maximum pas-
senger-carrying capacity, or freight -carrying capacity, will be reached
-- even with all possible additions to the various system components and
with maximum improvements in efficiency of operation,
Obviously, as this paint is approached, it is necessary to have built
the capability to phase in a new system to meet the increasing demand..
But in order to do this, we must have previously completed the neces-
sary planning, research. development, testing, engineering, etc., suf-
ficiently far in advance of the time of need,
It is :iifficult to predict the. maximum capacity of a system because, 	 ^_;
faa° any system, various actiahs can be taken along the way that will
>::
i^rrementally increase the capacity and thereby postpone the time at
which the ^;!axi^sum paint is reached. 5onte of these will be based an
technology and innovations not yet in existence, Likewise, it is
even mare difficult to predict the year in which a given system will	 ^°
yy
ry
3
reach its maximum capability because the question of "when" introduces 	 ^',
additional uncertaitties into the picture. However, what we can pre-	 `
diet is tPtat there is a level, far every system as we knave it today, 	 -:
at which the system will approach saturation. By studied analysis,
it is possible to compute, for a set of conditions assumed to-exist
at a specdfied future time (together with as:>umed pathways leading
from the present time to the future time), an estimate of maximum
capacity and the date at which it will be reached.	 ^:=
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the factors involved in
this type of endeavor and to illustrate hdw this approach can be used
as a planning tool-for new transportation systems.
In order to provide same feeling for the canditon of saturated payload-
carrying capacities, a hypthetical example will be presented. Fql-
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lowing this, a simple conceptual model is ^a:-wd to examine the question
of system capacity and the basic factors that determine ^naxianum capacity.
0.5.6.1 Hypothetical Example
As an example to illustrate a situation in a single transportation
link approaching saturation, consider the case of air transportation
between two terminal points corresponding to the Los Angeles and San
Francisco areas. For simplification, the airport and terminal facilities
at-each of the two areas are treated as a single aggregated unit,.
The following assumptions are made regarding the characteristics of the
system link and the passenger flow rate:
•	 air distaf^4e between terminal points: 547 air-kilometers
• number of passengers per aircraft: 400 passengers
(this would correspond with an 80^ load-factor on the
500 passenger Boeing 747-5^)
•	 the annual travel rate between these two terminal paints:
1Q.4 x 10g
 passenger-kilometers .per year
r	 the traffic: equal in the north and south directions.
11`^ J`^L^  .x; ^	 ^4..^:c i. 3 i_$ yr ^^^ i1^:.^:if? N^. .. y1-,C^ J y^r'v^ :^..2.^s.1u ^ 2^e Y' .^^ # .`Ji'iI2'i
Using the assumptions _listed above, together ^vith the ,assumption that
traffic volume is evenly spread over the ^4 hours of th y: day, we can
calculate the corresponding number of vehicles landing plus take-offs
at each terminal per hour:
Vehicleslhovr =	 I0.4 x 14g
(24)(365)(547)(40E1)
= 5.4 vehicle landings plus talcs-offs per hour
at each terminal
This is equivalent to one Los AngelesJSan Francisco -link vehicle land- 	 '"I
ing or taking off every 11 minutes at each terminal. This corresponds
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to 4^^0 t_AfSt:-link passengers per hoi ►r continuously ttroving through each
fermi natl ,	 3
j
^^#^^ .TI. .^czl^^irr^ L^`Std'^tttti^.^tt
If we now consider .the gore realistic situation wherein t ►•a^'fic flow
is oat uniform throughout the day and nigt ►t i and if we apply a dfiily
peaking factor of 1.5 (this would correspond to a situation of no t ►•af-
fic during 8 hours of the night, the total then heir ►g distributed evenly
aver the remaining I6 hours}^ the following traffic rates result;
Aircraft per hour;	 8.2^I aircraft landing ar t^k-
ing sff every 7,^ minut^s^
Pa^senge ►• arriv^tlldeparture t•ate: ^^0 passengers every 7.3 nrin-
utes or 3,^^^ passengers per•
!tour
recall that this is traffic over only one link of the System -- that
between [,os Angeles and San Fr;rrtcisco, 	 l`f, far• e^^^^ttple. eve as^sunte
that this constitutes ^3s much a-s 5^t^ of the traffic .tt the L. ,^ ^ coitt^le^,
the total traffic at i.Ak its our trypatheticr,^ example, d^trirtg the
spread-out peak - period,wouiLi be sc^^ttething tide I5^ aircraft per !tour*
or one aircraft handing or taking off every w: sec^artds, tvitlt ^^ pas
senger flow t^trough the ter^t^inal of c^pproxi^ttately 3"7^0 passe^nget•s
per hoar, or 0.74 million passengers per. I6 hotrr• day,
tt it^igh^ be anenti-tined that -
 the figure cif ID,^ ^ lOg artnutl passenger
kilometers was obtai^red by aasuming a consex • ►rativn avet^a^^e annual
growth rate of ^^ in . air• traffic between ^.os 4ngeles artd Sin ^rarteisc:o
- based an ^^n estiEttate^i I,IS x lclg ,air• passenger kilanteters in I g iS and
allocvitig this c^rowttt to c:cintint,e until the ^O:ll Bute fraute, 	 1'!te ^•^:
grotvtlt ^^ate fs cons idered a conser ►^ tg t'ive estimtate si ^tce the- gro ►vtlt r^rtz
in I977 for II,S, ^io^ttestic passerac^er• miles and 'r•^venue ton-^iriles of
air freight was 14^^,
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